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Abstract 

This study based on a questionnaire for Arabic and Japanese native speakers focusing on 

degrees adverbs express consideration in refusal speech act. The questionnaire contained 

refusal situations with different degrees adverbs. The participants were asked to choose the 

most likely convincing choices. While a follow-up interviews were made later with the Arabic 

speakers .The result showed that, about 70% of Arabic speakers use the expressions of the high 

degree adverbs as a consideration expressions - as it was understood from the follow up 

interviews. On the other hand, most of Japanese speakers prefer to not use degrees adverbs in 

refusing as they think it causes a negative effect. 
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3) Egyptian may have used the strategy of giving reasons in situations that they found 

difficult to refuse as away of trying to fully justify their refusals.  
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abstract  
In this research, we discuss the pragmatic function of the Japanese construction no (da) ne, which 

consists of the explanatory modality, indicated by the construction no da, with the sentence-final particle ne 
attached; our focus is on the realized form and intonation of the construction. Analysis using a corpus of 
natural female conversation (with other women and with men) revealed that the realized forms no ne 
and n da ne take over the pragmatic function of no ( ) and n da ( ), that ne demonstrates the desire to 
continue the conversation, and that the intonation of ne is used to indicate the attitude in which the utterance 
is being offered to the interlocutor. For example, a rising intonation indicates that the speaker 
requires a reaction from the hearer, while a flat intonation indicates a cognitive change within the 
speaker. 
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「ほめごろし」の言語学 1 
大久保朝憲（おおくぼ・とものり） 
関西大学 

 
<Abstract> 

This paper tries to analyse homegorosi, a type of discourse strategy consisting of (an) ironical utterance(s), 

containing repetitive ironical applause with strong accusative effects. Our analysis is based on the 

standpoint of the Argumentative Polyphony Theory (APT) as well as the Semantic Blocks Theory (SBT), 

both founded by Carel (2011a), and our homegorosi data are taken from political campaign slogans and 

popular songs’ lyrics. It is made clear that homegorosi discourses always contain (an) ironical utterance(s) 

satisfying our theoretical criterion, and that what is characteristic in homegorosi is that the speaker has 

more freedom to develop his/her ironical discourse, by denying its argumentative absurdity. 

【キーワード】ほめごろし アイロニー ポリフォニー 論証 

 

 

 「ほめごろし」とは 
本稿では、「ほめごろし」とよばれるディスコース方略について、Marion Carel（主として Carel (2011a)）

による「論証的ポリフォニー理論」および「意味ブロック理論」にもとづいた分析をこころみる。 

「ほめごろし」の語には複数の意味があるが、本稿では、「いやみになるほどほめ立てること。必要以
上にほめちぎることで、かえって相手をひやかしたりけなしたりすること」（『デジタル大辞泉』）という
意味で使用する。この意味での使用は、1987年に自民党の次期総裁えらびの過程で、ある極右団体が「竹

下さんは日本一、金儲けがうまい政治家。竹下さんを総理大臣にしよう！」という街宣活動をおこなう
ことで竹下登を攻撃したこと（岩瀬 2002: 211）にはじまるといわれており、政治的ディスコースで利用
されることがおおい。本稿では、このような 1. 政治団体の街宣キャンペーンと、2. ポピュラー・ソング

の歌詞をデータとする分析・観察をおこなう。 

また、「ほめごろし」とは、ある種のアイロニー的発話によって、もしくはそれを中心に構築されるデ
ィスコースの 1タイプであるととらえられる。そこで、「ほめごろし」効果をうみだすアイロニー発話が、

通常のアイロニーとくらべてどのような特異性をもつかということについても考察したい。 

 

 「ほめごろし」の実例 

まずは典型的な「ほめごろし」の実例を、上記の 2つのカテゴリーから 1例ずつ紹介する。 

 

(1) 命や健康よりも大切なものがある！ 私たち原発推進派は自民党を支持します。 

これは、反政府政治運動家の外山恒一が、2013 年の参議院選挙の際に街宣車にかかげた看板に掲示し
たスローガンだが 2、これをみれば即座に、この発話の話者が原発推進派でも自民党支持者でもなく、実

際には強烈な自民党非難をおこなっているのだということがみてとれる。 

つぎに、歌詞の実例として、フォーク歌手高田渡の「自衛隊に入ろう」をみてみよう。 

 
(2) 「自衛隊に入ろう」（作詞：高田渡／作曲：マルビナ・レイノルズ／1968年） 
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みなさん方の中に 
自衛隊に入りたい人はいませんか 
ひとはたあげたい人はいませんか 
目衛隊じゃ 人材もとめてます 
 
*自衛隊に入ろう 入ろう 入ろう 
自衛隊に入れば この世は天国  
男の中の男はみんな 
自衛隊に入って 花と散る* 
 
スポーツをやりたい人いたら 
いつでも 目衛隊におこし下さい 
槍でも鉄砲でも 何でもありますよ 

とにかく 体が資本です 
 
（**くりかえし） 
 
鉄砲や戦車や ひこうきに 
興味をもっている方は 
いつでも自衛隊におこし下さい 
手とり 足とり おしえます 
 
（**くりかえし） 
 
日本の平和を守るためにゃ 
鉄砲やロケットがいりますよ 

アメリカさんにも手伝ってもらい 
悪い ソ連や中国をやっつけましょ
う 
 
（**くりかえし） 
 
自衛隊じゃ 人材もとめてます 
年齢 学歴はといません 
祖国のためなら どこまでも 
素直な人をもとめます 
 
（**くりかえし） 

 
このうたは、自衛隊批判のうたであることがしられ、現に 1968年の発表後しばらくして「放送禁止歌」

となった（森 2003: 44-53）。歌詞の内容そのものは自衛隊入隊を勧誘するものとなっているが、これが

「ほめごろし」となるのは、楽曲や歌唱のスタイルにくわえて、言語的には、反復されるサビの部分が
かぎになる。 

 

 理論的わくぐみ：論証的ポリフォニー理論と意味ブロック理論 
こうした事例を分析するために、本稿では、Carel (ibid.)の言語理論である「論証的ポリフォニー理論 

Théorie argumentative de la polyphonie: TAP」と、この理論と対をなすものとして提案された「意味ブ

ロック理論 Théorie des blocs sémantiques: TBS」を援用する。理論的には後者が前提となって前者が規
定されるので、まずは意味ブロック理論の概要を提示する。 

 

 意味ブロック理論：  
Carelの言語理論では、「論証 argumentation」という概念が中心におかれている。言語を論拠だての観

点から記述しようというアプローチのなかでも、Carelの理論は、言語そのものが論拠だてのシステムと

して構築されているという、もっともラディカルなたちばにたつ。 

たとえば「晴天である」というみじかい言語表現の意味として、この理論では、それが「太陽がでて
おり、くもがない／すくない」という状況を表象しているとはかんがえず、「晴天である だから 外出

しよう。」というつながりのなかで、いわば「外出をうながすものとしての晴天」という論証的な意味を
あたえられるとかんがえる。したがって、「晴天である」というおなじ形式でも「晴天である だから ひ
やけどめをぬろう。」というつながりのなかでは、「健康への脅威としての晴天」というちがう意味をも

つということになる。 

以上のように、すべての発話は、「Pだから Q」もしくは「Pであるのに NEG-Q」（NEG：否定もしく
はそれに準じる言語要素）などといった論証的連鎖 enchaînement argumentatif のなかでディスコース

内での意味を獲得するというのが意味ブロック理論の基本的なかんがえかたで、「ブロック」というのは、
Pと Qの関係が、上記以外に、「NEG-Pだから NEG-Q」「NEG-Pであるのに Q」という 4つのおなじ意
味的方向性をもった形式（4つのあいだでは、P, Q の意味は共有されている）のセットになっているこ

とに注目したものである。また、具体的な論証的連鎖をひとつにまとめ、抽象的な形式としてあらわし
たものを「論証局面 aspect argumentatif」とよび、たとえば、「はれてるね、ピクニックにでもいくか」
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「このお天気なら、きょうの海水浴場はこむだろうね」「あした天気がよかったら、職場まであるいてい
こうかな」といった論証的連鎖は、すべて [晴天 だから 外出] と標記できるような論証局面の具体化
の事例として記述される。 

以上が、TBS の基本的なアイデアであり、これを理論的前提として、以下にのべる論証的ポリフォニ
ー理論が提案されている。 

   

 論証的ポリフォニー理論：  
論証的ポリフォニー理論: TAPは、TBSで記述された意味内容が、ディスコース上にどのように配置さ

れ、それによってなにをつたえるかということを、ひとつの発話には複数の内容が同時にふくみこまれ

ているのだという独自の観点から記述しようとするものである。これをわかりやすくしめすものとして、
以下のような例をみてみよう。 

 

(3) 沖縄は米国の軍事植民地ではない。 

 

TAP では、この発話には 2 つの「内容＝声」が実現しているとかんがえる。1 つは [沖縄は米国の軍

事植民地である] というもの、そしてもうひとつが [沖縄は米国の軍事植民地ではない] というものであ
る。わざわざ否定文でいわなくても「沖縄は日本の領土である」といえばよいことをわざわざこのよう
にいうのは、否定されるべき内容（声） [沖縄は米国の軍事植民地である] が文脈内で活性化しているこ

とによる。このことは、否定文には、肯定の内容を主張する声と否定のそれを主張する声がともにふく
まれていることをしめしている。TAP は、発話のこのような声の複数性に注目し、そのしくみをあきら
かにしようとする理論である。 

以上の観点から、TAP では「トーン」と「発話モード」という 2 つの主要概念によって、ある意味内
容をディスコース上に位置づけ、発話として機能させるとかんがえる。「意味内容」とは、文単位のまと
まった意味をもつ言語表現のそれという意味で、意味論の「命題」におおむね相当するものとひとまず

かんがえられたい。 

 

 トーン 

「トーン」とは、ある意味内容が、だれの声によって発話されているものかということをしめすもの
で、「話者トーン」、「世界トーン」、「他者トーン」の 3つのトーンに区別される。 

 

話者トーン：その内容が話者自身によって着想されたものであることをのべるときに発話がもつトーン
のこと。話者トーンの発話には、おおむね「～とおもう」を後続させることができる。 

世界トーン：世界のありさまについて「事実」と話者がみとめる内容をのべるとき、発話には「世界ト

ーン」が付与されるとする。典型的には、事実についての報道文などがそれにあたる。 

他者トーン：ほかのだれかがいっていることを報告的にのべるとき、「他者トーン」が付与されるとする。
典型的には、「ということだ」「らしい」などのマーカーによって明示される。 

 

このように、ある発話の物理的主体は話者自身であるが、その内容によって実際には複数のトーンが
関与しているというのが TAPの基本的なかんがえかたである。 
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 発話モード 3 
発話される内容は、上記のようにさまざまなトーンをとりうるが、その内容を、どのような「態度」

をもって発話するかということは、これとは独立したものとしてかんがえる。これが発話モードで、い

まのところ TAPでは 3つの発話モードが提案されている。 

 

受諾モード 4 ：いかなるトーンによるものであれ、話者がその内容をディスコースの前面

に位置づけ、その内容がディスコース内でもちうる論証的方向性にしたがってディスコースが展開でき
るとき、その内容は受諾モードで発話されているという。 

排除モード ：さきの例でみたように、否定文では、肯定・否定の 2つの内容がしめされ、ディ

スコースは、否定の内容にもとづいて展開し、肯定のほうをひきついで展開することは禁じられる。そ
のことを TAPでは「排除」という。 

承認モード ：これは、意味論の「前提」にちかい発話モードである。その内容を話者はみとめる

が、ディスコース上では背景化し、そこからディスコースが展開することはない。 

 

注意すべき点として、トーンと発話モードはたがいに独立しているということがある。したがって、

たとえば他者トーンの内容が受諾モードで発話されるケースもある。「無批判なディスコース」とでもよ
べるようなもので、ヘイトスピーチなどの温床になっているディスコース展開であるといえるだろう。 

 

 ・・ によるアイロニーの記述 
上記に概略をのべた TBS/TAPにもとづいて、ほめごろしのベースとなる「アイロニー」がどのように

記述されるかを簡単に提示する。 

 

 によるアイロニーの記述 

これについては、Ducrot (2010) という論考があり、そこではアイロニーと否定の発話が比較されてい

る。説明を単純化するために、晴天を期待した日に豪雨になったという状況での「いい天気だね」とい
う、古典的なアイロニーの例を使用する。 

 

(4) 天気よくないね。〔通常の（アイロニーではない）否定発話〕 
天気がよい （排除モード）

天気がよくない （受諾モード）
 

(5) 絶好の天気だね。〔アイロニー発話〕 
天気がよい （排除モード）

（受諾モードの内容が不在） 
 

すでにみたとおり、文法的な否定文には、(4)のように通常肯定と否定の 2つの内容がふくみこまれ、
肯定の内容は排除され、否定の内容が受諾される。Ducrot (ibid.) によると、アイロニーの発話 (5) にお

いては、肯定の内容が排除されるという点では否定発話と同様であるが、通常の否定の発話とちがって、
受諾モードでディスコースにのせられる意味内容がない（øで表示）ことが特徴とされる。この際、その
内容には話者トーンが付与され、話者は、自分の着想でものをいっているのであるが、それを受諾し、

それにしたがって、「天気がよい だから ピクニック」のようなディスコースの展開をみとめていない
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ことを同時に積極的につたえることになる。排除モードの、つまりひきうける気のない内容だけを話者
トーンで発話するというこの記述は、アイロニーについてしばしばひきあいにだされる「ふり pretence」
という特徴を積極的かつ理論的に記述したものであるということもできよう。 

 

 によるアイロニーの記述 

Carel (2011b) は、TBS内部でアイロニーやパラドックスについて記述しようとした論考で、アイロニ

ー発話がかもしだすユーモアの起源をしめそうとしているところが特徴的である。これによると、アイ
ロニーとは、ある論証局面の不合理な具体化であると規定される。以下の英語の例をみてみよう。 

 

(6)  a. I loved this restaurant: the steak was tender and juicy.  〔通常の発話〕 

 b. I loved this restaurant: the steak was as tender as a leather boot. 〔アイロニー〕 

 

(6a) の例は通常の発話、(6b) はアイロニーとみなすことができる。両者はともに、[good food 

THEREFORE to love the restaurant] と表示できる論証局面の具体化による論証的連鎖の例といえる。
(6a) では、この具体化は正常になされているが、(6b)では、tender as a leather boot という比較表現か

ら、この具体化があきらかに不合理であることが判断できる。TBS では、このようなギャップの成立が
アイロニー成立の条件であり、これがまた、アイロニー特有のユーモアをもたらすものでもあるとして
いる。 

ところで、先の「天気がいい」の例には、ここでの leather bootのような、アイロニー解釈をうながす
言語的なてがかりはなく、おなじことを実際の天気という状況がサポートすることになるとかんがえら
れる。このことについて、本稿では、「天気がいいね」のような古典的といわれるアイロニーの事例は、

実は典型的な「言語的アイロニー verbal irony」の事例ではなく、「状況」に依拠することではじめてな
りたつという点で、「状況のアイロニー situational irony」 とのあいだの中間的な事例であることによる
とかんがえる。好天を確信していたその日からちょうどあめになった、というのはそれだけで（状況の）

アイロニーとして成立する。 

 

 「ほめごろし」のディスコース 

「ほめごろし」のディスコースには、TBS 的に記述できる「論証局面の不合理な具体化」が言語的に
確認できる事例と、それがみられない（「状況のアイロニー」的な）事例がある。これらについて、以下
順に考察してゆこう。 

 

 政治団体の街宣キャンペーン 
街宣車によるメッセージは、受信者に「状況」をくわしく理解させる余裕はないので、すぐにきいて

「ほめごろし」とわかるようなしくみを発話そのものがそなえている必要がある。 

 

(7) 竹下さんは日本一、金儲けがうまい政治家。竹下さんを総理大臣にしよう！ 
論証的連鎖：[竹下は日本一金儲けがうまい だから 竹下を総理大臣にしよう]（排除モード） 
↑具体化 
論証局面：[適格な人物 だから 選出する] 

 

ここでは、「（総理大臣として）適格」であることが「日本一金儲けがうまい」という特徴によって具
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体化され、その「不合理さ」が自明のものとして「ほめごろし」をみちびくアイロニーが成立する。ま
た、この発話は、「キャンペーン」である以上話者トーンでありつつも、受諾モード内容をかいた、排除
モードの内容の提示であるということができる。 

外山恒一の事例について、その「ほめごろし」性を了解するためには、メインの 2 行目だけで十分で
あり、これを以下のように記述する。 

 

(8) 命や健康よりも大切なものがある！ 私たち原発推進派は自民党を支持します !  (=(1)) 
論証的連鎖：[原発推進派である] だから [自民党を支持する] （排除モード） 
↑具体化 
論証局面：[よいものである] だから [支持する] 

 

発話の内容が、受諾モードの内容をかいた排除モードのみでなりたっていることは、ここでも説明を

要さないだろう。また、論証局面の具体化としては、「よいものである」が「原発推進」によって具体化
されていることが「不合理な具体化」をうらづけるものとなっている。 

外山が街宣中に実際に発話した類例 5とその意味記述をもう一例、下記のとおりしめしておく。 

 

(9) 泊原発の再稼働で、スリルある北海道を取り戻しましょう。 
論証的連鎖：[原発を再稼働する]だから[スリルをたのしむ] （排除モード） 
↑具体化 
論証局面：[軽微な危険をおかす]だから[スリルをたのしむ] 
 

 排除モードの不徹底 
以上の「ほめごろし」の例は典型的なアイロニーの特徴をしめしているが、「ほめごろし」に特徴的な

点をあげるとすれば、「排除モードの不徹底」ということがいえるのではないだろうか。(7) の例につい

て、かりにそこで「そんなアイロニカルな演説をするな」という反論がおきたとして、話者はさらに「金
儲けがうまいというのは大事なことで、これはアイロニーなどではない」とうそぶく可能性がある。自
身を「テロリスト」「独裁主義者」といってはばからない外山恒一の一連の発話についても同様ではない

だろうか。外山のこうした一連の発言について、このうそぶきに完全にだまされた、以下のようなウェ
ブ上のかきこみがみられた。 

 

(10) 売国左翼になるよりも自民と原発を抱いて滅ぶ方がいいという選択肢ができつつある。いやな国に
なったよ日本は 6。 

 

こうした一種の「アイロニー不全」は、通常のアイロニーではおこりにくいことである。「ほめごろし」
の話者が「排除モード」をかりに否定したとしても、それは本当に「受諾モード」であるのではなく、「こ
れは皮肉ではない」という、その否定自体がまたアイロニカルな、つまり排除モードのディスコース展

開を生じさせ、話者はこのようにうそぶきながらアイロニーをかさねてゆく、そしてそのうそぶきに気
づかないききてもいる、ということになる。これを実際に確信犯的に展開しているのが、つぎにみるポ
ピュラー・ソングの例である。 

 

 反戦フォーク（のはず）の「自衛隊に入ろう」 
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このうたの歌詞の「ほめごろし」的性格のポイントは、サビの最後の部分にある。 

 

(11) 男の中の男はみんな 自衛隊に入って 花と散る 
論証的連鎖：[おとこらしい兵士である だから しぬ] （排除モード） 
↑具体化 
論証局面：[おとこらしい兵士である だから おとこらしいおこないをする] 

 

この歌詞は、そのほかのすべての部分で、自衛隊をてばなしで賞賛したものになっている（(2)参照）。
そんななかで、この部分については、「花と散る」というかたちで「おとこらしいおこない」が「死」に

よって具体化されている。このことは、軍国主義のディスコースが称揚されていた時代では何の疑問も
いだかせないものだったことが推測されるが、戦後の民主社会では想定できないことで、この不合理さ
によるアイロニーの成立によって、そこにいたるまでの歌詞全体の「ほめごろし」性が露呈し、すべて

が実は「排除モード」であることが了解されるしくみになっている。ところが、このうたが発表されて
まもないころ、自衛隊関係者から、このうたを広報に使用したいという依頼が高田自身にあったという
エピソードがある（森 2003: 46-49）。その自衛隊関係者は、サビの部分の排除モードに気づけないまま、

軍国主義の論証局面をそのまま受諾していたのだと判断するしかない。 

 

 ほめごろしになりえない 

(12)  “In The Navy” (Village People/Jacques Morali, Henri Belolo, Victor Willis/1979 
 

Where can you find pleasure 
Search the world for treasure 
Learn science technology 
Where can you begin  
to make your dreams all come 
true 
On the land or on the sea 
Where can you learn to fly 
Play in sports and skin dive 
Study oceanography 
Sign up for the big band 
Or sit in the grandstand 
When your team and others meet 
 
*In the navy 
Yes, you can sail the seven seas 
In the navy 
Yes, you can put your mind at 
ease 
In the navy 
 
Come on now, people, make a 
stand 
In the navy, in the navy 
Can't you see we need a hand 

In the navy 
Come on, protect the motherland 
In the navy 
Come on and join your fellow man 
In the navy 
Come on people, and make a 
stand 
In the navy, in the navy, in the 
navy  
 
They want you, they want you 
They want you as a new recruit* 
 
If you like adventure 
Don't you wait to enter 
The recruiting office fast 
Don't you hesitate 
There is no need to wait 
They're signing up new seamen 
fast 
Maybe you are too young 
To join up today 
But don't you worry 'bout a thing 
For I'm sure there will be 
Always a good navy 

Protecting the land and sea 
 
**くりかえし 
 
Who me? 
 
They want you, they want you 
They want you as a new recruit 
 
But, but but I'm afraid of water. 
Hey, hey look 
Man, I get seasick even watchin' it 
on TV! 
 
They want you, they want you in 
the navy 
 
Oh my goodness. 
What am I gonna do in a 
submarine? 
 
They want you, they want you in 
the navy 

 
このうたの内容は、「自衛隊に入ろう」と酷似しており、アメリカ海軍への入隊をしきりにすすめる内容だが、

あきらかな相違点は、このうたには、「論証局面の不合理な具体化」つまり、このうたを「ほめごろし」であると

断定する言語的根拠が皆無であるということである 7。他方、このグループは、いま以上に偏見のおおかった 70

年代に、奇抜な衣装でゲイ・カルチャーを前面にだした全員男性のグループである。軍隊にとっては、ゲイ・カ
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ルチャーは警戒すべきものであるはずで、このグループはむしろそこをかいくぐり、人気グループであることを

利用してこれをうたってしまったというよりないだろう。そして、そこに「論証局面の不合理な具体化」を一切

ふくませることなく、状況のアイロニーによる「ほめごろし」に成功しているのではないだろうか。 

 

 結論にかえて 

以上論じてきたことを、以下のように要約する。まず、「ほめごろし」とは、ある種のアイロニーを中心に構築

されるディスコースで、しばしば反復的な賛辞によって、逆にその対象を痛烈に非難するために展開されるもの

である。TAP/TBS 的観点によれば、「ほめごろし」は、アイロニー一般と同様に、話者トーンの内容に排除モー

ドが付与されてディスコースにのせられ、受諾モードの別の内容が提示されることのない断絶的ディスコースを

構築するものである。排除モードは、その内容のベースとなっている論証局面の不合理な具体化によってそうで

あることがうらづけられる。「ほめごろし」は単文レベルの発話によっても可能で、そこではアイロニー発話が単

独で「ほめごろし」のディスコースを構築する。いっぽうで、「ほめごろし」が一定のながさのディスコースにわ

たって展開されるケースを、ポピュラー・ソングの歌詞でみたが、言語学的な分析をゆるすものには、そのディ

スコース内のどこかに、「論証局面の不合理な具体化」をみつけることができる。そうでないものは、いわゆる「状

況のアイロニー」に言語的資源が利用されている例と判断することができる。最後に、「ほめごろし」におけるア

イロニーと通常のアイロニーとのちがいは、「ほめごろし」では、アイロニー的発話が提示され、その内容が排除

された段階でも、話者は受諾モードをよそおってアイロニー発話をさらに展開しつつ、そのアイロニー性を否定

しつづけることができることである。 

 
注 
1 本論文の 3章および 4章の内容は、拙論大久保 (2015)と内容が重複する。両稿が分析するデータは異なるが、それらの理論
的基盤については共通の事項であり、重複を是として執筆したものであると理解されたい。また、該当部分については、紙幅
の関係上、大久保 (2015)の記述がより詳細にわたるものとなっているので、適宜参照されたい。 
2 朝日新聞（2013年 7月 27日）「オピニオン 2013参院選 勝ったのはだれだ」など参照。  
3 Carel (2011a)で fonction textuelleとよばれる概念を、本稿では「発話モード」とする。「直訳」では「テクスト機能」となり、
大久保 (2014) では「発話機能」としていたが、本稿独自の解釈をふくみこませ、それに適切な用語として「発話モード」を
採用する。 
4 大久保 (2014) で「ひきうけ」としていたが本稿では「受諾」と修正する。 
5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqvHCzzvy9w 
6 http://www.asyura2.com/13/senkyo151/msg/232.html 
7 現に、このうたについても、海軍入隊勧誘のための宣伝歌としての使用許可依頼があったといわれている
(http://www.theguardian.com/music/2006/nov/12/popandrock8)。また、後半に、いいわけをかさねて入隊をこばむような歌
詞があるが、ビデオクリップでその部分をみるかぎり、入隊をおそれる「臆病な」メンバーのセリフとして演出されている。 
 
参照文献 
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Carel, M. 2011b. “Ironie, paradoxe et humour”, In M.-D. V. Garcia (ed.) Humour et crises sociales. Regard 

croisés France-Espagne, 57-75. Paris: L’Harmattan,. 
Ducrot, O. 2010. “Ironie et négation.” In V. Atayan & U. Wienen (ed.) Ironie et un peu plus – Hommage à 

Oswald Ducrot pour son 80ème anniversaire –, 169-179. Berne: Peter Lang.  
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Abstract   
For the last decade, extensive reading has been gaining popularity across Japan. Repeaters in 
universities increased their English proficiency by reading numerous English picture books 
(Takase and Otsuki 2012). The purpose of this paper is to provide a description of 
grammatical features in L1 picture books, comparing with those in government-approved 
textbooks used at secondary schools. The analysis shows that the frequent use of 
extralinguistic referents and deictic expressions in L1 picture books encourage more learner 
commitment to the story, while in the government-approved textbooks, learners are confined 
to being observers of what characters are doing in the text.  

L1  
 
 

 

Littlejohn 1998; McGrath 2002; 1990; 1998

 

Takase 2009a; Takase and Otsuki 2012

L1 3 100
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Takase and Otsuki 2012  

L1

 
 

L1  

 2011: 1

4 4
10

 2010: 7  
SSS (Start with Simple 

Stories)  2010
SSS

Takase (2008)

SSS

(Takase 2008 SSS
L1

Oxford Reading Tree( ORT)

 
ORT 80%
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Stage 1
Stage 9 stage

238 stage stage
Takase 2009b

L1
ORT

 
 

 
ORT Cohesion

Halliday and Hasan (1976) reference, ellipsis, substitution, conjunction
cohesion

this, that it
Ms Brown Ken

 
 
(1) Ms Brown: This is a nice picture.  
  Is it a hawk? 

Ken:  No, it is not. It is an owl. 
Ms Brown: It is beautiful. Is that a fox? 
Ken:  Yes, it is. It is from Hokkaido. (New Crown 1, p.25) 

 
owl fox Ms Brown

Ken
1  

 
(2) Ms Brown: What is this? 

Kumi: It’s a word. 
Ms Brown: Oh. It isn’t a picture. 
Kumi: Right. It’s a kanji. Warau. 

  It’s an English word too. It’s ‘smile.’ 
Ms Brown: Lovely.                                 (New Crown 1, p.27)  

 

this 4 it ORT
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ORT stage 1+
Presents for Dad

3 1  
 
(3) This is for Dad.  

This is for you, Dad. 
It is a bunch of flowers. 
This is for you, Dad.  
It is a box of chocolates. 
This is for you, Dad.  
It is a bunch of grapes. 
This is for the best Dad of all.                               (ORT 1+, Presents for Dad) 

 
ORT

ORT Dad

3 this, that
it

this  it

deixis  
 

 
person deixis person deixis

Kumi Paul person deixis
 

 
(4) Kumi:   Hello, I am Tanaka Kumi. 

Paul:     Excuse me? 
Kumi:   Kumi, K-U-M-I. 
Paul:     Kumi. I am Paul. Paul Green. 
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Kumi:   Nice to meet you, Paul. 
Paul:     Nice to meet you too, Kumi.                             (New Crown 1, p. 15) 

 
I, me, you

Kumi Paul
 
ORT stage 1+ Hide and Seek

4 1 1 1
Biff, Chip, Kipper, Wilf Dad

Chip, Biff, Kipper
Dad  

 
(5) Can you see us? 

Can you see me? 
Yes, I can see you. 
Can you see me? 
Yes, we can see you. 
Can you see me? 
Yes, we can see you. 
We can all see Dad.          (ORT 1+, Hide and Seek) 

 
I, me, we, us, you

2 Can 
you see me? Yes, I can see 
you.

Can you see me? 2
 

 
1  

   
Kumi Hello, I am Tanaka Kumi. I: Kumi  

Paul Excuse me?   me: Paul   

Paul Kumi. I am Paul. Paul Green.   I: Paul 

Kumi Nice to meet you, Paul.            you: Paul 

Paul Nice to meet you too, Kumi.     you: Kumi 
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ORT  

   
Biff, Chip, Kipper, 
Wilf, Dad, 

 

Can you see us? you:  
us: Biff, Chip, Kipper, Wilf, Dad, 

 

Biff, Chip, Kipper, 
Dad 

Can you see me? you: Biff, Chip, Wilf, 
   

me: Kipper, Chip, Biff, Dad 
Wilf, 

 
Yes, I can see you. I: Wilf,  

you: Chip  

Kipper, Biff, Dad Can you see me? you: Chip, Wilf 
me: Kipper, Biff, Dad 

Wilma, Chip
  

Yes, we can see you. we: Wilma, Chip    
you: Biff 

Kipper, Dad Can you see me? you: Biff, Chip, Wilf  
me: Kipper, Dad 

Biff, Chip, Wilf  Yes, we can see you. we: Biff, Chip, Wilf    
you: Kipper 

Biff, Chip, 
Kipper, Wilf 

We can all see Dad. We: Biff, Chip, Kipper, Wilf 

 
1 2 Hide and Seek

Can you see me/us? Yes, I/we can see you.
1 us

Dad
We can all see Dad

Dad  
 

 
2 ORT ORT

ORT deictic

多読用教材としての英語母語話者向け絵本における結束性と直示性：文部科学省検定教科書との比較
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Dad
deixis  

 
…in order to understand the referents in the utterance, the speaker and the hearer have to 
share the same context or situation in which the referents are used. Deixis concerns the ways 
in which language express features of the context of utterance or speech event in different way. 
(Kreidler 1998: 144) 
 

deixis

ORT stage

 
ORT deixis “now” “here” “with”

ORT
ORT  2011

 
 

 
ORT

ORT
EFL

ORT
ORT

ORT commitment
 

L1 multimodal
ORT

 2012
ORT L1
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story-retelling interview test   
 

 
 
 

okada@lang.osaka-u.ac.jp 
 
 

<Abstract> 
This study aims to explicate the relationship between the L2 linguistic competence and the 
cognitive abilities of a L2 speaking child from a discursive perspective. Microanalysis of a 
story-retelling interview test administered to assess a five-year old child's English ability and 
recollection skills for the entrance of an international school indicates that recollection skills 
in interaction is a part of interactional competence: it is constituted by the child's 
understanding of projections and the advance task instruction for the interview test. The 
findings suggest that we need to understand what the participants are performing through 
using language when we evaluate the participant's cognitive and linguistic competencies. We 
should not only examine the sequential context of interaction but also investigate what and 
how the advance task instruction for the interaction has been conducted so that we can 
properly understand the test-taker's behaviors in the task. 

 
 
 

 

(Bilmes, 
1986; Potter. 2013; Potter and Edwards, 2012; Schegloff, 1991)

(Edwards, 1997; Edwards and Potter, 2005; 2001 2008 )

 
(Garfinkel and Sacks, 1970)
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(Long, 1996)

story-retelling interview test

 
 

 
Rena

Hiro

Hiro (The 
Little Red Hen) Rena

 

 
Hiro Rena

25 Hiro
Rena  

 
 

Rena "I forgot the name" "I don't know"

 
 

1 
520 H:   what- what did the- (.4) the: (.7) red hen do,  
521      (.5)  
522 R:   .hh hh hh the hen? (.3)  
523 H:   mm hm,=  
524 R:         =first (.4) found a (.6) .tchk º<little tiny>º 
525      .hh hh (.3) ((frowns and looks upward)) uhm (.6) 

第二言語話者である子どもへのstory-retelling interview testの会話分析：第二言語会話における「記憶」

－34－



526      .hhh  (.5) (it) <meaned> (.3) seed? 
527      (.2) 
528 H:   seed?=ok. you- she- he she found a seed? 
529      (.3) 
530 R:   (ye-ah)  
531 H:   what kind of seed is tha:t? 
532      (.)  
533 R:   I forgot the name. ((looks at F's face)) 
534      (.2) 
535 H:   ok:ay.  
536      (.8) 
537 H:   it’s a <seed of wheat.> 
538      (.6) 
539 R:   oh, wheat.  
540      (.3) 
541 H:   uh huh 
542 R:   .hhh <then> (.7) <next> .hh h the little red hen, (.5) 
 

531 Hiro "what kind of seed is tha:t" Rena 533
"I forgot the name"  

 
 

721 H:   and uh::: who ate the bread? 
722      (1.8)  
723 R:   the red hen. 
724      (.8) 
725 H:   red hen, why?   
726      (3) 
727 R:   I don’t know ((shrugs)) 
728      (.5) 
729 H:   okay   
730      (1.4) 
731 H:   okay.  
732      (.5) 
733 H:   did she (.6) ask anybody if- (.3) anybody if they: (.5) 
734      wanted to eat? 
735      (.9) 
736 R:   yep. 
 

725 "red hen, why (did the red hen ate the bread by herself)?" Hiro
Rena "I don't know"
 

red hen
"I don't know" Rena

"because no one helped the red hen 
make the bread”
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387 H:  £she asked the ca:t, will you£ help  
388      me plant [this grain of wheat? 
389 R:             [huhuh 
390      (.7) 
391 H:   not I: [said the cat. 
392 R:           [nyaa nyaa say ( (h) (h) ) huhuh [.hh 
393 H:                                                   [now listen.  
394      listen to carefully you need to <retell> the story  
395      as detailed i- as possible.  
396      (.) 
397 R:   yeah. 

 
392 Rena 391

Hiro Hiro 393 "now listen."
Rena

Rena 397 "yeah."

Rena
727 "I don't 

know"
 (

Wootton, 2006 ) Rena "I don't 
know"  (Potter, 1996) 

 
"I forgot the name"

Hiro
537 Hiro "it's a seed of wheat"

Rena "oh, wheat." "oh" (Heritage, 1984)
"wheat"

 
Rena

"I forgot the name"
Hiro

"I don't know"

Rena story-retelling interview test

第二言語話者である子どもへのstory-retelling interview testの会話分析：第二言語会話における「記憶」
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( )

 
Rena

Hiro

(Kasper, 
2009) Hiro Rena

 
 

 
520 H:   what- what did the- (.4) the: (.7) red hen do,  
521      (.5)  
522 R:   .hh hh hh the hen? (.3)  
523 H:   mm hm,=  
524 R:         =first (.4) found a (.6) .tchk º<little tiny>º 
525      .hh hh (.3) ((frowns and looks upward)) uhm (.6) 
526      .hhh  (.5) (it) <meaned> (.3) seed? 
527      (.2) 
528 H:   seed?=ok. you- she- he she found a seed? 
529      (.3) 
530 R:   (ye-ah)  
531 H:   what kind of seed is tha:t? 
532      (.)  
533 R:   I forgot the name. ((looks at F's face)) 
534      (.2) 
535 H:   ok:ay.  
536      (.8) 
537 H:   it’s a <seed of wheat.> 
538      (.6) 
539 R:   oh, wheat.  
540      (.3) 
541 H:   uh huh 
542 R:   .hhh <then> (.7) <next> .hh h the little red hen, (.5) 
543      .tch .hhh (.6) .tchk uhm (.4)<aksed> (.7) 
544 H:   a:sked  
545      (.4) 
546 R:   e:veryone if .hhh hh (.2) shh=somebody can help (.8)  
547      her (.9) plant?  
548 H:   uh huh, 
549      (.8) 
550 R:   pla:nt.  
551      (.7) 
552 R:   that's it  
553 H:   uh huh,  
 

520 Hiro "what did the red hen do"

Rena 522
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(523) 524–526
(528–541)

"then next"(542) 542–543 546–547 550
551 "that's it" 520 Hiro

Rena
520

(Kasper, 2009) Rena
Hiro

(Zimmerman, 1998)  

520

 
 

 
5 story-retelling interview test

Rena
"meant" "meaned"( : 526) "ask" "aks" ( : 543)

Hiro

 

"I forgot X" "I don't know"

 

第二言語話者である子どもへのstory-retelling interview testの会話分析：第二言語会話における「記憶」
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Kasper, 2013; Kasper and Ross, 2007; Okada and Greer, 2013)

story-retelling interview test
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 12 95 82 44 3 26 262 

    

 5(42%) 7(58%) 12(100%) 

 50(54%) 43(46%) 93(100%)1 

    

 2(17%) 10(83%) 12(100%) 

 85(89%) 10(11%) 95(100%) 
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 5(45) 0 2(18) 0 0 2(18) 0 1(9) 1(9) 112 

 38(40) 20(21) 3(3) 14(15) 8(8) 1(1) 5(5) 5(5) 1(1) 95 
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76 30 43 3

20.71 2

( 2(2)= 80.948 , p<.01)

 ( )  ( )  ( )   
         

 15 3 74 0 8 5 97 8 
 15 24 0 0 18 39 33 63 
 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 5 
 1 10 0 0 0 4 1 14 

3 1 2  2 0 0 2 3 4 

 32 44 76 0 26 50 134 94 

( 2(4)=97.197, p<.01)

 ( )  ( )  
32(42.1%) 76(100%) 26(34.2%) 
44(57.9%) 0(0%) 50(65.8%) 
76(100%) 76(100%) 76(100%) 
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<Abstract> 
This study investigates pragmatic functions of parentheses in Japanese, which have rarely been 
treated in linguistic studies so far.  Although parentheses expressions are often used in texts, 
interpreting their intended meanings is not always straightforward for readers because the outer 
and inner parts actually bear various semantic/pragmatic relationships in implicit ways.  This 
paper focuses especially on the following three usages: attributive, complementary and attendant 
circumstantial, and shows that understanding or misunderstanding these kinds of parentheses 
expressions can be explained in terms of fundamental cognitive mechanisms such as 
categorization, domain matrix and mental spaces. 
 

(cognitive domain) 
 
 
1.  

X Y X Y

 
 
2.  
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 (2011)  (2008,2014)  (2011) 
 (2008,2014) 

 
 (2010) 

 
 

1  2010: 380

2  2010: 380

 
 (1996)  (1997)   (2002)  

 (2007) 
 

 
 
33.  
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(1) a.  
 b.  
 c.  
 d.  
 

 (cf. Langacker 2008: 36-43) 
 (cf.  2000: 217) 

 (2) Langacker
1 2 Fauconnier

3

4

 
 
44.  

 (2010) 2

 
 
4.1  

2
 

 
(2) a. O 157 
 b.  
 c.  
 d.  (30)  (8) 
 e.  
 f. 45 03 20 2014  
 g.  
 h. 20  
 

 
(intrinsic relation)

 of 5 (Langacker 2008: 343-345) flock of 
geese geese flock

X (Y) Y X
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1  
 

 
1a

1b 30
30

 
 
44.2  

(3)  

a b 
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 (3)  
 

 
 

 
2  

 
2

 
 
44.3  

2

 
 

(4) :
 

:  
6  
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(5), (6) 

 
 
(5)  a. !  
 b. ( ) 
(6)  a.  
 b.  
 
 (5)  (6) 

(6) 
(6a) 

 (speech event) 

 
 
55.  

3

 
(7) 
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(7)  
 

  
 

( )  
  

7  
 

(8) 
1 1 (‘ ’ ) 

14 14
16 

 
 

(8) 14  2013/11/10( ) 21:14:57.75 ID:YuQHXMxv 
 

 16  2013/11/10( ) 21:15:43.11 ID:MtUOrPNc 
>>14  

 
8  

 
14

 
 
66.  
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<Abstract>
This paper argues the historical development of the Japanese auxiliary verb V-te-kuru (V-CON-come) 
which indicates the direction of action as in Ken-ga boku-ni hon-o oku-tte-ki-ta. ‘Ken sent me a book’.
The te-kuru in this use does not describe the spatial movement of the subject referent. It shows that the 
action is directed toward the speaker, or that it exerts a psychological influence on him/her. This paper 
shows that the non-spatial “come” that indicates the direction of an action first appeared in the Early 
Modern period (Mori 2010) and the encoding of speaker’s viewpoint has become stronger in the 
Japanese historical development.

1

2009 A A1 A2

1 a.   A1
b.   A2
c.     B
d.   C

2010 A1

A A
A1

A2 A A1
B

C
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3
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4

29
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5 5
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2009

6 cf. 1c
7 cf. 1d

B C 2006 2008
B C

2009

8
6 2 6 1      2014 8 9

B C

2009 b
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2

V V
V

V V
2012 2013

3646
1203 3117

3324
3453

1647 2384
3

3098
3527 754

894
V V

2013

V V

13 21 21 96

7 18 12 27

1 9 12 83

3 3 15 21

0 0 6 25

0 0 8 44

0 0 1 2
4

V V
5

2009 A B C
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2010 2010
2010

A B
C

546,000 1,834,000 755,000 1,200,000

- 145 186 400 1447

0 2 3 27

0 1 2 17
6

2010 10
A1 11 A2

10

2010: 14 A1

11
2010: 7 A2

12
                  497 B

2010

13

2010: 8 A1
14

544 A1
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A1

15 *      1978: 208

2006: 129

2004

2006 1906
39

7

72

50

12

1

9

16 a.
                                              340

b.
121

V
17 a. 270

b. 35

18 a. 255
  b. 16

V
19 a.     
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266
b.

                                          30
20 a.

341
b.

                                 122
21 a.             306

b.   79
22 a.     

383
b.

       173

A B

2006: 129

Kuno and Kaburaki 1977: 634

speaker-centered language 8

2014 17

inverse voice
Shibatani 2003 2006 2008 2010 2009
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V

48
300
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V
3

2870 4387 4413
2013

2006 2

2013: 239
2010 2

49 1 6

CD-ROM

2

             B 370

                   B 351
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Abstract  
This paper focuses on a practice of person reference called a name announcement, through 
which the speaker subsequently mentions the name of a person unknown to the recipient. 
Examining referring expressions in Japanese conversational storytelling, I argue that name 
announcements not only help the recipients to understand that a referent is a member of the 
category described by the initial referring expression but also help highlight the existence of the 
individual referred to by that announced name. This analysis demonstrates that marked 
phenomena of reference do more than simply refer to the referents (Schegloff 1996) and thus 
that the selection of referring expressions is interactionally motivated. 

 
1 2 3 4. 5.  

 
 
1   

(description)(Sacks 
and Shegloff (1979))

(Name Announcement) (Suga 2015)  

Schegloff (1996) (marked reference)
 

 
( 2 3 15 60

10 7 )
CallHome Japanese (Linguistic Data Consortium 100

25 ) 1  
                                                   
* 17 2014 11 29  
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2.1.  

 [ ] 

(1)
(2)

 
 

(1)  
(2) ::u : ?  

    

 (Suga 2015  
 
2.2.  

2 

 
(2)

( - )
(3)

 
 

(3) : (.)> < :< > :,  
 

(3)
 

 
3.  
3.1.  

                                                                                                                                                          
(B)  21-23  (C)

 

( )
(Wheatley, Barbara, Nasayo 

Kaneko & Megumi Kobayashi, CallHome Japanese transcript, 1996-1997, Linguistic Data Consortium, 
Philadelphia)  
2 Sacks & Schegloff (1979), Hayashi (1995), Heritage(2007), (2008)
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1)  
2)  

 
3.2.  

(4) 3 3

2
15 16 <Why 

Konomi:>  
 

(4)  [Dem3]  
01 : [ ] : (.)  
02   (     ) (.) (.) 
03  :    
04  :  
05  :    
06  : : 
07  :    
08  : : 
09  :    
10 : : :, 
11  :    
12  :   > < : 
13  :    
14   : > < (1.0(( ))) : : (0.4)  
15          
16       <Why Konomi:> [ :], 
17     :                 [huhuhu] 
18     :                                [ ] 
19  : (0.2)  
20           [  
21    :          [>nhuhu<hu:[huhu]] 
22     :   [un] 
23     :      [ ] :[haha] 
24     :                      [hahaha] 
25     :   [ ]=      
26   = [: 
27     :            [ : 
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Suga(2015) Schegloff (2000) granurality
Holt(2000)

 

 
 
3.3.  

3.2
(5) 

B A

A

A

(5) [CallHome Japanese 1999] 
01  A:   (.) ?  
02  B: [ ]  
03  A: [  ] :   
04  B:  
05  A: > <(.) :, 
06  B:  
07  A: : .hh 
08  B:  
09  A: : : :  
10  B:  
11  A: :, 
12  B: :::: 
13   A: ::u : ?  
14  B:  

 15   A: :, 
16  B: [ ] 

 17   A: [ ] - ? 
18  B: [ ] 

  19  A: [  ] (.) [ :  ]  
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20  B:                                              [ ]  :::  
21  A:  -   
22      < [        ]>(.) :  
23     B:       [> < ]      
24  A: : ? : :  
25        :  
26  B:  
27  A: > < :         < > , 
28                                          (( )) 
29  B: :: . 
30    (( )) 
 

A
A

9 11 13

15
-

 
A

27
< >

A

A
 

 
3.4.  

2.2
(6)

 
27 <

:> (.) : > < : (cf. Stivers et al. 
2007) cf. Schegloff 2007)

 (  2008) 34
(.) > <  

 
(6) [Dem17]  

01   :  : : (.) (.)  
02       [ ]      [ ] 
03   :       [  ]  [  >° °<] 
04   :     =   > <   
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05    (0.2)  
06   : (( )) 
07   :  ((uhu[huhuhu)) 
08   :      [(( hu[hu)) 
09   :     (( [ )) 
10   :      [ : : 
11   . 
12   (0.6) 
13   :   = : (.) > <(.) > < ? 
14   :  : (.) - (.) : ? 
15   : .  (0.4) (.) : 
16   :   - (0.2) : 
17   :   = 
18   :  = < >. 
19       (.) 
20   :  [ :::: ] 
21   : [ ] . 
22   :       :: 
23   :  ° ::::[:  °(( ))  
24   :             [  (.) > : < :::: >  
25  < : 
26   :  (( )) 
27 :  :(.)< :>(.) :> < :  
28  [ :::] 
29   : [((2 ))] 
30   :    : (0.8)  := 
31   : [° ::°] 
32   :  =[  ] > ,  
33  : < : (0.4) 
34  : (.)> < :< > :,  
35   > [ ][ < ]::: 
36   :                     [uheheheh      ][(( ))] 
37   :    > < ::[: ?]  
38   :                    [(  )] 
39   :   :: ahh .hhhh 
40   : : 
41   :   [     ] ::=  
42   : [° ::°] 
43   :   = : [( )] 
 

13
20

21
22 24 25

20
< :> (.) : > < :
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Schegloff (1996)
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<Abstract> 
This paper focuses on Japanese overlaps in interactions in multiple genres by the same intimate female 

university students. I extracted eleven sets of two genres (conversations and tasks) from the “Mr. O Corpus.” 

The results showed that overlaps with the same expression and those without a backchannel are observed 

more frequently in the task than in conversation. The overlaps in conversation help progress the talk by 

keeping the story on track. Concerning the feature of overlaps in the task, on the other hand, commonality in 

the content of overlaps was remarkable with many overlaps of the same expression or views. 

 
 
 
1.  
 
 (1) (J-12_Cnv: R)1 

042 L:  [ ] 
043 R: [ ]  [ ] 
044 L: [  

]  
 

 (1) R R 043 L

 
 

 
2.  

CA TRP
Sacks et al., 1974; Ford and Thompson, 1996; Tanaka, 1999; 

Schegloff, 2002

Bateson, 1972  

Uchida, 2002; Ueno, 2010; Fujii, 
2012; Machi, 2012 Uchida (2002), Fujii (2012) 
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Abstract  

The aim of this study is to describe pragmatic functions of suffixation in English denominal adjectives with 

a suffix –y (e.g. foxy, sugary), and to point out that the literal-metaphorical interpretation of words is 

determined not only by context but by their grammatical forms. I provide a descriptive analysis of the data 

collected from COCA and OED, which reveals that denominal adjectives with a suffix -y are more likely to 

be interpreted as having metaphorical meanings than the stem nouns themselves. This suggests that 

suffixation functions as foregrounding conventional metaphorical meanings which the stem noun has, and 

as providing creative meanings of the stem noun which emerges contextually. 

 

 

 

1.  

(Goatly 1997, Deignan 2005 ) -y

e.g. foxy, sugary -y

Corpus of Contemporary American English COCA Oxford English Dictionary

OED

 

 

2.  

Goatly (1997)
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a musical 

language, greenish colour

(Low 1988, Hunston 2002) Deignan (2005)

 

 

 

3.  

-y  

 

(1) a. a flowery field  

 b. a flowery odour  

 c. a flowery style  (Aarts and Calbert 1979: 65)  

 

(1a) 1b

(1c)

 

-y
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1  

 

 

 batty, bitchy, catty, chubby, cocky, fishy, foxy, horsey, lousy, mousy, piggy, 

rabbity, ratty, snaky, spidery, wormy 

16  

 chocholaty, crusty, dishy, fudgy, garlicky, gingery, jammy, lemony, milky, 

orangey, peachy, peppery, salty, spicy, sugary, syrupy, treacle, vinegary 

19  

 bristly, downy, feathery, fleecy, flossy, fluffy, furry, fuzzy, hairy, plumy, 

shaggy, tufty, wispy, wooly 

14  

 

4.  

COCA  

 

batty ( ) foxy ( ) rabbity ( ) spidery ( ) 

feathery ( ) furry ( ) 

batty,

foxy rabbity, spidery

feathery, furry  

COCA 100

rabbity COCA 100
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furry

 

 

 

       

batty 100 (196) 2 50 48 0 

foxy 100 (363) 1 48 49 2 

rabbity 16 (16) 0 14 0 2 

spidery 100 (231) 4 95 0 1 

feathery 100 (547) 12 86 0 2 

furry 100 (1021) 78 16 1 5 

 

batty foxy

 

 

(2) a tireless perfectionism that sometimes drives his colleagues batty.  

 

(3) a. I love Ginger, she’s a foxy girl, ain’t she?  

 

 b. to envisage the Devil as a sleek, dark-complexioned male figure, ... with a foxy glint in his eye 

 

 

rabbity spidery

 

 

(4) a. His eyes were red and rabbity 

 b. rabbity front teeth 

 c. a rabbity pink nose 
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 (5) a. Spidery legs sprouted from his swollen body 

 b. two large hands with spidery fingers grasped his wrists 

 c. “You did say you couldn’t read her spidery handwriting.”  

 

(4) rabbity

spidery

(5a) (5b) (5c)

 

feathery 12

86 furry

COCA fur(s) 6374

100  

furry  78 16 6 

fur   84 5 11 

fur furry 16

 

furry

fur  

 

(6) a. a furry tent worm 

 b. furry white peaches 

 c. blunted hills furry with pines 

 (7) the ginger fur on the backs of his big hands 

 

(6) furry

fur (7)
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5.  

(Gentner 1983, 

Holyoak and Thagard 1995, Winner 1979,  1994,  2011 )

10

COCA OED

Lakoff and Johnson (1980)

 

 

 

OED 16 12 batty, bitchy, 

catty, cocky, foxy, lousy, mousy, piggy, rabbity, ratty, snaky, wormy

HUMAN IS ANIMAL a 

snaky red line foxy-red tints

 

 

 

peachy lip colors, the crusty snow, a vinegary stink

(8)

IDEAS 

ARE FOODS  
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(8)  a. the soldiers ... were singing merry songs and indulging in peppery jokes.  

 b. But the earnestness contained within that sugary metaphor 

 c. During the oil downturn, Midlanders didn’t lose their salty sense of humor.  

 

 

COCA

14 100 11

 

 

(9) a. bristly weeds 

 b. wooly daisy 

 c. fuzzy gray leaves 

 d. hairy roots from cotton 

 

(9)

PLANTS ARE ANIMALS

2  

 

 

 

6.  

-y
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Abstract  
This study explores two types of interaction in cooperative work between three participants with 
different degree of intimacy. The first one is task solving-oriented interaction, occurred between 
three participants not depending on their relationship. The second one is relationship-oriented 
interaction. Here difference in linguistic behavior between co-workers in close relations and 
unfamiliar co-worker was found. There is a tendency for friends to maintain solidarity making 
comments or discussing questions about the task. This type of relationship-oriented interaction 
occurs mainly between participants in close relations. For this reason unfamiliar co-worker tries to 
keep the interaction in task-solving orientation stimulating task solving with new proposals and 
ideas. 

 
 
 
1.  

 
2.  

Fujii(2005,2012)
(2010)  

Fujii(2005,2012)

(interaction-centered)
(2010) 2

 
Fujii(2012)

(2010)
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(2010)
2

3
(2010)

 

2
 

 
 

 
3.  

2013 6 ~2014 8 20
15 3 2

3 2
 

15 12
10 ( 5 ) 104

16 (M=10 26 ) 2847 (M=285.7)  
 

4.  
2

 
 
4.1  

 

3  
(1) (2) (3)  

3
( )  

 
(1) [ 02] 

209 B02   
210 02 < >{<}[ ]   
211 A02 < >{>} ,

??=  
 

212 A02 = 1.51 < >{<}   
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213 02 < >{>} ,, 
214 B02 =   
215 02 = ,, 
216 B02  
217 02 “ ”   
218 B02  

 
(1) B02 ( 209) A02 2

02 A02 (
213,215,217)  

1 2
 

 
(2) [ 07] 

 184 B12 
< >{<},, 

 185 12 < >{>},, 
 186 B12 < >  
 187 12  
 188 B12 2 < >{<},, 
 189 12 < >{>}  
 190 A12 < >{>}  
 191 B12 < >{<},, 
 192 12 < >{>}< >{<}  
 193 B12 < >{>} < >{<},, 
 194 A12 < >{>}  
 195 B12 1.11 “ ”

 
< >  

 196 A12 < > 
 197 12 < > 
 198 B12 ,, 
 199 A12  
 200 12  
 201 B12  

 
(2) B12

A12 12
B12 B12  

1
 

 
(3) [ 03] 

 128 03 < >{<},,  
 129 B03 < , >{>}   

 130 03 =   
 131 A03 =“ ”< >{<}   
 132 03 < >{>}   
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(3) 03 B03

A03
03  

(1)~(3)
3

 
 
4.2  

 
(4)

3  
 
(4) [ 01] 

1  B01 < >  
2  01 [ ]  
3  A01  
4  B01 12  
5  A01 12 < >{<},, 
6  B01 < >{>}  
7  A01 15 < >{<},, 
8  B01 < >{>}  
9  A01 ??,< >{<}  

10  01 < >{>}  
11  B01  
12  A01  

 

3

 

(5)  
 
(5) [ 04] 

4  B04 < >{<}  
5  A04 < >{>} < >  
6  04 < > 
7  B04 < >  
8   5.37  
9  B04 < > 

10   2.32  
11  B04 [ ]1 2  
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12   4.57  
13  B04 12  
14  A04  
15  B04  

 

2
 

 
 
(6) [ 06] 

327 A11 < >  
328 11 < >{<}  
329 A11 < >{>} < >  
330 11  
331 11 < >{<}  

 

 

( (7))  
 
(7) [ 07] 

42 B12 ,< > < >< ?>{<}  
43 A12 < >{>} ,, 
44 B12  
45 A12 < >{<}  
46 B12 < >{>}  
47 A12 < 2 >{<}  
48 B12 < … >{>}  
49 B12 [ ]…  

 

 
 
5.  

4

(8) (9)
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 274 B02  
 275 A02 < > ,, 
 276 02  
 277 A02 < >  
 278 B02 < >  
 279  7.03  
 280 A02  

 281 02   
 282 B02   

 283 02 “ ” 0.78
=  

 

 
(8)

7
02

 
(9)

( 7~14)  
 
(9) [ 13] 
  3  13   
  4   0.91   
  5  A13 [ ]   
  6  13   
  7  B13 0.81  

 

  8   2.52  
  9  A13  
  10  B13  
  11  A13 < > 
  12  B13 < >  
  13   1.62   
  14  A13 < , >{<}   
  15  13 < >{>} < >{<}   
  16  A13 < >{>}< >{<},,  
  17  13 < >{>}< >{<}   
 

15 13 A13

13  

2  
(10)  

 
(8) [ 02] 
 273 A02 [ ]   
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 111 01   
 112 A01   
 113  11.19   
 114 A01  

< >>< >>{<}  
 

 115 B01 << >>{>} , 1.02 , ?   
 116 B01 “ ” “ ” < >{<},,  
 117 A01 < >{>}   
 118 A01 < , >{<},,  

 119 B01 < , >{>}   
 120 A01 ?< >   
 121 A01 < > < >   

 122 B01 ??   
 123 B01 < >{<}?   
 124 01 < >{>} ,,  
 125 A01 < >{<}   
 126 01 <2 >{>} 1   
 

A01
B01 A01 ( 108) 01 A01

( 111) A01 B01
A01 ( 115) 118 120

A01 B01 01
B01

( 125)  
 
6.  

 

 
(2010)

2

 

 
(10) [ 01] 
 107 A01   
 108 B01 < > < >   
 109 01 < >  
 110 A01   
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,,   
,   
“ ”   
?   
??   
[ ][ ][ ]   
= =  
…   
< >{<}   
< >{>}   

  
   

[ ]   
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<Abstract> 
This paper deals with prepositional and conjunctional uses of considering, which are regarded as grammaticalized forms 
of dangling participles of the verb consider, and provides a unified synchronic description of these two uses in terms of 
register. For this analysis, 173 examples where considering occurs in the front of the sentence are collected in the British 
National Corpus (BNC) and analyzed with respect to the tagged register of each sentence. The results show that 
prepositional and conjunctional uses of considering tend to be used in written texts, especially the conjunctional use in 
spoken texts and newspapers. The fact that more than half of the collected examples are prepositional rather than verbal 
suggests that considering is currently in the process of grammaticalization. 

Keywords  
 
 

1.  
 (grammaticalization) considering

 (deverbal prepositions) (cf.  2005)  (deverbal conjunctions) cf. 
 2001  (Kortmann and König 1992; Fukaya 1997;  

2002) considering Quirk et al. 1985
considering

2
considering 3 considering

4
 

 
2.  
2.1 considering  

Hopper and Traugott (1993, 2003) considering

 (decategorialization)
1  

 
(1)  (cline of categoriality) 
 major category ( > intermediate category) > minor category  (Hopper and Traugott 2003: 107) 
 

“major category” “minor category” 
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 “intermediate category” 
 (locative)  (manner) 

 “minor category”  “major category” 
 (ibid.)  

Hopper (1991) (2) 
(2) considering  ‘to consider’

 
 
(2) Considering its narrow beam, the boat is remarkably sea-worthy.  (ibid.: 31) 
 

considering (2) 
 (2002) OED CD-ROM considering

 (dangling participle) 

 (ibid.: 190)
 

 (2002: 185 190) considering

 
 
2.2  

 (2003) 
including

including

 (ibid.: 118)  (2001) provided / ing
(ibid.: 117) considering

 
 
3.  

3.1 3.2
 

 
3.1  

considering
British National Corpus (BNC) considering 2

considering 173
168 NP (3) 

(4) 
that that
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how  
 
(3) a. : [considering + NP] 

 
 b. : (5) [considering + NP] 

 
(4) : [considering + S+V…] considering that, considering that considering 

how + S + V…  
 

(5) (6)  
 
(5) a. Considering the confines of their budget, I thought it was a good one.  
 b. Considering techniques of smelting, fuel and raw materials, workers and their families, why were each of these 

recent decisions made?  
(6) a. Considering that this was written at a time when Pound's reputation was eclipsed as Eliot's rose towards the 

zenith, the generosity of this essay, its lack of rancour, is admirable. 
 b. Considering there was no one to look after her at Lomond View, I decided that the best place for her was with 

me. 
 c. Considering how closely the band had worked with Charman over the past three years, their method of 

dismissing him seems to have been unduly formal in the circumstances. 
(BNC)     

 
(5a) 3

(5b) (5a) 
considering (5b) each of these recent decisions

 (dangling participle)
cf.  2005: 247; 2007, 2009 (6a) considering that+ S + V…, 

(6b) considering + S + V…, (6c) considering how + S + V… Quirk et al. (1985: 1002) 
 (marginal subordinators) 

considering that, how
BNC 4  

 
3.2  

Appendix 1 9
4  

 
[A] considering  
 

10 BNC 1
2 168 5 4  
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considering 34 27

 
 
[B] considering

 
 

considering 6 7
 

 
[C] considering  
 

1 that 53.8%
considering  

 
[D] that  
 

3
that 7 that

 
 
4. 

considering BNC
considering

provided / providing that  (2001) including
 (2003) 

 
(i) considering (ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) considering

 (cf. Kawabata 2003) (v) 
 

 
 

1. cline of categoriality  (2003)  
2. considering

 (3ab) 
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3. (5a) 
(5a)  (5b) 

(i) (ii)  (5b)  
(i)  Considering the other sensory systems of cetaceans, they appear to have no sense of smell, for they lack any 

obvious olfactory organ, olfactory nerve or olfactory cerebral centre. 
(ii)  Considering the additional confusion caused by much industrial nomenclature, with many trivial and trade 

names, it is not surprising that many formulators prefer to stick with what they know and trust. 
(BNC) 

4. (3) (4) 
BNC

Biber et al. (1999) 
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<Abstract> 

This paper investigates the interpretational difference of progressive form in English, especially the 
difference between the basic meaning of the progressive form, that is indicating a situation in progress) and 
the habitual or repetitive meaning. The main question concerned with is how these interpretations of the 
progressive form are motivated and which semantic “clue” is determine the habitual or repetitive 
interpretation. The answer to this question is that there are two types of habitual interpretation in the 
progressive form and the type of situation distinguishes them. When the situation represented in a 
proposition includes the result of the event, it interprets the habitual or repetitive meaning of one particular 
action and when it doesn’t, it interprets the habitual or repetitive meaning of a kind of action. When a 
proposition represents only action, it interprets the action in progress. 
 
 

1 2 3 4 5  
 
 

 

 
always

Blakemore 1987
 

 
1  

 
 
(1)  a. He paints a picture. 
     b. He is painting a picture. 
     c. He is always painting a picture. 
 
 (1a) (1b)

(1c) always
 

Leech(2002)

(1c)
(1b)

(1c)

(1b)
(1c)
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22.  
  Comrie,1976

Chung and 
Timberlake 1985

 
 

Characterizes the internal temporal structure of the event.(Chung and Timberlake, 1985,P.202) 
 

, ,

Comrie(1976)  
 

Different ways if viewing the internal temporal constituency of a situation.(Comrie, 1976, P3) 
 

Comrie
,2014

 

Charleston, 1995

(accomplishment) (achievement)
(Vendler,1967)  

 
 
(2) a. He is studying English. 

b. He is learning English. 
 

(2a) (2b)
study

learn

 
 
2.1  

 
Timberlake(2007)  

 
 Process ongoing at contextual occasion (commonly the here-and-now of speech) that is projected to continue 
in the immediate future, but could easily change or cease; natural with process predicates (not states); often 
un-conduct with (or even interrupted by) other situations. 
 
  Timberlake(2007)

Leech(2002)
 

study
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learn

The bus is arriving Timberlake

 
 
2.2   

 

Declerk, 1994
 

 

 
 
3  

 
 
4  

(CORPUS OF CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN ENGLISH:COCA) spoken be
Ving 2010-2012 3.486,263

always 1590
10 try, go, look, say, talk, come, get, tell, make, think 502

 
 

 
 

 
A  
1. He's always going down to the lake, to fish, to swim, to drown. 
2.I was always trying to make little jokes 
3. " I hate him... always looking at me that way.” 
4.I was always trying to imitate her walk 
5.I felt like I was always coming and going from home and the hospital. 
6.Grandpa was always saying that only stupid people were happy all the time. 
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7.He's always saying,' You can do it.' 
8.They were always talking about things I couldn't understand.  
3.Parents are always trying to give their kids presents and gifts. 
10.People were always telling me how beautiful she was when she was young… 
 

A1 A2

perfective
502

A 168  
 
B  

183  
1.I'm always trying to teach my kids to be nice. 
2. Our team is always looking for a better way to deliver our program. 
4.It made me look like a bear riding a circus bike, I was just always trying to do my job. 
5.He's always not saying the most important things to me. 
6.I'm always trying to get people's attention with my music 
7.I guess we're always trying to be good role models for everyone. 
8.I was always trying to offer her shield 
9. " You're always looking for something." 
10.She was always trying to figure out a way to use that connection, 
9.We shoot with three cameras, so they're always getting different - they're always getting different angles 
 

B A
B1

”to be nice”
B2

A
 

 
( )

 
1.His eyes are always looking at us, 
2.They're always looking great. 
3. Jackie was a woman who was always looking to the future  
  4.Cassidy was always multitasking, always looking for a shortcut, always in a hurry… 
5.She was always looking for someone to watch the kids for an hour or two… 
6." New students were always coming in, " 
7.I was always stressed and getting headaches. 
8.I'm always thinking about making a movie in English, not exactly in Hollywood but in the… 
9.He's always thinking about what the audience needs. 
10.Tom Sawyer's love of adventure is always getting him into trouble. 
 

151
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always

 

 
 

 
1. ? he's always trying to tie things together.  
2. ?The media is always looking for heroes and sometimes villains in a case like this.  
3. ?People like you are always looking for a fight. 
4. ?Writers are always looking for trouble.  
 

 

 
 
5  

 
 

 
1A

1B

 
 

 
Leech(2002) (in progress) (incomplete)

(temporary)
 

He is living 
here until he find the new house. 

until
 

 
 

1A B

 
1A b
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  ?The media is always looking for heroes and sometimes villains in a case like this. 

( / ) 
 
6  
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1 
 

 
 

 
 

<Abstract> 
This paper focuses on the distribution of argument information in successive clauses in 
written Japanese as discourse strategies in order to review argument ellipsis.  This paper 
examines how the arguments are realized in terms of forms, grammatical relations and 
semantic roles.  As being based upon an original corpus with varied annotations, this paper 
provides a comprehensive analysis of argument information.  As a statistically and 
quantitatively significant result, the following finding is presented: the availability of the 
“One Lexical Argument Constraint” even in written texts, which has been applicable only to 
spoken texts, and this constraint plays a crucial role in argument ellipsis in the transitive 
constructions. 

 
 

 
1.  

 (  1983 )
 (  2005)

Fry (2003) Nariyama (2003) 

 
3 Du Bois (1987)

4 6
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2 
 

2.  

 (representativeness) (Kennedy 1998)
2,000 5,000

6 4,000 1,837
1  

 
 1  

No     

1  4673 285 
2 12  4229 266 
3  4495 350 
4  4356 279 
5  4667 335 
6  4433 322 

 
(1) 4 10

2  
 
(1) 
 
    
 

 2  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10       N 

談話における項の形式とその方略
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3 
 

 ( ) (Lex)  (Pro)
 (GR) S A O dS

 (Ani)  (InA)
(2) CONJ REL

main-CL  
 
(2) [ i(=3 )    - ] 
      find-te-CONJ 
  [ i [ -  j ] j -   - ] ] 
             REL   put-PAST-CONJ                     

[  i  [ -  ] -   ] 
               REL-NMZ-ACC  main-CL   ( ) 

 

 

 
 

  (One Lexical Argument Constraint)

 (Sacapultec Maya) 
 (Du Bois 1987) Du Bois (1987) 

 (S)  (A)  (O) 
1

Du Bois (1987)  (ergativity) 
(Preferred Argument Structure: PAS)  

 Du Bois (1987) 

 
 

4.  

2 3
 (S) 43.3
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4 
 

 (dS) (A) (O) (3) 
 

 
(3)  -  -  -    

S, Lex    S, Lex  ( 12 ) 
 

 3  
 S  dS  A  O  

         

 385 43.3% 46 52.3% 614 71.5% 152 17.7% 
 385 43.3% 31 35.2% 170 19.8% 500 58.2% 
 27 3.0% 5 5.7%  61 7.1%   6 0.7% 
 93 10.4% 6 6.8%  14 1.6% 201 23.4% 

 890 100.0% 88 100.0% 859 100.0% 859 100.0% 
2=670.786, pf=9, p<.001 

 p<.05 
 

A
71.5 19.8 O

58.2 (4) A
O

 
 

(4)     [ ] -   
(A)   O, Lex   

    ( ) 
 

S A O
A S O

S A O
S O A
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5 
 

5.  

4
2 pro-drop 1 2

(5a) 
(5b) 

 
 
(5) a.  -    
 (S) be nervous- CONJ      
  
         ( ) 
   b, [  ]- - -    
 (S)    REL       
 [   -  ]-A -   
 (A)        REL   
        ( ) 
 

1 2
1289 4

 
 

 4  (1 2  
 S  dS  A  O  

         

 261 36.7% 19 33.9% 359 68.8%  72 13.6% 
 356 50.1% 29 51.8% 144 27.6% 337 64.6% 
 11 1.5% 2 3.6%  7 1.3%   4 0.8% 
 83 11.7% 6 10.7%  12 2.3% 110 21.1% 

 711 100.0% 56 100.0% 522 100.0% 522 100.0% 
2=364.068, pf=9, p<.001 

 p<.05 
 

 ( 3) 
 ( 4) S

A O
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6 
 

6.  

4 5 S A O

A O
5  

 
 5  

O  

A  

17 2.6% 22 3.4% 4 0.6% 90 14.0% 293 45.6% 426 66.3% 

5 0.8% 4 0.6% 0 0.0% 20 3.1% 74 11.5% 103 16.0% 

0 0.0% 5 0.8% 0 0.0% 8 1.2% 23 3.6% 36 5.6% 

0 0.0% 2 0.3% 2 0.3% 6 0.9% 45 7.0% 55 8.6% 

0 0.0% 1 0.2% 0 0.0% 2 0.3% 20 3.1% 23 3.6% 

22 3.4% 34 5.3% 6 0.9% 126 19.6% 455 70.8% 643 100.0% 

 
A O

A O
(6) 

A O 293 5
5  

 
(6) i-      i -
        (A,Ani)   O,Lex,InA
  i  -  
     (A,Ani)   O,Lex,InA ( ) 
 

 
 

7.  
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諷喩とは何か 
--談話分析的レトリック研究の試み-- 

平川裕己 (youkey.hirakawa@gmail.com) 
神戸市外国語大学大学院 

<Abstract> 
 Previous studies on allegory have characterized some textual genres (i.e., allegorical novels, fables, 
parables, and proverbs) as allegories, but failed to relate them to each other.  This results in making the category 
of allegory seem unintegrated.  This study points out that allegories can be observed also in dialogical 
interaction, and analyzes the allegorical genres in terms of two aspects observed clearly in allegorical discourse 
in dialogue: (i) to what extent persuasion is intended and (ii) to what extent analogy is made explicit.  This 
methodology reveals that the allegorical subgenres vary according to how clearly those two aspects are observed. 
【キーワード】：諷喩，談話分析，レトリック，説得 

1. はじめに 

　 相手に何かを伝えようとするとき，それを別の何かにたとえて言うことがある。例えば理科の教科
書には，原子の構造を太陽系の構造にたとえ，両者の類似性をもとに原子の構造を説明するものがあ
る。このようなたとえは，レトリック研究において「諷喩(allegory)」と呼ばれる。 
　 これまで，ことわざやイソップ寓話など，いくつかのテクスト・ジャンルが諷喩の下位に位置づけ
られてきた。しかし，そういった下位ジャンルは互いを関連づけるかたちで整理されてはおらず，諷
喩のカテゴリはまとまりのない雑多なテクストの集合であるかのような印象を与えている。果たして
諷喩は体系立てて理解することができない概念なのだろうか。 
　 本論は，諷喩のカテゴリを整理しなおすことを目的とする。まず２節では，諷喩にまつわる先行研
究とその問題点を明らかにする。具体的には，諷喩を使用の場から切り離したテクストと見てきた先
行研究に対し，一般的な会話においても諷喩が用いられ，そこでは諷喩が話し手の伝達行為に寄与す
るを指摘する。３節では，対話的な諷喩で明示的に観察される類似性の発見と聞き手の説得のふたつ
を手掛かりとして，これまでに指摘されてきた諷喩のジャンルを分析する。この分析に基づいて，４
節では諷喩の下位ジャンルを整理しなおし，発見と説得のふたつを軸として諷喩がまとまり／広がり
を示すことを明らかにする。５節では全体のまとめを行ったうえで，本論の方法論上の意義を示す。 

2. 先行研究とその問題点 

　 伝統的なレトリック研究において，諷喩は「おなじ系列に属する隠喩を連結して編成した言述」で
あるとされてきた（佐藤, 1992b: 197）。例えば，《校長が人をだました》という出来事を「狸が（人
を）化かした」とたとえる場合を見よう（佐藤, 1992b: 207-208）。これは，人をだました校長の姿と
古来から人を欺くとされてきた狸のイメージとの間に類似性を見出して表現したものである。「狸」
および「化かした」は，それぞれ《校長》と《だました》の隠喩となっている。これら２つの隠喩は，
共に〈人〉に関わる概念を〈狸〉に関わることばでたとえている点で同じ系列である。そして「狸が
（人を）化かした」という表現は，この２つの連結によって成り立っている。伝統的なレトリック研
究は，このように一貫した隠喩をつなげて出来上がるテクストを諷喩と見ていた。以下，諷喩の額面
通りの内容（この例では「狸が（人を）化かした」ということ）を「たとえ」，それが実際に表す事
柄（この例では《校長が人をだました》という出来事）を「本題」と呼ぶ。 
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　 伝統レトリックのこうした見方に対し，佐藤（1992b: 204）は諷喩が「構造化した隠喩」であるこ
とを指摘した。彼によれば，「狸が（人を）化かした」という表現を単に２つの隠喩の連続と見るの
は不十分である。重要なのは，「狸が（人を）化かした」というたとえが構造をなしており，その構
造が《校長が人をだました》という出来事と類似関係を結んでいる，という点であるという。つまり，
諷喩はたとえと本題の間の類似性にもとづく「構造的な対応関係」が認められるテクストなのだ（佐
藤, 1992b: 208）。 
　佐藤（1992b: 204）が適切に指摘しているとおり，諷喩はテクストとしての長短とは無関係な概念で
ある。実際，これまでに諷喩の具体例として指摘されてきたのは，テクストとしては様々な形態をと
る次の４ジャンルである。１つ目は，The Pilgrim's ProgressやAnimal Farmなど，現実世界を写し取っ
た物語である（Barton and Hudson, 2009: 7；以下「寓意小説(alegorical fiction)」と呼ぶ）。２つ目は，
イソップ(Aesop)やラ・フォンテーヌ(La Fontaine)らの名が冠されることの多い寓話(fable)である。寓話
は，動物が登場する，教訓を説くためのお話を指す（Drabble (ed.), 2000: 344）。３つ目は，聖書にお
いて，Jesusが教訓や宗教的な教義を述べる際に用いるたとえ話(parable)である（Barton and Hudson, 
2004: 149-150）。４つ目はことわざ(proverb)である。ことわざは，社会知を説くための定型句である
（Yanakh, 1994: 3386）。このように，テクストとして見た諷喩は，多様な特徴を示す。 
　 諷喩に関する先行研究では以上のことが明らかにされているものの，上に挙げた４つのテクスト・
ジャンルはそれぞれが個別に扱われるのみで，互いの関連は不明のままにされている。４ジャンルの
共通点は，それらが諷喩であるということのみである。結果として，諷喩のカテゴリはまとまりのな
い雑多なテクストの集合であるかのような印象を与えている。諷喩は果たして体系立てて理解するこ
とができない概念なのだろうか。 
　 諷喩のカテゴリがこうした印象を与えるのは，先行研究が諷喩をテクストとして眺めてきたことに
よる。これまでの研究は，一定の特徴を共有しジャンルとして固定化した諷喩を取り上げ，それらが
テクストとしてもつ特徴に関心を寄せてきた。各ジャンルに際立った特徴に着目する反面，一貫した
視座から諷喩のカテゴリ全体を見渡すことはしなかった。その結果，各諷喩に共通の性質はこれまで
明らかになっていない。諷喩のカテゴリが雑多な印象を与えるのは，このためである。 
　 先行研究において諷喩がテクストとして扱われたことの帰結は，もうひとつある。それは，諷喩の
語用論的側面が見落とされたということである。諷喩を使用の場から切り離して観察したことで，そ
れらがどのようなディスコースを背景としているかが等閑視されてしまった。しかし，諷喩のテクス
トも何らかのディスコースの一部であり，そこでなされる伝達行為に関わる特徴もつはずだ。このこ
とは，対話において諷喩が利用される様子を観察すると明らかになる。 
　例えば(1)を見よう。これはChloë Grace Moretzという女優へのインタヴュ記事からの抜粋である。あ
る映画で彼女の父親役を演じたNicolas Cageとのシーンについて，インタヴュアが話を向ける。 

(1) Interviewer:  (a)The scenes with you and Nicolas Cage were so emotional and dramatic. 
Moretz:  (b)He's a phenomenal actor.  So, (c)it was like ping pong: you return the serve.  (d)If you play 

with a good player, you work hard at it so that you can be on the same level.  (e)With an 
amazing actor like him, emotion just flows. (AERA English, Feb. 2011)                                        

　 インタヴュアの問いかけ(1a)に対し，MoretzはCageが素晴らしい俳優である(1b)とした後で，卓球で
サーブを打ち返すのに似ている，と続ける(1c)。いい相手とプレーすれば同じレベルになれるよう頑
張るものだと述べ(1d)，彼のように凄い俳優と一緒だと感情は自然と流れてくると言う(1e)。 
　 話題となっている本題は実力のある俳優と共演すること，引き合いに出されているたとえは強い選
手との卓球の試合である。たとえは(1c)から始まるが，ここではたとえと本題の類似は大まかに示さ
れる。続く(1d)では，たとえの内容を〈条件とその帰結〉という構造によって具体化している。そして
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(1e)で，(1d)と同じ〈条件とその帰結〉を示す構造を重ね，たとえと本題を明示的に対応づけている。
条件の部分では試合・演技をする相手の質の高さが，帰結の部分ではその相手から良い影響を受ける
点が，それぞれ重ねられる。(1)では，このように，たとえと本題の類似性を示して両者を構造的に対
応づけることで伝達（問いかけへの応答）が行われている。よって，Moretzの発話は諷喩と認められ
る。本論では，このような対話における諷喩を「寓意的論証(allegorical argumentation)」と呼ぶ。 
　 寓意的論証のディスコースにおいて，話し手は対話のやりとりに根ざして諷喩を利用する。(1)では
たとえが(1c)で始まるが，直前の(1b)でMoretzはインタヴュアの問いかけに「直接」応えている。彼女
はこの(1b)を"So"で引き継ぎ，(1c)(1d)と展開させていく。本題に戻った(1e)の後半では，インタヴュア
の発した"emotional"に対して"emotion"という語を用い，自身の諷喩(1c-e)を相手の発話への応答として
明瞭に位置づけている。つまり，Moretzの発話は，Cageとの共演シーン"emotional"になった理由を卓
球のたとえを通してインタヴュアに理解させるよう構成されている。言い換えれば，彼女は諷喩によっ
て聞き手の説得を目指している。寓意的論証では，このように，話し手が聞き手の説得を指向する。 
　 (1)に見たような諷喩の存在は，テクスト・ジャンルとしての諷喩に目を向けてきた先行研究では等
閑視されてきた。このような例を見れば，諷喩の背景には発信者の行為があることは明らかである。
この点を踏まえて，本論では諷喩を次のように定義する。 

(2) 諷喩は，本題（話題とする事柄）とたとえ（引き合いにだす別の事柄）との間の類似性をも
とに，両者の構造的な対応関係を示して伝達を行うディスコースである 

　 諷喩をこのように定義することで，諷喩を介して話し手と聞き手（書き手と読み手）がどのように
関わり合うか，つまり諷喩の語用論的特徴を明らかにできる。 

3. 各諷喩の分析 

　 これまでの考察をまとめると，次のようになる。諷喩のカテゴリが雑多なテクストの集合に見える
のは，先行研究が諷喩をテクストとして扱ったからである。また，先行研究のこうした方法は，諷喩
の語用論的特徴を等閑視する結果につながった。しかし，これまでは扱われることのなかった対話に
おける諷喩（寓意的論証）を観察すると，諷喩に話し手の行為が伴うこと明らかとなった。対話で諷
喩を用いる話し手は，たとえと本題を明示的に対応づけて両者の類似性を発見させることで，聞き手
を説得に導く。こうした分析をもとに，本論は諷喩をディスコースの観点から定義しなおした。 
　 聞き手に対する働きかけという観点は，これまでの諷喩研究にはなかった。本節では，類似性の発
見と聞き手の説得とが観察される度合いに着目して，これまで指摘されてきた４種の諷喩（ことわざ，
聖書のたとえ話，寓話，寓意小説）を調べてみる。 

3.1 ことわざ(proverb)1 

　 まずはことわざ(proverb)を観察しよう。具体例として，映画の一場面(3)を引用する。主人公の男子
高校生Keithは，高校のマドンナのAmandaにアプローチする方法を，親友の女友達Wattsに相談する。
しかしWattsは，KeithではAmandaを落とせるはずがないと言う。 

(3) WATTS:  You couldn't score her in a million years.  A: you're too shy and closed up to her to even 
approach her.  And B: she'd kill you.  (a)Chicks like her have one thing on their mind.  And you 
don't make enough of it to matter to her. 

KEITH:  Like, (b)you can't judge a book by its cover. 
WATTS:  (c)Yeah, but you can tell how much it's gonna cost. 
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KEITH:  That's deep. (Some Kind of Wonderful)                                                                                        

　 (3b)では，本の表紙と内容の関係がたとえに，Amandaの上辺の印象と実際の性格の関係が本題に
なっている。Amandaのような女の子に対するステレオタイプ的なイメージを主張するWattsの発話(3a)
を受けて，Keithはことわざ(3b)を引く。このことわざは，本の表紙と内容の結びつきを否定する。彼
はこの〈本の表紙と内容は無関係〉という構造を本題と対応させ，Amandaの上辺の印象と実際の性
格が異なっていることを主張する。つまり，Keithのことわざは，Wattsの考えに反対し，Amandaに関
して自分の意見を受け入れるよう説得するものとして機能している。 
　類似性の発見は，ことわざを導く"Like"によって緩やかに促されている。Keithは本の表紙がAmanda
の上辺の印象に，その内容が彼女の実際の性格を表している，という細かな対応関係は示さない。そ
れでも，(3c)で本のたとえをさらに展開させていることから明らかなように，Wattsはそうした対応関
係を適切に理解している。これは，ことわざが定型化した諷喩であること（佐藤, 1987: 238-239）と関
わる。定型句であるということは，ことわざが社会的に共有されていることを意味する。話し手はこ
とわざの使用に際して，聞き手もそのことわざを知っていると前提できる（Norrick, 1985: 25）。こと
わざ話者は，類似性の発見を聞き手の知識に任せることができるのだ。 
　 ことわざは諷喩の定型句である。対話でことわざを引くとき，話し手は聞き手の説得を指向する。
ことわざは社会的な共有物なので，話し手は聞き手も当該のことわざを知っていることを前提に，た
とえと本題の類似性の発見を促せる。対話におけることわざのディスコースはこうした特徴をもつ。 

3.2 たとえ話(parable)2 

　では次に，たとえ話(parable)に移ろう。具体例として，聖書の一節(4)を引用する。 

(4) 徴税人や罪人が皆，話を聞こうとしてイエスに近寄って来た。すると，ファリサイ派の人々
や律法学者たちは，「この人は罪人たちを迎えて，食事まで一緒にしている」と不平を言い
だした。そこで，イエスは次のようなたとえを話された。「(a)あなたがたの中に，百匹の羊
を持っている人がいて，その一匹を見失ったとすれば，九十九匹を野原に残して，見失った
一匹を見つけ出すまで捜し回らないだろうか。そして，見つけたら，喜んでその羊を担い
で，家に帰り，友達や近所の人々を呼び集めて，『見失った羊を見つけたので，一緒に喜ん
でください』と言うであろう。言っておくが，(b)このように，悔い改める一人の罪人につい
ては，悔い改める必要のない九十九人の正しい人についてよりも大きな喜びが天にある。」 

（「ルカによる福音書」15.1-7） 

　 聖書は書かれたものなので，書き手は読み手と対面しておらず，個別の読者に向けてことばを発し
ているわけではない。他方，(4)からも分かるように，（新約）聖書が描くのは（Jesusその他の）登場
人物同士のやりとりである。Jesusは目の前にいる聴衆に向けて，対面的にことばを発する。したがっ
て，たとえ話のディスコースは，登場人物のレベルでは対話としての特徴を有する。読者はJesusらの
対話をいわば傍聞きするようなかたちで，間接的にたとえ話を受け取る。 
　 (4)では，迷子になった羊を連れ戻せた時の対応がたとえ，罪人に罪を悔い改めさせることの意味合
いが本題となっている。ファリサイ派の人々と律法学者の不平に答えるかたちで，Jesusはたとえを導
入する（橋本, 1983: 74）。このことから，Jesusの諷喩は彼らへの反論として，つまり罪人と食事を共
にすることについて彼の考えを理解するよう説得するためのものとして機能していることが分かる。 
　 (4)に見られる特徴のひとつは，Jesusがたとえの提示に語り(narrative)を利用していることである。
Labov(1972)によると，語りは次のように記述される。 
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(5) [...] one method of recapitulating past experience by matching a verbal sequence of clauses to the 
sequence of events which (it is inferred) actually occurred. (Labov, 1972: 359-360)                                

　 Labov(1972)は過去の体験談をもとに(5)の記述をしたが，体験談以外にも語りの枠組みは応用され
る。そのひとつがたとえ話である。(4a)では，羊を見失ってから連れ帰るまでの顛末が，節の連鎖で
表現されている。動詞を順に取り出せば，「見失った」「残し」「探し回（る）」「見つけ」「帰り」
「呼び集め」「言う」となり，これらが表す出来事がこの順序で時系列に沿って起こったと解釈でき
る。このことから，(4a)が語りをなしていることが分かる。 
　 語りに続く(4b)で，Jesusは再び本題に戻っている。「このように」という表現が，それまで語った
たとえと本題とを結びつける。加えて，羊と人の数の一致がたとえと本題のどの要素が対応している
のかを明示している（橋本, 1983: 75）。ただし，語りを利用している分，たとえと本題とを過不足な
く細やかに対応づけることは難しくなる。(4)では，語りの流れ上は必要だが諷喩の構成には寄与しな
い要素（例えば「友達や近所の人々」）も含んでいる。この点で，特定の枠組みに縛られない寓意的
論証と比べると，類似性の発見の明示性は低くなる。 
　たとえ話は語りの形式をもつ諷喩で，Jesusが聴衆を説得するために利用する。彼は目の前の聴衆に
向けて，たとえと本題を明示的に対応づける。聖書の読み手は，Jesusと聴衆のやりとりを傍聞きする
かたちで，たとえ話を間接的に受け取る。読み手自身に諷喩が向けられているわけではないものの，
Jesusのことばから類似性の発見および説得の意図は明示的に読み取れる。たとえ話のディスコースに
は，こうした特徴が認められる。 

3.3 寓話(fable) 

　次は寓話(fable)を観察しよう。具体例として，イソップ寓話のひとつ(6)を挙げる。 

(6) 狐と葡萄 
　 (a)腹をすかせた狐君，支柱から垂れ下がる葡萄の房を見て，取ってやろうと思ったが，う
まく届かない。立ち去りぎわに，独り言， 
「まだ熟れてない」 
　(b)このように人間の場合でも，力不足で出来ないのに，時のせいにする人がいるものだ。 

（中務哲郎(訳)『イソップ寓話集』） 

　ブドウを食べたかったキツネの話(6a)がたとえ，人間の場合について述べた警句(6b)が本題である。
(6a)では，キツネの行動が時系列に沿って節の連続によって示されている。動詞を取り出せば，「見
て」「思った」「届かない」「独り言（を言った）」となり，これらが表す出来事がこの順序で起こっ
たと解釈できる。よって(6a)は明瞭な語りの形式を有する。たとえと本題の対応づけは緩やかになさ
れる。語りと警句の類似性は「このように人間の場合でも」という表現によって明示されるが，キツ
ネのどの行為が人間のどういう行為に対応するかまでは示されない。 
　 寓話は書かれたものなので，書き手は読み手と対面せず，個別の読み手を念頭にことばを発してい
ない。さらに，登場人物が諷喩を用いて説得を行っているわけでもない。寓話では，(6)のように，語
りと警句の類似が読み手に向けて示されるのみである。一定の主張を行い，読み手を説得しようとす
る書き手の意図を強くは読み取れない3。本題となる警句(7b)をどのようなものとして受け取るかは，
読み手に委ねられる。例えば，ありがたい教訓ととることも，キツネのような人間に対する嘲笑の文
句ととることも，等しく可能である。 
　 寓話は書きことばによる諷喩で，語りの形式をもつ。たとえとなる語りは緩やかに本題と対応づけ
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られ，類似性の発見が促される。しかし，その対応づけ通して読み手を説得しようとする書き手の意
図は明示的ではない。これが，寓話のディスコースの特徴である。 

3.4 寓意小説(allegorical fiction) 

　最後に，寓意小説(allegorical fiction)を分析しよう。具体例としては，John BunyanによるThe Pilgrim’s 
Progressを扱う。(7a)はこの物語のあらすじ，(7b)は一節を抜粋したものである。 

(7) a. 語り手が夢で見た旅物語。主人公Christianが，伝道師Evangelistの導きにしたがって，the     
Celestial Cityを目指してthe City of Destructionから旅に出る。旅の途中でFaithful，
Hopeful，Giant Despairといった人物達に出会いながら，the Slough of Despond，the Valley 
of the Shadow of Death，Vanity Fairなどの地を旅していく。旅の終わりにthe Celestial City
にたどり着いたChristianは，肉の衣を脱ぎ捨て天使たちに迎えられる。 

（Abrams, 1985: 5; 横山・石堂(監修), 2006: 128-130） 
b. Then Christian fell down at his foot as dead, crying, 'Woe is me, for I am undone', at the sight of   

which Evangelist caught him by the right hand, saying, 'All manner of sin and blasphemies shall be 
forgiven unto men; be not faithless, but believing.'  Then did Christian again a little revive, and 
stood up trembling, as at first, before Evangelist. (John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress)                   

　 この物語は一般に，Christianの旅がキリスト教的世界観に基づく人間の救済過程を表していると解
釈される（Semino, 2008: 65）。以降では，この解釈に沿って分析を進める。 
　 たとえとなるのはこの物語で語られているChristianの巡礼の旅，本題は人間の救済過程である。こ
の物語では，Christianの行動が節の連続で表現されており（(7a)の動詞に注目すると，"fell down" 
"Then did [...] revive, and stood up"），その順に沿って出来事が起こったと解釈できる。このことから，
The Pilgrim's Progressが語りの形式をもつことが分かる。読者は語りに含まれる要素（登場人物や土地
の名称など）を手掛かりに，この物語を人間の救済過程のたとえとして読むことができる。ただし，
たとえと本題の対応関係が語りの内部で明示されているわけではなく，あくまで示唆されるのみであ
る。したがって，読者は語りを本題と結びつけず，単なる旅物語として読むことも充分にできる。 
　 寓意小説は書きことばによる諷喩で，語りの形式をもつ。本題の存在，及びたとえと本題の対応関
係は明示されない。よって，諷喩であること自体が，読み手の解釈に依存することになる（Semino, 
2008: 64-66）。寓意小説のディスコースは，こうした特徴をもつ。 

4. 諷喩下位ジャンル間の関係 

　 前節では，類似性の発見と聞き手の説得がどれだけ明瞭に観察されるか，それぞれの諷喩のディス
コースを分析した。寓意的論証(allegorical argumentation)は，対話相手とのやりとりに根ざした諷喩で
ある。話し手はたとえと本題とを明示的に対応づけ，その対応関係をもとに聞き手の説得を目指す。
ことわざ(proverb)は定型化した諷喩で，対話においては説得のために利用される。類似性の発見は，
聞き手の知識を前提に緩やかに促される。聖書のたとえ話(parable)は語りを利用した書かれた諷喩で
ある。登場人物であるJesusが，類似性の発見を通して目の前の聴衆を説得に導く。寓話(fable)は書か
れた語りによる諷喩である。書き手は類似性の発見を緩やかに促すが，説得を指向しない。寓意小説
(allegorical fiction)も書かれた語りによる諷喩である。類似性の発見，つまり諷喩であるということ自
体が，読み手の解釈に依存する。 
　 これらの特徴をもとに諷喩のカテゴリを整理しなおすと，図１のようになる。対話のやりとりに根
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ざして明示的に用いられる諷喩（図右寄り）では，話し手は聞き手に類似性を発見させ，そこから説
得に導く。たとえの部分が語りの形式をもち，さらに書きことばが導入されると，諷喩としての明示
性は低くなる（図左寄り）。話し手と聞き手の対面性は薄れ，説得の明示性も下がる。このように，
類似性を発見させる度合いと説得が観察される度合いを軸にすると，諷喩のカテゴリを体系的に整理
することが可能となる。 

5. おわりに 

　 本論は，これまでは雑多なテクストの集合という印象があった諷喩のカテゴリを整理しなおし，諷
喩が類似性の発見と説得のふたつを軸としてまとまって／広がっていることを明らかにした。この結
論は，対話において利用される諷喩に目を向けたことによってたどり着くことが可能となった。寓意
的論証を仔細に観察して初めて，諷喩のカテゴリ全体を統一的に眺める視座（類似性の発見と聞き手
の説得）を得ることができた。 
　 対話を対象として考察を行うことは，レトリック研究のあり方と密接に結びつく。レトリックには
元来「説得のための技術」という重要な側面があった（野内, 2002: 5-6; 柳澤・中村・香西, 2004: i-ii; 
ルブール, 2000: 12-13）。そして説得は，本来的に対話で行われる行為で，目の前の聞き手に対して積
極的に働きかける行為であろう。このことから，対話はレトリックが活躍する主要な場であると位置
づけることができる。 
　 しかしながら，伝統的なレトリック研究は修辞学としての色合いが強く，（特に文学的な）書かれ
たテクストにおける文彩(figure of speech)を主な考察対象としてきた（佐藤, 1992a: 47-50; 瀬戸, 1992: 
250）。書きことばを対象にしたことからも伺えるとおり，伝統レトリックは聞き手に対する話し手
の行為のなかでレトリックを捉えようとはしてこなかった。また，近年のレトリック研究においては，
認知意味論が重要な成果を上げてきている。だが，その中心的な関心は比喩表現(figurative language)
とヒトの認知能力との関わりを明らかにすることにあり（Dancygier and Sweetser, 2014: 1-3），やはり
レトリックを対人的な行為として眺めてはいない。聞き手に意図を伝えようとする話し手の行為を見
据えながらレトリックを捉えることは非常に重要であるにも関わらず，現在のレトリック研究ではこ
うしたアプローチの方法は採用されていない。 
　 話し手と聞き手のあいだでことばを捉えるのは，談話分析が得意とするところである（Johnstone, 
2008: 2-3; 山口, 2009: 105-108）。聞き手に対する働きかけを軸として本論が諷喩について示した結論
は，レトリック研究における談話分析的なアプローチの有効性・重要性を示唆している。 

注 

1 ことわざは対話でのみ利用されるわけではないが，本論では対話におけることわざを考察対象としている。こ
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れは，ことわざが用いられる基本的なコンテクストが対話であることによる（Norrick, 1985: 12）。しかし，使用
のコンテクストが異なれば，ことわざの使われ方にも変化が見られると考えられる。対話以外の場におけること
わざの使用については，今後の考察課題とする。 
2 本論では，「たとえ話」という語をテクニカル・タームとして用いている。「お話しの体裁をとる諷喩」を緩
やかに指す語としてではなく，「聖書の中でJesusが教義を説くために利用する，語りの形式をもつ諷喩」を指す
用語として理解されたい。 
3 ただし，警句の導入に際して，命令形が用いられる場合もある。それらの例では，(6)のような場合に比べて書
き手の説得意図が明示的である。反対に，語りのみが提示され，（寓意小説の場合と同様に）本題の発見を読み
手に任せる例も存在する。このことは，寓話のカテゴリの内部に諷喩のカテゴリと同様の広がりが認められるこ
とを示している。寓話のカテゴリの多様性，および２つのカテゴリの連動については，稿を改めて論じたい。 
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Abstract  

While the Great East Japan Earthquake would require action, politicians often obfuscate and ignore the 

truth. Chomsky has attempted to clarify the facts on government. However, it is unclear what makes 

Chomsky’s discourse persuasive. The present paper aims to provide an analysis of recent Chomsky’s 

discourse in terms of the performative utterances. Chomsky provides a delineation of the power between 

government and citizen and perform the speech acts by describing the facts of government’s action. It is 

shown in this paper that Chomsky’s performative utterances do not involve with his intention.  
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5.2  
 

(1) I mean, I had two daughters about—when they were about the age of your daughter, they would come 

home from school telling us how in school they were taught to hide under desks in case there was a 

nuclear war. This was right after the Cuban Missile Crisis, when the world came very close to nuclear 

war. 

(describing)

(exemplifying)

 

 

(2) It happens all the time. So, right now, for example, in Iraq, there is a city, Fallujah, which was attacked 

by U.S. forces using weapons that no one understands, but they leave a high level of radiation. And 

there’s studies by Iraqi and American doctors showing a very high level of cancer among children, far 
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higher than before, in the whole neighborhood of Fallujah. But the government denies it. The U.S. 

government denies it. The Iraqi government doesn’t function. The international organizations refuse to 

look.  
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(identify) (presenting of the placing)

by U.S. forces…

(stating)

(stating)

 (Chomsky and Polk 2013)

(2)

(2) (2)

(instancing) 

(cohesion)  

 

(3) And this is simply everywhere. I mean, in 1961, the United States began chemical warfare in Vietnam, 

South Vietnam, chemical warfare to destroy crops and livestock. That went on for seven years. The 

level of poison—they used the most extreme carcinogen known: dioxin. And this went on for years. 

There’s enormous effects in South Vietnam. 

(2) ”the United States began” 

”destroy”  (they 

used the most extreme carcinogen) (identifying)

(stating)  

(in 1961, that went for seven years, and this went on for years )
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(4) They [governments] protect themselves from their own citizens. Governments regard their own 

citizens as their main enemy, and they have to be—protect themselves. 
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2.  (a). John regrets that Bill is ill. 
    (b). Bill is ill. 
3.  (a). It was John who killed Mary. 
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<Abstract> 
 This research reports on an investigation into the use of hedges in speech acts of disagreement and a 
validation of pragmatic transfer in terms of interlanguage pragmatics. The invest igation shows that 
the hedges used by Chinese second language learners are notably different from Japanese native 
speakers. Furthermore, it clarifies that there is a negative pragmatic transfer from Chinese to 
Japanese in the usage of interrogative hedges. I argue that this result shows hedges working as a 
politeness strategy. I have also found the variety of linguistic forms used by learners to be limited 
because of pragmatic transfer, which indicates some hedges require high pragmatic competence.  
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CC 20 2 1

 2003 20 25

JJ CJ CC  

 

4.2  
 (head act)

 2011

 (Face-Threatening Acts; FTA) 

3

 

Nittono (2003) Rue and Zhang (2008)  

(2012) FTA

2 2

 

 

1  

   

 [ ] [ ]   

 

 

 

 

1

3  (JJ, CJ, CC) 

5% 1%

 

2
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5.  
5.   

3  (JJ, CJ, CC) 

JJ CC CJ

JJ: 40.1%, CJ: 24.8%, CC: 32.2%  

(2) = 7.7, p < 0.05 5%

JJ CJ

JJ CJ  

 
5.2  

JJ 72 CJ 48 CC 88

2 3 JJ

(20.8%) (15.3%) (11.1%) CJ

(18.8%) (16.7%) (14.6%) CC

(23.9%) (11.4%) (9.1%)  
 

2  (JJ, CJ, CC) 

JJ CJ CC 

1. [ ] 15 (20.8) 1.  9 (18.8) 1.  21 (23.9) 

2.  11 (15.3) 2.  8 (16.7) 2.  10 (11.4) 

3.  8 (11.1) 3.  7 (14.6) 3.  8 (9.1) 

4.  5 (6.9) 4.  4 (8.3) 4.  4 (4.5) 

4.  5 (6.9) 5. [ ] 3 (6.3) 4.  4 (4.5) 

6. [ ] 4 (5.6) 5.  3 (6.3) 4.  4 (4.5) 

6.  4 (5.6) 5.  3 (6.3) 4.  4 (4.5) 

15  20 (27.8) 9  11 (22.9) 22  33 (37.5) 

 72 (100)  48 (100)  88 (100) 

 

 

1 JJ CJ

CC

JJ 40.3% CJ

27.1% CC 4.5% (2) = 28.6, p < 0.01

1%

JJ CC 1%

2 JJ CC
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CJ

 

 

 
 

JJ

CJ

CC ?

? JJ

[ ]  (1) JJF07A JJF07B

JJF07A

JJF07B

[ ] JJF07A  
 

(1)    

JJF07A ?   

JJF07B [ ]   

 

JJ

CJ JJ CJ

3

CC

(2) CJ CJF03J CJF03C

CJF03J

CJF03C
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(2)    

CJF03J < > [ ]   

CJF03C   

CJF03J [ ]   

CJF03C 
  

  

 

3 (JJ, CJ, CC) 

 
 

6.  
6.1  

JJ CJ 2

JJ CJ CC

Nikula (1997)  (2013) 

 
 
6.2  

2

JJ CJ

CC JJ

Nittono (2003) 

80%

 

[ ]

 1999

JJ

CJ JJ 2

1

 (2003) 

2 CC 1
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JJ CJ

CJ

2

CC

Holmes (1995) 

Félix-Brasdefer (2008) Nikula (1997) 

 (2013) 

2

CJ

 
 

7.  

 

 
 
                                                         

 

12  
 Nittono (2003)  (lexical hedging devices)

Nittono (2003)  80%
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Abstract  
Kaze has the conceptual components direction and force , which are motivated by bodily 

experience as metaphorical expressions. Direction has front/back and up/down, whereas force
has strong/weak. Additionally, Kaze in itself constructs a frame. It has the following components :

blow from source”, directional change”, “perceived by perceiver”, and the resulting influences 
after it blew . These components constitute a chain of structure based on the proximity of time.  

Senpaikaze is constituted as direction of an object involving the direction up to down, and
force strongly influences the invisible. This paper suggests we can analyze properties and 

constraints to invent the conceptual components of Kaze . 
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E-mail: lisa@sgu.ac.jp 

 
 
<Abstract> 
Although many interlanguage pragmatic studies have pointed out the lack of pragmatic ability of Japanese EFL learners, 
very few of them have pursued its underlying cause. Following the perspectives of LoCastro (1997 2003) Nakano 
Miyasaka & Yamazaki (2000) Murata (2006) and Shimizu Fukasawa & Yonekura (2007 2008) this study investigates 
how and whether pragmatic aspects of language are provided in the new English textbooks for Japanese high school 
students. The researcher analyzed and evaluated 3582 utterances/sentences from the top eight popular textbooks of 
‘English Expression I’ focusing on (i) language functions (ii) contexts (iii) interactiveness (iv) discourse strategies and (v) 

explicit metapragmatic instructions and the results showed that those textbooks do not offer sufficient (meta-)pragmatic 
information. This study suggests possible improvement measures to enhance learners’ pragmatic understanding. 

4
I 

 
 

 

2  

 Bachman (1990)Bachman & Palmer (1996 
2010) Bachman & Palmer 

(communicative language ability) 
(language knowledge) (strategic competence) 

2 (organizational knowledge) 
(pragmatic knowledge)  
 

 (language knowledge)  
  (organizational knowledge) 

3 
  (pragmatic knowledge)  
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 (functional knowledge) 4

 (sociolinguistic knowledge)

 

 
LoCastro 

(1997 2003)  Nakano Miyasaka & Yamazaki (2000) 

5
  (2006) 1

A

Shimizu Fukasawa & Yonekura (2007) 17

 (2006) 

 

 

 

 
6 8 7

3582 Microsoft Excel
E

 
 

 
 Vision Quest Advanced   Vision Quest Standard  
 Crown   New Favorite  
 My Way   Big Dipper  
 Polestar   Vivid  
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(1)  

 

(2)  
 

(3)  
 

(4)  
 

(5)  
 

 

 
3. 1.  

8 4

3
: : : 

: : 5
6 30 8

 

3582 1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.  

 

1 58% 2061
2  
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2.  

 

6
9

1 2
 

 
 
1. A soccer field must be rectangular.  (Crown p.18) 
2. The student who was 5 minutes late for class is the best tennis player in the school.  (Polestar p.90) 
3. Nothing is as popular as a Christmas party among children.  (Vivid p.58) 
 

 
 
3. 2.  

“Are you a professional artist?” (New Favorite p.10) 

“you” 
 

2 1 0 3  
 
2  
1  
0  
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3. 3.  

Thomas (1995) 

2 0  
 
2  
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4 1744

“Would you like...?” 
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3. 4.  
4

 
 
4.  Paul: Hey Dan. We’re all going to the movies tonight. Do you want to come? 
 Dan: Not tonight – I’m helping Emi with her assignment.  (Polestar p. 14) 
 
5. I want you to take part in tomorrow’s party.  (Vision Quest Standard p.56) 
 

4 Paul Dan
Paul Dan

5

5
 “I want you to...” 

 

2 0  
 
2 3  
1 2  
0  
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.  

 
5 65%

 
 
3.5.  

3582 95 3%
8
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6. May I ask you a question?  (Vision Quest Standard p.38) 

May I~? Can [Could] I~?  
 
7. You had better see a doctor.  (Vision Quest Standard p.40) 

had better do  
 
8. You must visit Daitokuji when you go to Kyoto.  (Polestar p.32) 

You must~  
 

6 “May I...?”  “Can [Could] I...?” 

7
“had better...” 

 (downgrader) 
8

“You must...” 
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Abstract
This paper aims at clarifying the motivation for using ‘mitaina’ at the end of a sentence. Firstly, this paper
defines ‘A mitaina Ø’ as one type of insubordination caused by quotation. Secondly, according to the fact that
if A is someone’s speech or not, a distinction between ''quotation'' and ''supplement to the preceding text'' is
made. This paper concludes with the argument that there are two motivations—positively, to achieve
diversification of expression and negatively, to avoid assertion and tension when there is a turn-taking.

A B A
B 80

B A

2

1995 1997 2004
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2009
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Y X
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Abstract 

     Silence in conversation is basically understood as a time in interaction where no participants take a 

turn. Previous studies suggested that where no participants are selected silence takes place according to the 

organization of turn-allocation. Silence is also understood as the participants' unwillingness, uncertainty, or 

disagreement with the ongoing interaction. Commonly, when there is minimal silence, they are generally 

filled with non-verbal activities but longer silences suggest trouble in mundane interaction. However, the 

instances of silence in institutional context call for further examination. This paper focuses on silences in 

news interview and classroom interaction and attempt to compare them with mundane interaction context. 

How and why the participants design silences is the focal aspect of this paper.  

Keywords: Institutional Talk, Designed Silences, Classroom Interaction, News Interview 

 

1. Introduction 

In a general sense, silence in conversation is the result of no participants taking a turn at talk. Sacks, 

Schegloff, and Jefferson interpret silence as a result of the turn taking system where no rules of turn 

allocation become applicable (1974). The rules of turn allocation in turn taking explain the organization of 

turn taking as systematic machinery where the participants equally monitor each other's turns. In further 

explaining the systematics of turn allocation techniques, Sacks et al. explain that it is grounded in three 

basic rules: (a) current speaker selecting next speaker, (b) next speaker self-selection, and (c) current 

speaker continuation. Lack of the application of these methods recycles the whole process, giving the right 

of turn allocation to the current speaker, as in (c) above. According to these rules, if the current speaker 

does not select a next speaker after arriving at a possible completion and if a next speaker also does not 

self-select, silence occurs for a brief moment. This type of silence is relevant in the system because for both 

current and next speaker, it is not obligatory either to continue talking or to self-select. However, any of the 

participants may choose to take a turn if the silence further continues.  

The model of turn taking proposed by Sacks et al. (1974) presents silence as a relevant sequential 

phenomena occurring in mundane interaction. They also defined how silence is not simply a lack of talk, 

but a place in which much can occur during that absence of speech. The great deals of phenomenon taking 

place during the absence of talk have been demonstrated by a number of other studies (Davidson, 1984; 

Pomerantz, 1984; Jefferson, 1989). Pomerantz (1984) proposed that the silence after a first pair part of 

some specific speech act could be understood as a trouble indicative. Delaying the relevant second pair part 

might result in the production of responses with lack of agreement after the silence. For example, a silence 
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following invitations or requests might result in the declination of invitation or denial for the request. Thus 

the speaker of the second pair part delays their response so as to minimize the dispreferred responses by 

providing extra time to the previous speaker to modify their talk.  

In a similar study, Davidson (1984) demonstrated that speakers of a first pair part reformulate their 

talk if faced with silence instead of an expected relevant response. In reformulating their original statement, 

the producer of the first pair part displays their understanding that their recipient is reluctant to respond, or 

not hearing them, or having some other problem and so withholding their response. The following example 

from Davidson (1984) exemplifies how speakers modify their talk after a silence in the place of an 

expected response and how the silence shades the meaning of the talk. 
 

Extract 1 
A: Well did you want me to just pick you- get  

into Robinson's so you could buy a little pair of slippers? 
(silence) 

A: I mean or can I get you something? 
 

Here, the silence after the proposal or request causes the speaker to review prior talk. The speaker tries to 

make it more clear and understandable to their recipient by reformulating and perhaps trying to make it 

more acceptable to the recipient.  

     In an insightful study of the occurrence of silence in interaction, Jefferson (1989) discussed the 

varying lengths of silences and concluded that normal silences are of approximately one second. In a 

detailed examination of 289 pages of transcribed data, she found 170 instances in the interaction where the 

silences appeared problematic. Out of the total of 170 instances of trouble-indicative silences, she found 

that 106 of them (62%) were between 0.9 seconds to 1.2 seconds. Her study reported that silences longer 

than 1.2 seconds are generally filled in some way with non-verbal activities such as writing something 

down or looking at some documents.  

The evidence from Jefferson (1989) suggests that the average metric of silence is of approximately 

one second and that trouble-indicative silences vary in length in mundane interaction. However, Davidson 

(1984) found instances of silences with much smaller gaps in his research about reformulation of speech 

acts by speaker of the first pair part. Whatever the average length may be, one thing is clear and that is the 

production of silence in mundane conversation is a sequentially relevant and dynamic interactional 

phenomena which follows the turn-taking machinery proposed by Sacks et al. (1974). However, the 

interaction in institutional setting does not have similar organization of turn-taking system as mundane 

conversation. Institutional interaction includes participants with some sort of defined actions they can 

accomplish while participating in the interaction. For example, the interactional right of allocating turns or 

selecting/changing the topic is limited to the interviewer in news interviews (Heritage, 1985), and to the 

teacher in the interactional setting of classrooms (McHoul, 1978). Hence, a question arises on whether the 

change in the organizational structure of institutional settings changes the understanding of silences in these 

settings. In both news interview and classroom settings, the participants appear to produce silences longer 

than discussed by Jefferson (1989) but are not seemingly filled with non-verbal activities. Where the 
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participants are not found to be orienting to the silences as trouble-initiative or recipient unwillingness to 

respond, I call them designed silences. This paper attempts to highlight the similarities (or differences) in 

the interactional silences occurring in mundane conversation and the designed silences occurring in 

institutional interaction. 

Focusing on these central issues, this paper analyzes occurrences of silences in institutional settings 

and mundane interaction. The detailed focus is on institutional interaction since the aim here is to see 

whether the silence is a byproduct of interaction because of the turn taking system (Sacks et. al., 1974) or 

the participants intentionally design them. The data for this study come from video recordings of news 

interviews and classroom interaction. I analyze instances from two recorded news interview videos where 

the interviewer is a Nepalese journalist and the interviewee is the then British Ambassador to Nepal. The 

classroom interaction includes video recordings of regular classrooms from Japan and Nepal. The data from 

Nepal includes ten 40-minutes English language classrooms where the teacher and students are Nepalese 

nationals, while the data from Japan consists of six 45-minutes English language classrooms with the 

teacher and students from Japan. The classes include students ranging from 14 to 17 years of age.  

This study uses the conversation analytic methodology for the observation and analysis of the data. 

The main focus is given to the observation and analysis of video recording without any prior perspectives. 

The video recorded data is repeatedly viewed and carefully transcribed using the transcription conventions 

outlined by Jefferson (Atkinson & Heritage, 1984). Occurrences of silences are categorized and analyzed in 

relation with the talk surrounding and other conduct. Understanding of the instances is built from the 

perspective of the participants rather than applying pre-conceived categories from the observer's mental 

aspects.  

 

2. Analysis 

As discussed earlier, the occurrence of silence in mundane conversation is an interactional 

phenomenon. It could occur as a result of turn taking system (Sacks et al. 1974), or because of the 

recipients withholding their talk orienting to the preference organization (Pomerantz, 1984). In the 

following example from Jefferson (1987), the silence indicates some sort of problem in the previous 

utterance.  
 

Extract 2 
01 Ken: Hey (.) the first ti:me they stopped me from selling  
02       cigarettes was this morning. 
03      (1.0) 
04 Lou: From selling cigarettes? 
05 Ken: Or buying cigarettes. 
 
This extract exemplifies the occurrence of silence in mundane interaction. Lou indicates some problem in 

Ken’s utterance and does not immediately produce the next turn. By not directly indicating the problem at 

the moment, he provides an extra opportunity to Ken to initiate repair – thus orienting to the preference for 

self-repair in conversation (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977). However, Ken does not take a turn to 
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repair the problematic part of his utterance and Lou initiates other repair in line 4. Then Ken repairs the 

original utterance. We can find the silence completely relevant in this example. The occurrence of silence in 

line 03 is equally relevant from the perspective of the speaker and recipient. For the speaker, once he has 

come to the possible completion, he waits for the recipient to take a turn, and on the other side the recipient 

waits for a transition-space repair from the speaker, indicating some problem in the speaker's talk. Though 

he waits, the speaker does not initiate repair and the recipient takes the turn to initiate repair, by which the 

silence becomes justifiable.  

In news interviews, the participants have some sort of decided roles where the interviewer has 

interactional right of turn allocation and management of the turns. The following example analyzes the 

various aspects of silences and describes how the silence could be interpreted in relation with the 

surrounding talk.  
 

Extract 3 
01  IE:     naw. >we’ll have to continue< in English. 
02  IR:     <we’ll have to continue in English.> 
03  IE:     <we wi:ll> 
04  IR:   okay. (.) as i was entering, (1.8) British embassy today. 
05         (3.0)  
06           it came to my mind that fi:rst time you came to  
07           nepal was as a back packer 
08  IE:     ya. it was forty years ago >i came as a backpacker<   
09           =an i still remember all those days more ago very clearly. 
 
In this example, the interviewer is closing an ongoing sequence (beginning not shown in the transcript) in 

line 04 with "okay" and beginning a new sequence by preparing background for a question. In the 

interviewer's turn, there are two instances of longer than average silences. The lack of talk for 1.8 seconds 

and 3 seconds accomplish two different actions in the interaction. In the first 1.3 second of silence, the 

interviewer is doing a transformation of and taking time to set the agenda. The common understanding of 

in-turn silence could be explained as the speaker's problem in finding a relevant word to use where the 

silence generally follows with sound stretches. However, in this in-turn silence the speaker does not appear 

to be doing a word search but taking time for transformation.  

In another silence of 3 seconds, the speaker appears to hint that something coming next in the 

utterance is important. Since the interviewer says "as I was entering British embassy today" the turn has not 

come to a possible completion and something is yet due. But the interviewer makes an attempt to hint what 

is due is the main part of the inquiry so that the interviewee might pay more attention to the upcoming part. 

In this way, the silence the interviewer designed could be interpreted as the interviewer's technique to 

continue holding the turn and at the same time a method he uses to attract the attention of his recipient, the 

interviewee.  

     In a different extract taken from the news interview, the interviewer's turn included a considerable 

length of silence in the interviewer's turn. Here, the interviewer is designing the silence as a way of holding 

the turn since the turn is designed in conditionals.  
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Extract 4 
1IR:                                    if- if I: sa:y that  
2    the interpretation of elections by the political party 
3    itself is the root cause (.) of the problems today, 
4  (2.6) 
5    because, the Nepalese people voted in a manner that all  
6    parties should work together [(can we) 
7IE:                              [in between 
8    I think that’s the fair interpretation  
 
In the above extract, as soon as the interviewer produces "If I say that the interpretation of elections by the 

political party itself is the root cause of the problems today", he holds his talk and produces a 2.6 seconds in 

line 4. Since the interviewer has started his turn as a conditional sentence using "if" the next clause of the 

sentence is still due which shows the turn has not come to the possible completion yet. It is evident for the 

interviewee to hold the talk as there is no evidence of possible completion to self-select. However, the 

interviewer produces the longer silence even though the turn is structurally incomplete. The interviewer 

might have produced the silence to provide the interviewee time to analyze the "if clause" of his utterance. 

The silence the interviewer produces here might also be the interviewer's technique of differentiating the 

"problem" he mentions and the "cause" of it. Furthermore, the silence he designed also stands for the 

interviewer's time allocation for the interviewee on interpreting what he has said, and also to pay attention 

to the upcoming part. Thus the silence retrospectively stands for the speaker's designed way for his 

recipient to analyze the content and form of the previous utterance and to focus on the probably "reason 

clause" upcoming next.  

In the following section, this paper presents some instances from classroom interaction. As already 

mentioned, the interactional architecture of classrooms includes a teacher with right to control the 

interaction, and the students. Similar to the interviewers designing silences in news interviews, teachers are 

found producing intentional silences in classroom interaction. In the following example from a Japanese 

Senior High School English class, the silence produced by the teacher appears a designed one but not an 

interactional one.  
 
Extract 5 
01  T:     and ah:: but ah: 
02         one thing (.) that we need to care is that (0.8) 
03         seed banks. (0.8) can't (0.8) change (0.6) our  
04         environmental problems right. 
04         now we have a::: ondanka tte nan dakke?  
                                ((what is global warming)) 
05         (1.0) 
06 Ss:     global warm[ing 
07 T:                  [ah. global warming. right.= 
08        =can we change global warming if I collect a lot of seeds. 
09        (1.8) 
10        Yes? 
11        (1.2) 
12        can I chan[ge the environmental problems if I collect the seeds 
13 Ss:               [((laughing)) 
14 T:     if so, I will do it. 
15         (1.6)  
16         is it possible 
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17         (3.0) 
18         no:¿ right. 
19         so it's a kind of (1.2) insurance (.) service to:: 
 

This example includes a variety of silences with considerable length during the classroom interaction. 

However, the silences at different points display different features. Firstly, the explanation begins with the 

intra-turn silences in lines 02 and 03. With the production of "but one thing we need to care is that" the 

teacher produces a silence of 0.8 seconds. In the continuation of his utterance another silence follows after 

"seed banks", "can't", and "change" respectively. In each instances, the production of silence after a stressed 

utterance suggests that the message due in the utterance is of importance. Thus, the teacher designs the 

silence as a technique of drawing student attention to the upcoming part of his utterance. This designed 

silence works as one of the techniques teachers make use of to allocate processing time for the student 

before delivering important information.  

Similarly the intra-turn silence in line 19 also represents the teacher producing intentional silences to 

scaffold student understanding. Here before production of the word "insurance" with a stress, the teacher 

takes a break in his utterance. Here the teacher might have attempted to produce the new vocabulary item 

"insurance" in isolation so that the student can pay proper attention to the word and recognize the new 

vocabulary. The teacher does so by choosing to produce the word in isolation with a 1.2 seconds silence 

before and a micropause after the word. The silence in this utterance also exhibits the similar features in the 

silence produced in lines 02 and 03. But the focus in lines 02 and 03 is in the delivery of message whereas 

the focus in line 19 becomes a vocabulary item "insurance" as the teacher manages to produce it in 

isolation. Furthermore, the silences in lines 09, 11, 15, and 17 do occur after a complete turn with the 

teacher asking a known-answer question in surface. But the teacher neither selects any students as next 

speaker nor attempts to elicit answer by other prosodies, thus making the known-answer question an 

understanding check and time allocation for the students to process the information.  

The instances discussed above describe the silence in institutional interaction as "designed" silences 

produced with certain intention of the producer. However, as institutional interaction is also a form of talk 

in interaction, it also exhibits the features from mundane interaction. In the extract 5, the silence in line 05 

shows the interactional problem of turn taking between teachers and students. The teacher asks a 

known-answer question in line 04 and waits for the answer. Though the teacher's question appears a 

complete turn, the students do not immediately take a turn to answer. This might have caused because of 

the teacher not selecting next speaker. The students do not self-select which shows their orientation towards 

being students in this particular class where they only speak when asked to do so.  

The following example from Nepalese English language classrooms also exemplifies teacher 

designed silence. In this extract the teacher is teaching a poem included in the course book. The teacher is 

describing what "setting" in a poem stands for.  
 

Extract 6 
01 T:     it is called setting my dear. 
02         setting means: (0.4) where the (.) event takes place. 
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03         where (1.0) and when the event takes place. 
04         setting is an answer to that very question 
05         (.) 
06         confused? 
07         (1.2) 
08         where the event takes place, 
09         an' where the event takes place is called  
10         setting. =for example wha...... 
 
After producing "it is called setting" and addressing the students, the teacher moves to explain the meaning 

starting in line 02 with "setting means:" In this particular utterance, it has two basic features: sound stretch, 

and a silence afterwards. By producing a 0.4 seconds silence before the actual explanation of "setting", the 

teacher attempts to draw student attention so that they can grasp the meaning of the upcoming part of the 

utterance. Again in reformulating the meaning the teacher produces a stressed "where" in line 03 and 

produces another silence before producing "when". Using this technique of separating the two head words 

"where" and "when" by a designed silence, the teacher focuses in delivering the explanation of the 

particular word he chooses in this example.  

 

3. Conclusion 

     In conversation, lack of talk is frequent after some speakers completing their turn. However, the 

silence does not simply mean an absence of talk but a lot more takes place during the silence. In mundane 

conversation, the occurrence of silence is always addressed by the participants in the following turn, 

commonly by initiating repair. The participants orient to the silence in mundane conversation as a problem 

in interaction and attempt to justify its occurrence in their talk. However, institutional interaction exhibit 

differing features of silences occurring in the talk. This presentation tried to address the earlier as 

"interactional silence" and the later as "designed silence". But I do not claim that all silences in institutional 

interaction are "designed". They do exhibit the features of mundane interaction too. It became evident with 

the data presented that institutional interaction is a mixture of features of both mundane interaction and 

institutional interaction.  

     With the data presented, this paper attempted to show that in news interviews, the interviewer 

designs silences in allocating time for the interviewee to process the information. Furthermore, the 

interviewer is also found designing silence in drawing differences between different parts of a question.  

     In classroom interaction, the teachers are mainly found providing opportunity for students to process 

and understand the information provided. The teacher's designed silence also works to mark the important 

message being delivered. The teachers mark the vocabulary item and target message of the teaching by 

isolating the main information with the production of silences and pauses before and after them. So, this 

paper claims that the teacher production of designed silence helps in the development of student 

understanding. Also this is equally helpful for teachers in analyzing their own teaching and understanding 

various aspects of teacher talk.  
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But I’m Not a Foreigner: 
On the Interactive Construction and Contestation of Being a Foreigner in Japan1 

 
Cade BUSHNELL 
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 Participants of talk-in-interaction often make various identities relevant to their talk (Hester & Eglin, 1997; Sacks, 1992; Schegloff, 1992, 
2007). From an ethnomethodological perspective, such identities are understood not as being co-constructed by the participants on a moment 
to moment basis (Hester & Eglin, 1997; Nishizaka, 1995, 1999; Psathas, 1999; Watson, 1997). Additionally, the participants’ co-construction 
of, alignment to, or contestation of categories may reflexively affect the sequential organization of their talk (Watson, 1997).  
 In the present research, I examine a service encounter between a Caucasian Japanese national, his two friends, and the racially Japanese 
staff of a public bath house in Japan. In the analysis, I use conversation analysis and membership categorization analysis to examine the 
specific ways in which the participants co-construct the categories of Japanese and foreigner, how they constitute the category Japanese as 
being bound to differential sets of attributes, rights, legal statuses, and so forth, and how they treat these mutually different categorical 
constitutions as being problematic for assembling the real-world activity of using the bath house facilities. I also consider how the sequential 
and categorial aspects of the talk jointly work to make the interaction visible as being a dispute as the participants align to or contest 
categories in their interaction.  

 
Keywords: Conversation analysis, Membership categorization analysis, Dispute talk, Discrimination, Nationality 

 
1. Introduction 
One pervasive feature of social interaction is the work of assembling people and things into certain categories. Such 
memberships in such categories are treated as identities, which may be bound to or associated with certain rights, 
stances, characteristics, attributes, and so forth (Sacks, 1972a, 1972b). In this paper, I consider the participants’ 
interactional construction (and contestation) of two categories in particular: nihonjin ‘Japanese’ and gai(koku)jin 
‘foreigner’. In regard to Japanese nationality and what it means to be Japanese, Sakai (2005: 4) maintains that the 
notion of Japanese nationality is based on “the myth of a single ethnic society living within the discrete boundaries of 
the Japanese archipelago.” He further argues that, while it is true that groups of people associating with a nation-sate 
may indeed exhibit broadly shared modes of behavior (i.e. cultures), it is not possible to maintain that there is a unity 
between all of the various cultures that might exist within the nation-state. As Nishizaka (1995: 306) puts it: 
“[D]epending on what criteria are to be used, the Sri Lankans and the Japanese may not be any more culturally 
different than Bostonians and New Yorkers.” 

In the present research, I use sequential conversation and membership categorization analysis to examine a 
service encounter between a racially-non-Japanese Japanese citizen, his two racially Japanese friends, and the 
racially Japanese staff members of a public bath house in Japan. In the analysis, I demonstrate how the participants 
construct, align to and contest categories on a moment to moment basis in their talk, and how they treat the 
differential ways in which these categories are interactionally constituted as being problematic for the real-world 
activity of using the bath house facilities.  

 
2. Conceptualizing Identity in Talk 
Within the tradition of ethnomethodological inquiry, identity is seen as being managed by the parties to the 
interaction in terms of various categories (see Bushnell, 2011 for a concise overview). There has been an enduring 
interest in the ways in which sequential and categorial aspects of talk-in-interaction interact with and inform each 
other (e.g. Bushnell, 2014; Eglin & Hester, 2003; Hester & Eglin, 1997; Housely & Fitzgerald, 2002, 2009; Stokoe, 
2012; Watson, 1997). Discursive approaches to categorization have shown that categories are not relevant by default, 
nor are the meanings of categories static or inherent, but rather they are emergent and co-constructed on a moment to 
moment basis by the participants of the talk-in-interaction. It thus becomes necessary for the researcher to examine 
not only the ways in which the categories are used, but how they are responded to in the subsequent interaction.  

In a contextualized view of category analysis (see Hester & Eglin, 1997), categories are not seen as being in 
existence a priori, but rather as being occasioned. As Hester and Eglin (1997: 18; original emphasis) argue, “it has to 
be decided in each and every case what the category means and this will involve a figuring out of what collection the 
category belongs to for this occasion.” A contextualized view of categorization requires us to carefully examine how 
the individual participants display their understandings of what a category, and membership in it, means to them on 
that particular interactional moment. Participants generate and manage categories in their talk by applying the 
                                                
1 See Bushnell (2015) for a revised and elaborated version of this manuscript. 
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resources of turn and sequence (Psathas, 1999; Sacks, 1992; Watson, 1997), as well as various formulations and 
labels (Bushnell, 2014). Furthermore, the deployment and subsequent management of categories in talk is reflexively 
intertwined with its the sequential structure (Bushnell, 2014; Watson, 1978, 1997).  
 
3. Data, Methodology, and Research Questions 
The data of the present study are taken from an audio recording of a service encounter that takes place between a 
Caucasian national of Japan (i.e., a naturalized citizen), Debito,2 his two racially Japanese friends, Abe and Baba, 
and the racially Japanese staff of the bath house (see Arudou, 2006, 2007). The eleven minute eighteen second audio 
recording was made by Debito himself on October 31, 2000, and subsequently posted to an internet forum by him, 
along with a transcript of the exchange. The obstensible purpose of the recording was to gather evidence of 
discriminatory practices by the bath house. For the purposes of the present study, the audio data were entirely 
retranscibed from the original audio according to CA standards (see Jefferson, 2004), though information about the 
physical environment of the interaction, and the actions of the participants was obtained through reference to the 
transcript made by Debito himself (see footnote 5), which features a number of comments about these things.   

In the present study, I use conversation analysis (CA) and membership categorization analysis (MCA) to 
consider both the sequential and categorial aspects of the data. I also examine how these features jointly indicate the 
underlying pattern of the interaction, and, conversely, how that pattern reflexively informs the sequential and 
categorial aspects of the talk. It is important to note that it is a fundamental concern of ethnomethodological inquiry 
to develop accounts of the actions of the participants and the mundane logic informing the production of these 
actions, regardless of whether or not such logic may appear to be circular. Indeed, in the real world, apparently 
circular logic often informs the assembly of even courses of action as grave as convicting a person of a serious crime 
(see, e.g., Onuki & Matsuki, 2003). 
   
The following research questions are pursued: 
1. What membership categories do the participants make relevant in their interaction? 
2. How do participants co-construct, align to, or contest the membership categories? 
3. How do the categorial aspects and the sequential aspects serve to jointly define the interactional pattern as a 

specific unfolding activity? 
 
4. Analysis 
In this section, I examine the talk-in-interaction produced by Debito (D), his two racially Japanese friends (Abe and 
Baba), and the racially Japanese manager (M) of a public bath house in Northern Japan.3 Excerpt 1 begins just after 
the front attendant of the bath house has gone to call the manager after having been told that Debito is a Japanese 
citizen in response to his (the attendant’s) having denied Debito access to the bath house based on an assumption that 
he (Debito) is a foreigner.  

 
Excerpt 1: Wakarun desu kedo4 

1 D: hai oban deshita::  
  yes  evening   C 
   
2  (2.2)  
   
3 D: hai. sore dewa, chotto yoroshiku onegaishimasu.  
  yes       then       little     good          please  
   
4  (1.2) 
   
5 M: e::: >ya< nto taihen mooshiwake [nai n desu kedo ne:= 
    uh    no   um   terrible        sorry       N    C   but    P  
6 A: e::: >ya< nto taihen mooshiwake [E? 
  e::: >ya< nto taihen mooshiwake huh 
7 D: =hai. 
   yes 

                                                
2 ARUDOU, Debito’s actual name used by permission. All other names are pseudonyms. 
3 The data are from a conversation tape recorded by ARUDOU, Debito on October 31, 2000. Courtesy of Debito.org at 
http://www.debito.org/yunohanatranscript103100.htm 
4 In regard to the transcripts, the first line appears in Romanized Japanese followed by a literal translation with grammatical elements in all capital 
letters. An italicized gloss in natural English is supplied immediately following each transcription. See the appendix for a list of transcription 
conventions.  
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8 M: =mooshi[wake nai desu.(kika sareteru no wa wakaru n) desu ke[domo: 
              sorry               naturalized    N   T understand N   C      but 
   
9 A: =mooshi[^HHHHH         
10 D: =mooshi[wake nai desu.(kika sareteru no wa wakaru n) desu ke[hai. 
  =mooshi[wake nai desu.(kika sareteru no wa wakaru n) desu ke yes 
11 M: nto uchi toshite wa:: gaikokujin o itioo okotowari shiteru  
   um   we      as      T      foreigner   O presently  refusal   doing  
   
12  to iu katachi ni naru n desu yo::= 
  QT  say  shape     become   N   C    P 
   
13 D: =>watashi wa gaikokujin ja arimasen. =[nihonjin de-< 
        I      T    foreigner        not            Japanese   C    
   
14 M: =>watasi wa gaikokujin ja arimasen. = [kika sareteru to iu no wa 
  =>watasi wa gaikokujin ja arimasen. =  naturalized       QT say N  T 
15  wakaru  n desu kedo[:: 
  understand N   C    but 
16 D: wakaru  n desu kedo[hai.  
  wakaru  n desu kedo yes 
17  (1) 
   
18 M:  de: ma. hoka no: ma gaikokujin no koto mo aru node (.)  
  and well  other  M  well   foreigner   M  thing also exist  so  
   
19  minasan ni okotowari shiteru n desu yo.= 
  everyone  to          refusing      N    C    P 
   
20 D: =>(soo dakara) boku wa gaikokujin ja arima[sen. nihonjin desu. 
      that    so       I   T    foreigner          not         Japanese    C 
21 Man: => (soo dakara boku wa gaikokujin ja arima[n : : : : : : : 
   
22 D: >nihon no kokuseki [o motteiru n desu. sore de=  
    Japan  M   citizenship O    have     N   C        so
23 M: >nihon no kokuseki [sore  wa  wakaru  n  
  >nihon no kokuseki  that    T  understand  N  
   
24 D: gaikokuj- gaikokujin ja arimasen yo ne?]<  
   foreign      foreigner         not       P   P 
   
25 M: d e s u    k e d o   n e : :  ] 
      C            but          P 
                                     
English Translation 

1  D:  Yes, good evening. 
2   (2.2) 
3 D:  Yes. Well then, I look forward to your services. 
4   (1.2) 
5 M:  Uh, no, um I am terribly sorry but, you know.              
6 A:  Huh?   
7 D:  Yes. 
8  M:  I am terribly sorry. I understand that you have naturalized, but. 
9 A:  Ughhh 
10 D:  Yes. 
11/12 M:  Uh, the state of things is that we are presently refusing foreigners. 
13 D:  I’m not a foreigner. I am a Jap- 
14/15 M:  I understand that you have naturalized, but. 
16 D:  Yes. 
17   (1) 
18/19  M:  And, well, there’s the issue of other foreigners, so we are refusing everyone. 
20 D:  I’m not a foreigner. I’m Japanese.  
21 M:  Yeaaaaah. 
22/24 D:  I have Japanese citizenship, so I’m not a forei- foreigner, right? 
23/25 Mn:  I understand that, but, you know. 
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In lines 1 and 3, Debito first offers a greeting to the manager,5 after which he bids for entry to the bath house. Each 
of these moves results in silence (lines 2 and 4). Notably, Debito’s line 3 constitutes the first pair-part of an 
adjacency pair which might be glossed as bid for admittance acceptance/refusal. However, it is only after a 1.2 
second gap that the manager undertakes his line 5 utterance, which through the reluctance markers (see Bilmes, 
1988) “e::: >ya< nto” and an apologetic formulation (i.e., “taihen mooshiwake nai n desu kedo”), which features an 
upgraded level of politeness in comparison to excerpt 1, line 4 (i.e., “sumimasen ga”), projects a refusal. As this 
action becomes clear, Abe interjects with a response that is hearable as displaying disbelief (line 6), and Debito 
receipts by latching on with hai ‘yes’. In line 8, the manager again apologizes (possibly in response to Abe’s line 6, 
which he may be treating as a repair initiation), and continues by stating that he is aware that Debito is a naturalized 
citizen. In line 9, Abe overlaps the manager’s line 8 apology with a strong out breath, which is hearable as a display 
of disgust or frustration. In line 10, Debito again receipts with hai, overlapping the end of the manager’s line 8.  

In line 11, the manager delivers the projected refusal. This utterance is prefaced by “uchi toshite wa,” which 
casts it as a formulation of policy from the standpoint of the bath house as an institution, and is framed as an account 
for why Debito will not be admitted through the use of n desu yo. Thus, the manager’s talk in lines 8 and 11 first 
recognizes Debito as having naturalized, and, following a deployment of the disjunctive conjunction kedomo, denies 
him access to the facilities by stating institutional policy prohibiting the use of the bath house by foreigners. In this 
way, the manager treats the category of foreigner as possibly being inclusive of naturalized Japanese citizens. Debito 
contests this proposed categorization framework by latching onto the manager’s line 12 with a “first priority 
response” (Bilmes, 1993; Bushnell, 2014), which negates Debito’s status as a gaikokujin ‘foreigner’, and formulates 
him as being a nihonjin ‘Japanese’. In this way, Debito treats naturalized citizens as properly being assembled into 
the category Japanese. 

In lines 14 and 15, the manager again claims a recognition that Debito has naturalized, and Debito receipts this 
in line 16 with hai. Then, following a 1 second silence, the manager provides a further account for disallowing 
Debito’s use of the bath house (lines 18 and 19). In this account, the manager mentions “the issue of other 
foreigners,” and, through the use of node, formulates this as being the rational basis for refusing “everyone.” The 
following two points may be noted. First, the manager deploys n desu yo,6 which strengthens the explanatory tone of 
this utterance. Here the manager is speaking on behalf of the establishment. Second, he deploys hoka ‘other’, which 
functions to assemble Debito into the category foreigner, along with “others.” Finally, the manager’s use of the 
exhaustive term minasan ‘everyone’ functions to deny admittance to all members of the category foreigner with no 
exception. Debito immediately latches onto the manager’s line 19 with a redo of his line 13, framed as such by soo 
dakara, which claims a status as Japanese and not foreigner. The manager overlaps part of Debito’s utterance with an 
elongated n, which prima facie seems to claim a recognition of Debito’s claimed status, but, through its stretched-out 
production spanning the duration of the second unit of Debitos’s utterance, may in fact function as a sort of “bomb” 
pin-pointing Debito’s claim to be Japanese (see Moerman, 1988). Then, in lines 22 and 24, Debito continues his 
utterance with the production of further units, which formulate a claim of his possession of Japanese citizenship, and 
take this as the basis for negating his status as a foreigner. Again, in lines 23 and 25, the manager overlaps Debito’s 
utterance with a claim of understanding, which he (the manager) begins from the point the pragmatic trajectory of 
Debito’s utterance becomes clear.  

 In this way, Debito seems to assemble the category Japanese into an occasioned collection glossable as legal 
statuses. He does this by first self categorizing as a member of Japanese, while simultaneously excluding himself 
from foreigner (lines 13 and 20), and second, by claiming possession of “Japanese citizenship”, which he formulates 
as a basis for negating his status as a foreigner (line 22). On both of these occasions, however, the manager overlaps 
Debito’s talk with opposition-relevant utterances (lines 14 and 15, 21, and 23 and 25). In this way, the manager 
contests the categorization framework proposed by Debito, and submits an opposing categorization framework 
wherein the category foreigner includes in its membership people with the legal status of being naturalized Japanese 
citizens.  

The analysis of Excerpt 1 has shown how differences in the ways in which the participants assembled 
occasioned collections of categories reflexively informed the sequential structure of their talk-in-interaction. It has 
also shown how the categorial aspects and sequential aspects of the interaction jointly work to index the interaction 
as being a dispute. The participants were shown to have made the categories foreigner, Japanese, and naturalized 
citizen, as well as institutional staff and patron, relevant at various points in their interaction. As they worked to 

                                                
5 Who does not self identify as such at this time. However, it becomes clear later in the interaction that he is indeed the manager of the bath house. 
6 Yoshimi (1993: 276) suggests that yo can imply that “the license for this information is my context-relevant social role.” 
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organize courses of action related to eligibility to use the bath house facilities, in particular, they made the 
constitution of the categories Japanese and foreigner an issue in their talk. This project-at-talk reflexively informed 
the sequential structure of their interaction such that the participants co-constructed a sequential pattern characterized 
by latching, overlap, repetition, and oppositional moves (Bilmes, 1995; Corsaro & Rizzo, 1990; Saft, 2000). These 
features, together with the categorical work, jointly index this interaction as being a disagreement or 
misunderstanding.  

In Excerpt 2, Debito and his friends are preparing to leave the bath house. They have just finished putting on 
their shoes when Abe asks the manager if Chinese people would be permitted into the bath house. Excerpt 2 occurs 
at the end of the data, right before Debito, Abe and Baba have their money returned to them and leave the bath house.  

 
Excerpt 2: Gaiken nan da yo ne 

1 A: ja chuugokujin wa ii n da yo ne. soo sitara= 
  well   Chinese     T  good N  C  P   P   if.that.is.the.case 
   
2 D: =soo desu yo ne.= 
    that   C   P   P 
   
3 A: =kao no katachi mo nihonjin ni nite- niteru 
   face M     shape  also  Japanese  to  rese-  resemble  
   
4  shi [yappari gaiken na n da yo ne:: 
  and  after.all  appearance C N  C   P   P 
   
5 Man:  si [>dakara< (.) sore wa : 
           so           that   T 
   
6  kochira mo shaberanai to wakaranai to iu katachi ni na[ru (n desu)  
     this  also  don’t.talk   if  don’t.know  QT  say  shape     become     N   C 
   
7 D: kochira mo shaberanai to wakaranai to iu katachi ni na[a demo ima  
  kochira mo shaberanai to wakaranai to iu katachi ni na[ah  but  now  
8  demo shoomee shimasita node (.) [sorezore no- 
   but   proof        did       so            each     M 
   
9 Man: demo shoomee shimasita node (.) [sore wa wakarimasu kedo: 
  demo shoomee shimasita node (.) [that   T   understand    but 
  ((continues)) 
 
 
English Translation: 
 
1  A:  Well then, Chinese would be permitted, right? In that case. 
2 D:  That’s right, huh. 
3/4 A:  The shape of their faces resembles the Japanese, so it is outward appearances after all, right? 
5/6 Man: So, it’s that we wouldn’t know unless we talk with them. 
7/8  D:  Oh, but since I’ve proven it now, each- 
9 Man: I understand that, but. 
   

In line 1, Abe mentions Chinese people as being possibly eligible users of the bath house. Her soo shitara ‘if 
that’s the case’ seems to index the manager’s just prior statement (not shown) that he cannot let Debito enter because 
even though Debito is legally a Japanese citizen, the fact that he is not racially Japanese is visually available to other 
patrons of the bath house. Debito immediately aligns with Abe by “piggybacking” (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1990) 
onto her turn with soo desu (yo) ne ‘that’s right, huh’. In lines 3 and 4, Abe continues talk production by latching 
onto Debito’s line 2 with an assessment of Chinese people as physically resembling Japanese people, and 
formulating an upshot that it must be a matter of “outward appearances after all.” In this way, Abe invokes a 
category glossable as Chinese people, and treats physical resemblance to the Japanese as one feature bound to this 
category. She then bases on this an assertion that the issue is one of “outward appearance” (gaiken). Abe’s talk thus 
reformulates the manager’s prior talk as having treated the problem as being one of racial appearances rather than 
legal status (see Fukuda, 2014 regarding physical appearance as a category-bound predicate of Japanese). 

In line 5, near the end of the initial unit of Abe’s lines 3 and 4 utterance, the manager undertakes the production 
of talk. Notably, though the occurrence of shi ‘and’ at the end of a unit of talk may overtly signal transition relevance, 
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such instances would typically be accompanied by the phonological characteristic of sound stretch, that is, shi:::. In 
this way, the utterance is constructed as one “trailing off” (Wong & Waring, 2010). However, Abe’s production of 
shi is brisk, which seems instead to project further talk. Notably, she continues production of the talk following shi to 
a full grammatical, pragmatic and intonational completion, even as it is overlapped by the manager’s talk. This 
indicates that the “overlap resolution device” (Schegloff, 2000) is not in operation here, and that the manager’s turn 
in line 5 is being treated by Abe as an interruption (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2000).  

The manager’s overlapping talk seems to be designed as a first-priority response (Bilmes, 1993), which should 
be deployed as soon as possible in order to avoid an interpretation of acquiescence. The manager begins his line 5 
utterance with dakara ‘so’. One turn-initial use of dakara seems to be to indicate that an account for actions or states 
of affairs problematized by one’s co-participant is forthcoming. Thus, the action projected by the manager’s line 5 
seems to be that of justifying, rather than opposing or counter-arguing (in which case, he might have used iya ‘no’, 
demo ‘but’, etc.); this implicitly validates Abe’s lines 1, 3 and 4 reformulation of his position as being based on 
issues of outward appearance, though it simultaneously treats Abe as having reached a faulty conclusion about the 
reason behind the manager’s position-so-formulated. The manager continues on in line 6 to formulate this reason as 
being that, although the institution may allow Chinese to use the facilities, it is only because the staff cannot 
differentiate Chinese patrons from the Japanese based only on appearance; they would have to talk to every potential 
patron of the bath house in order to do so.  

In line 7, Debito self selects, overlapping slightly at a transition relevance place in the manager’s line 6 with a 
demo, which projects opposing talk. In line 8, Debito produces talk which indexes his action several minutes earlier 
of producing his Japanese driver’s license with his name written in Kanji characters on it7 (not shown). He then 
deploys node, which taken together with the micropause following it, may have been visible to the manager as 
indicating that Debito had concluded his turn-at-talk. Just as the manager begins an utterance, however, Debito 
continues with talk, which now becomes visible as an upshot to be based on the talk preceding node. This is 
overlapped by the manager’s line 9, which effectively recycles the response he has already made a number of times 
throughout the interaction, claiming a recognition of Debito’s status as a naturalized citizen. After this, Debito 
produces a lengthy, multi-unit turn (omitted for reasons of space). In this lengthy turn, Debito displays and 
understanding of the manager’s actions of disallowing him (Debito) entrance to the bath house as being based upon 
issues of race. The turn itself contains five questions. These questions go unanswered by the manager, which seems 
to suggest that he is either unable or unwilling to produce (further) counter arguments (Bilmes, 1993, 1995). Debito 
then treats the managers declination of further speech production as being closing-relevant (Sacks & Schegloff, 
1973) and moves to make a final closing of the encounter.  

The analysis of Excerpt 2 has shown that the participants have accomplished closing their interaction by using 
the mundane sequential structures of talk-in-interaction (cf. Sacks & Schegloff, 1973). However, the ways in which 
they co-construct, align to and/or contest membership categories has informed the sequential structure of their 
closing. Of particular interest is the way in which the participants co-constructed a category glossable as eligible 
patrons of the bath house as containing only members who share certain physical traits which Debito does not 
possess. Thus, although continually acknowledged throughout the interaction to have a legal status as a Japanese 
citizen, Debito is excluded from eligible patrons, while Chinese people who may not have such a legal status are 
included on the basis of racial appearance.  
 
5. Conclusion 
In the present research, I have analyzed the language of a sign prohibiting foreigners from using a bath house in 
Japan, and talk-in-interaction taken from a service encounter in which the policy indicated on the sign is contested 
between a non-racially Japanese citizen of Japan and his two racially Japanese friends. In the analysis, I considered 
the following research questions: 
1. What membership categories do the participants make relevant to this interaction? 
2. How do participants co-construct, align to, or contest the membership categories? 
3. How do the categorial aspects and the sequential aspects serve to jointly define the interactional pattern as a 

specific unfolding activity? 
A close analysis of the data using CA and MCA has revealed that the participants have accomplished making-

categories-relevant not only by producing speech overtly mentioning the categories (cf. Schegloff, 1992), but also by 
performing and mentioning category-bound attributes, rights, and so forth. A point of particular interest has been the 
occasioned manner in which participants have co-constructed, aligned to, or contested categories.  

                                                
7 As one part of the procedures for becoming a naturalized Japanese citizen, candidates with non-Kanji names must provide Kanji transliterations 
of their names. 
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Matters of identity and belonging are likely to become increasingly important as Japan continues to push for 
globalization, and more non-Japanese people take up permanent residence, or become naturalized citizens. The 
participants in this interaction made the categories Japanese and foreigner relevant at various points in their talk-in-
interaction. However, the fact that they constituted these categories in very different ways, by treating them as being 
bound to the categories different attributes (i.e. legal status, racial appearance, etc.), informed the organization of the 
talk so that the sequential and categorical aspects, taken together, worked jointly to index this particular encounter as 
a dispute. For the participants, their use of categories-in-talk had grave ramifications on their real-world courses of 
action; in the end, the category work performed on this occasion resulted in providing the bath house management a 
resource for disallowing Debito’s use of the facilities. However, the results of the present research should not be 
taken to mean that non-racially Japanese may never be assembled into the category Japanese. This is an issue at talk 
for the participants of the interaction, and thus may turn out very differently under other circumstances. 
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Appendix: Transcription conventions 
^  glottal stop  

  rising intonation 
  falling intonation 

>word< fast paced 
<word> slow paced 
[  onset of overlapped speech 
=  no pause between utterances 
(3.1)  pause measured in seconds 
(.)  unmeasured pause 

(xxx)  unclear utterance 
((word)) commentary by transcriptionist 
:::  lengthened sound  
WORD loud 
word  emphasized 
wo-  cut-off 
,  continuing intonation 
.  (full stop) falling intonation 
?  rising intonation 
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When Not Talking is ‘Talking’: The Functions of Silence

Jon S.Y. Hui

The University of Hong Kong

Abstract

Analysing material drawn from a corpus of over one hundred telephone conversations, mainly

between native English speakers recorded in a customer service centre, this paper identifies 

the various functions of silence in these workplace interactions. Focussing on the detail of the 

interactional exchanges between the customer service representatives and their customers, I 

use a number of authentic examples to illustrate the functions of silence, among other 

communication strategies employed by the participants. Two very different outcomes are 

identified by the analysis. Silence can be interpreted as a power-asserting device when 

uncooperative turn-taking is evident. In other contexts, silence can indicate cooperation when 

listening to customers’ complaints. It seems that this linguistic phenomenon cannot be defined 

in absolute terms. The presence of silence is a result of ongoing negotiation between speakers 

and its functions and implications are often significant.

[Keywords]: Silence, Call Centre Discourse, Rapport Management, Telephone Conversation

Silence can generate awkwardness in conversation. It is usually neither welcomed nor 

encouraged in an English-speaking cultural context. It relates to signs of trouble (Jefferson 

1988). Silence can neither be categorised as talk nor as non-verbal communication, which 

usually refers to gestures, body movements and so on. Silence is usually defined as a period 

without any sound, a time when it is completely quiet. Jefferson (1989) surveyed a collection 

of transcriptions and proposed one second as a tolerable period of silence. That is the 

‘physical’ definition of the concept as identified in interactional contexts; for instance, face-

to-face interaction in one-to-one or one-to-many situations. It is connected to talk or speech 
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involving interaction between two people or a group of people. Another meaning of silence 

refers to the metaphorical aspect of the word. It signifies abstaining from speech or refraining 

from expressing one’s opinions. Silence here, for instance, may result from self-censorship as 

a consequence of real or potential political oppression. While this second meaning of silence 

is equally interesting and well worth investigating, it is the first definition as it applies to 

interaction that is the focus of this paper. 

Intentional silences are noticeable in natural conversations and have been researched in many 

different social contexts, including casual conversations (e.g. Kogure 2007, Mushin and 

Gardner 2009), inter- and cross-cultural communication (e.g. Tanaka 2006, Hasegawa and 

Gudykunst, 1998), court proceedings (e.g. Eades 2000), classroom interactions (e.g. Fassinger 

1995, Nakane 2006, King 2013), workplace communication (e.g. Milliken et al. 2003), and 

gendered interactions (e.g. DeFrancisco 1991). The issue of silence has also been seen as one 

of the causes of communication breakdown (Tanaka 2006, Forey and Lockwood 2007). 

While the function of silence in interaction has not been an area investigated in mainstream

research, a brief review in the context of classroom interaction suggests that silence can be 

seen as ‘a way to express negative emotions passively’ (Gilmore 1985), ‘enabling students to 

gain access, organize and absorb new material’ (Jaworski and Sachdev 1998), and ‘a 

cognitive space for learning’ (King 2013). 

The majority of these studies have investigated silence in face-to-face interaction or silence 

being complemented by non-verbal communication. A number of them looked at differences 

in cultural background or power relations in respect of the occurrence of silence and its 

meaning and functions. The functions of silence vary (Jaworski 1993) and its implications are 

often significant. Studies on the subject to date have largely been limited to face-to-face 

discourse contexts, while silences that occur in telephone conversations where participants 

communicate without any non-verbal communication clues seem under-researched.

This paper examines the occurrence of silence in call centre telephone conversations, its 

meanings and its functions. The context of this research is different from other research in a 

number of ways. Firstly, this study examines silence in telephone conversation, which is a 

mono-modal medium. Participants can only hear but not see the interlocutor. In other words, 

no visual elements such as gestures, smiles or nods can be seen by the two parties. Secondly, 

the conversations are between customer service representatives (CSRs) and their customers. 
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Unlike managers and subordinates, or teachers and students, where a power differential is 

apparent, the relationship is a service provider/customer one and there is no obvious power 

distance.

As many researchers have pointed out, interpreting the meanings and functions of silence 

needs to take contextual information into consideration: in other words, when and how and in 

what situation that silence is being invoked. Therefore, interactional sociolinguistics 

(Gumperz 2001) is well-suited as the overarching theoretical framework for this study. A 

range of ethnographical data collection methods have been employed; for instance, participant 

observation and interviews. Rapport management theory (Spencer-Oatey 2000) has been 

applied in the analysis of the interactional data. 

The core data set consists of authentic customer service representative call recordings. These 

recordings are usually retained for quality assurance and training purposes. From these 

recordings, over 100 telephone conversations from 10 CSRs were sampled. These CSRs 

possess work experience ranging from 6 months to 6 years in the current job. In addition to 

these recordings, data including interviews, training materials, and observation field notes 

were collected over a 3-day period when the field work was conducted.

The telephone conversations are between CSRs and callers of the same or a very similar 

cultural background. It is predominantly a Western English-speaking setting and there is very 

little power differential between the two speakers as far as their roles are concerned.

In the following analysis, two examples are used to illustrate how silence may serve very 

different functions and convey different social meanings. 

In Example 1 below, the caller some time ago uploaded a file to the organisation’s online 

registration webpage to renew her membership. As far as she is concerned, she has completed 

the process and the renewal has been successful. However, she received a letter notifying her 

that she needs to submit the information. Otherwise, she risks her membership. She calls the 
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hotline to enquire about her status. The excerpt below starts with the CSR explaining to the 

caller the correct procedures.

Example 1(a)

Line
1 CS5 yeah what happens is that when you upload it 
2  as soon as you’ve uploaded
3  there’s a little tick box that you agree to upload them 
4  then you have to click submitted at the top
5 CA2 That’s what we did 
6 CS5 It hasn’t happened 
7  so you can either go online and upload them again
8  or post them in to us 
9  +++ [silence] 

10  em it definitely yeah hasn’t come through to us
11  +++ [silence]      

12  the change of address is done though 
13  back on the 21st of November
14 CA2 yeah it’s the same day I uploaded them

 
 
 

In lines 1 to 4, the CSR is trying to help and explain to the caller the ‘proper’ procedure, a 

procedure that is often missed by other customers (line 4). The 

caller is quick to respond and declares that she has completed the procedure properly (line 5). 

In lines 7 and 8, the CSR reports that the document has not been registered in the system and 

offers a couple of options . However, at this point, there is 

no response from the caller. The CSR then tries again and confirms that the file has not 

arrived (line 10). The caller continues to keep silent, which suggests that she is perhaps 

waiting for a better option or wanting the CSR to deal with the situation. The CSR again tries 

to engage with the caller by reporting the information that she could see from the system: a 

change of address was completed on 21st of November (lines 12 and 13). This time the caller 

is quick to respond and claims that that is the date she did her upload of the document 

(line 14). By now it is quite clear that the caller is not very happy

with the situation.
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The call continues and the CSR is able to persuade the caller to upload her file again to meet a 

deadline. Line 15 shows the caller’s reluctant agreement to do so.

Example 1(b)

15 CA2 it’d be ok 
16  but em yeah it’s just that I did all that  
17  I uploaded it I submitted it and everything
18 CS5 yeah it doesn’t look like it’s come
19 CA2 it looked like it went through the process

20 CS5 yeah I’m sorry I’m not sure what’s happened
21  +++ [silence] 
22  we definitely haven’t received it though
23 CA2 uhm ah that’s not helpful at all is it

Later in the call, the caller conceded that she will probably have to do something in order to 

complete the process and enquires about the deadline for submission. But she still insists that 

she did not miss anything (lines 16 and 17). The CSR again reiterates that the file has not 

reached the system (line 18). In response to this, the caller echoes

the structure used by the CSR to make her point (line 19). The CSR 

apologises and concedes that she does not know what happened (line 20). Here, the caller 

does not acknowledge the CSR’s apologies and remains silent (line 21). This forces the CSR 

to take up the turn and restate the fact that the file has not been received (line 22). This time 

the caller shows her dissatisfaction with the situation and comments that 

(line 23).

This excerpt provides examples of silence employed as a power-asserting device. By not 

responding to suggestions (lines 7-9), the caller effectively violates the turn-taking convention 

(Sacks et al. 1974) and forces the CSR to self-nominate and continue the turn. This 

phenomenon can be observed in lines 10, 12, and 21. This ‘silent’ treatment seems to force 

the CSR to do her best to engage with the caller time and time again. 

The function of silence illustrated in the second example is very different. Here a longtime

customer calls and complains about bugs on the organisation’s website. The webpage seizes 

up every time he searches for information under certain categories. The usual solution is to 

reboot the computer. While he knows how to clear his computer, he is not at all happy.
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Example 2

1 CA1 you understand what I mean
2 CS1 mhmm yeah/=
3 CA1 =\you don’t need to follow instructions
4 CS1 yeah 
5 CA1 and neither do I as a customer
6 CS1 mhmm
7 CA1 CA1: have to um [tut] you know follow [drawls]:er: 
8  these instruction because I mean I don’t do anything 
9  wrong on my side just because my computer’s caching  
10  well hey that’s the in-built system into everybody’s  
11 computer +++++ [silence] there are some specific 
12 guidelines that you follow when you develop a site
13 and when it’s done (I mean like a pro one) you have to
14  do certain things +++ to make it work +++
15  you’ve got a developer that is not very good 
16  I mean this is not the only problem there’s a lot of 
17  thingy + but + I haven’t gone into that and I don’t need  
18  to because + not my problem but em you know I mean
19  at least you want your website to open up
20 CS1 CSR: Umm ++++ [silence] okay and

21 CA1 I would be happy to speak to one of your people who 
22  are high up 
23 CS1 mhmm
24 CA1 if you like + discuss the problem and give me some 
25  good feedback then in writing but I won’t do it right  
26  now because I haven’t got the time nor do I think I  
27  should because em yeah I mean you’ve got somebody 
28  working on it and you should consider that person fit  
29  but obviously this person not able to fix I mean I’ve  
30  been using your sites for years now and it’s just a pain
31 CS1 right
32 CA1 in fact it’s the worst website I’ve ever gone on because 
33  it is just a headache every time I go on there 
34 CS1 ++++ [silence) right 

This first few exchanges of this excerpt shows the CSR is very patient with the customer by 

providing minimal feedback (lines 2, 4, and 6). Unlike the caller in Example 1, this customer 

is a rather slow speaker with pauses in some turns (lines 17, 18). 

In this example, silence can be seen as a rapport-building device. The CSR allows plenty of 

time for the caller to express his opinion about the website (line 7-19), the company 

procedures (line 3) and so on. There are gaps where she could have come in (lines 11 and 14), 

but does not do so. This silence on her part is supported by the organisation’s training manual 
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on dealing with challenging customers. The procedure advocates that the CSR should ‘allow 

the client to let off steam’ because ‘the more they talk the calmer they get’. Once the client is 

calm, ‘gather data, suggest solutions, problem solve etc. can be proceed’. Listening to the 

customer’s opinion without interrupting appeals to the quality face and social identity face.

Hence, rapport is maintained. It is obvious here that the CSR employs this strategy, remaining 

silent where appropriate, to handle this complaint call more effectively.

The two examples have shown very diverse meanings and functions of silence in interactions. 

Apart from the meanings and functions of silence, these two samples also demonstrate that 

silence in interactions cannot be defined as a fixed period of time. Whether it is to be 

considered as ‘silence’ is negotiated between the participants and how they perceive it. In 

Example 1, the silence is not a long period in absolute terms. However, when this compares to 

the way the caller’s almost latch-on responses in the other turns, this is rather marked. In 

contrast, some of the pauses in Example 2 seem relatively long. However, considering the 

caller here is a slow speaker, this may seem less noticeable. It is the ‘noticeable absence’ that 

makes the silence marked. 

Conclusion

When people in interactions choose not to talk, this can be interpreted as ‘I will not talk’, ‘I

must not talk’, ‘I cannot talk’, ‘I don’t know how to respond’ and so on. So, not talking in fact 

carries meanings and fulfils various functions. In this paper, I have demonstrated that silence 

can function as a coercive device where the assertion of power is evident. It can also be

employed as a collaborative device with the effect of attenuating negative emotions in a call 

centre setting. In addition, the notion of ‘noticeable absence’ is vital in the analysis of silence

in interactions.
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Abstract 

 
This paper focuses on the little-known research area of gender and politeness in intercultural 
communication by addressing the question of whether Asian and Western men modify (or 
maintain) “masculine” conversational styles during L2 English intercultural conversations. 
The paper reports a case study of naturalistic L2 English conversations between a Hong Kong 
Chinese male speaker and a Swedish male speaker and discusses the possibility that 
masculine conversational styles may become more “feminized” in L2 intercultural contexts 
than is generally believed. In addition, Asian men’s style may undergo feminization to a 
greater extent than Western men's due to the transfer of “Asian” norms of politeness 
including emphasis on modesty and avoidance of self-praise. The paper discusses some 
contextual specifics that may account for modifications in masculine speech styles as well as 
analytical methods suitable for investigating gender and conversation. Implications for future 
research in the interface between gender and politeness in intercultural communication are 
also discussed. 
 
Keywords: gender, politeness, conversational style, masculinity, intercultural communication  
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

 
This paper focuses on the little-known research area of gender and politeness in intercultural 
communication. Research findings in the field of language and gender have informed us that 
conversation is one of the most important sites for the construction of identity. According to 
the social constructionist approach, speakers adopt (or avoid) linguistic and interactional 
features that are generally associated with masculine and conversational styles in order to 
construct gender identities that are close to (or challenge) normative masculine or feminine 
identities within a given cultural context (e.g., Butler, 1990; Weedon, 1997). A masculine 
conversational style is generally characterized as competitive, self-oriented, hierarchical and 
information-oriented, a while feminine conversational style is generally seen as collaborative, 
other-oriented, egalitarian, and affective. Masculine and feminine conversational styles are 
generally viewed as being constructed through different uses of common linguistic and 
interactional features such as turn-taking, questions, topic development, and amount of talk 
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(e.g., Coates, 2003, 2004, Coates & Pichler, 2011; Holmes, 2006; Kiesling, 2005). However, 
research findings also point out that the nature of gender identity thus constructed 
linguistically depends on contextual factors, such as professional role , interpersonal 
relationships, and level of formality of the context (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2013). 
 
Previous research findings thus inform us about a range of linguistic and interactional 
features used as resources for constructing normative gender identities and also emphasize 
the importance of contextual factors that may lead to individual differences. However, this 
knowledge is generally limited to first language (L1) conversations, especially in relation to 
English. Little is known with regard to the construction of gender identity in foreign language 
(L2) conversation. One of the intriguing questions thus arising is whether gender identities 
may be similarly constructed in speakers’ first and second language conversations or whether 
their gender identities may be modified due to certain contextual factors especially those 
specific to the foreign language context. 
 
This paper is of an exploratory nature and addresses the questions of whether male EFL 
learners modify (or maintain) “masculine” conversational styles during their L2 English 
intercultural conversations and explores relevant contextual factors. By reporting a case study 
of naturalistic L2 English conversations between a Hong Kong Chinese male speaker and a 
Swedish male speaker, the study suggests that masculine conversational styles may become 
“feminized” and that Asian men’s conversational styles may undergo “feminization” to a 
greater extent than Western men's due to the transfer of “Asian” norms of politeness to L2 
conversations.  
 
 

2. Politeness 
 

Since the publication of seminal work on politeness theory by Brown and Levinson (1987), 
there has been an ongoing discussion as to whether the notion of politeness is universal or 
culture-specific. Brown and Levinson (1987) proposed that politeness consists primarily of a 
set of face-saving strategies speakers decide to adopt by considering their interpersonal goals, 
implying that this perspective is applicable to different languages. By contrast, other scholars 
have suggested that politeness is more concerned with appropriate language use and behavior 
as determined by cultural norms rather than individual speakers’ personal decision , including 
see Chen, 2010a) for Chinese and Ide (1989) and Matsumoto (1988) for Japanese. 

One of the most frequently cited culture-specific aspects of politeness is different levels of 
importance attached to modesty in Eastern and Westerni languages. For example, Leech 
(2007) suggests that while there are no absolute divisions between Western and Eastern 
languages with regard to basic notions of politeness, modesty and self-denigration are more 
highly emphasized in Eastern languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Korean than in 
Western languages such as English. The importance of self-denigration and praise the other 
are also described as important features of politeness in Chinese by a number of researchers, 
including Chen (2010), Gu (1990), Kádár and Pan (2011), and Spencer-Oatey and Ng (2002). 
For example, Kádár and Pan (2011: p. 138) argue that: 

… it is unquestionable that they [self-denigration and addressee-elevation] are 
actively present in modern Chinese behavior. In practice, elevation and denigration 
manifest themselves in the symbolic underestimation of the entities belonging to the 
speaker and their dependents and the overestimation of the entities belonging to the 
interlocutor and their dependents. 
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Chen (2010a) reviews a substantial number of previous studies conducted on compliment 
giving and responding behavior across many different languages and discusses both English 
and non-English European languages such as German, Spanish tend to accept praise and 
compliments, whereas Asian languages tend to reject them. In comparison with a growing 
number of empirical studies of politeness in Chinese language and European languages in 
general, little research has been conducted on Swedish (but see Ahlqvist, 2005). For the 
purpose of this study, which focuses in part on a male L1 speaker of that language, it is 
assumed that Swedish may show closer similarities to English politeness norms than does 
with Chinese with regard to modesty and self-denigration. 
 
Compliments have also received a great deal of attention in the field of language and gender 
(e.g., Holmes, 1988; Rees-Miller, 2011). Those studies have generally found that women tend 
to give and receive compliments more frequently as solidarity strategies and that women tend 
to avoid accepting compliments or self-praise. 
 

3. The study 
 
The present study addresses the following questions: 

1. Do men use a masculine style during L2 English intercultural conversations between 
Asian (here, Hong Kong Chinese) and European (here, Swedish) males? 

2. What contextual factors may lead to modifications to masculine conversational styles? 
 
The first question is concerned with whether both Hong Kong Chinese and Swedish men use 
masculine styles, or, whether Hong Kong Chinese men use masculine styles to a greater 
degree than do Swedish men, or vice versa. The second question explores the possibility that 
different norms of politeness between Asian and European languages may be a contributing 
factor in introducing modifications to masculine conversational styles in L2 intercultural 
conversations. To the extent that speakers’ L1 cultural norms of politeness are reported as 
transferring into intercultural communication between speakers from different ethnic or 
cultural backgrounds and causing conflicts (e.g., Itakura, 2014; Spencer-Oatey, 2009; Murata, 
2005; Nakane, 2007), it is worthwhile to investigate the possible influence of L1 norms of 
politeness on masculine conversational styles in intercultural conversation. 
 
For the basis of the study, two pieces of all-male L2 English conversations were chosen from 
a larger corpus consisting of L2 English conversations with Hong Kong students and 
analyzed. The details are summarized as follows: 
 
Dataset 

• All-male L2 English conversation (1 hour x 2)  
• Participants:ii 

– Carson: Hong Kong Chinese (age: 23) 
– Stefan: Swedish (age: 24) 
– English proficiency for both: very good (IELTS score: 7.5) 
–  

 
At the time of the recordings, Stefan was an exchange student studying on an MA program in 
business studies in a Hong Kong university, where Carson was also studying on an MA 
program in education. They had mutual friends but had never had a long conversation prior to 
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the first recording session. They were recruited by the author’s research assistant and invited 
to have conversations in English over lunch. The recorded conversations were lively and 
frequently accompanied by laughter and jokes. Both speakers appeared relaxed and seemed 
to enjoy getting to know each other and each other’s country.  
 
In this paper, I present findings from the second recording because the topic covered during 
most of this conversation was a comparison of Hong Kong (Asia) and Sweden (Europe), both 
terms being used by Carson and Stefan. The conversation therefore facilitates an 
investigation into the participants’ conversational styles on a constant topic. 
 
 

4. Findings: Self-denigration and other-praise 
 
Carson and Stefan both use typical masculine conversational styles, including giving long 
monologues. On the other hand, they also showed “feminine” conversational features, 
including facilitative questions, or questions used to develop the other speaker’s questions, 
and joint turn construction. A particularly interesting feature of politeness is also observed, 
that is, an unequal distribution of self-denigration and self-praise between Carson and Stefan, 
which is analyzed below. 
 
When comparing Hong Kong and Sweden, Carson consistently evaluates Hong Kong in a 
rather negative light, for example, by criticizing Hong Kong and not accepting praise of Hong 
Kong offered by Stefan. On the other hand, Carson praised Sweden, often in an exaggerated 
manner. By comparison, Stefan frequently gives a positive evaluation of Sweden and accepts 
praise for Sweden received from Carson, using no self-denigration. This is illustrated in the 
excerpt below: 
 
 
Excerpt 
 
Carson and Stefan are discussing working conditions in Hong Kong and Sweden. Stefan has 
just explained that it may in fact be unfair that people who earn more should pay more tax as 
they have to work long hours. 
 
1 Carson: yeah, yeah. Oh by the way, Hong Kong is top in the working hours list. 

2 Stefan: is it? 

3 Carson: I think it’s top one or maybe top three (short pause) in the world. ((Stefan: 
oh)) Like all Asian countries, like all Asian countries, we are top of the list. 
We are top of the top. ((Stefan: yeah)) In the United States and Hong Kong. 
It’s top of the top. 

4 Stefan: that’s crazy. 

5 Carson: ((laughter)) and that’s the reason why we think you know, Europe is so 
good. Hong Kong people know about Europe is that they always only drink 
alcohol ((laughter)) 

  [10 turns omitted] 
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16 Stefan: and you have water at home. And I think people are nice here. 

17 Carson: I think it’s the people we have, like the most difference 

18 Stefan: Yeah 

19 Carson: and I guess you know they [Sweden] have better air there. You know air 
pollution in Hong Kong ((Stefan: yeah)) 

20 Stefan: that’s so true, and we have a lot of space. That’s the huge difference 
((Carson: yeah)) Yeah you are the one who told me that Europe has so 
much space. 

21 Carson: yeah! So much space. We have so little in Hong Kong ((Stefan: yeah)) I 
was talking with my Hong Kong friend who moved to Australia for a few 
years already. We were like talking about a flat or buying a house in Hong 
Kong and in Australia. And for the same price, like maybe 3 million Hong 
Kong dollars, you will get a small flat in Hong Kong and then you will get 
a house in Australia. ((Stefan: yeah)) Like two-story house. 

22 Stefan: yeah, but I think this is the same in Sweden ((Carson: oh)) I mean for three 
thousand Hong Kong dollar (1.5-second pause), we will not get a big house 
but you can get a house. 

23 Carson: this is really frustrating. ((laughter)) 

24 Stefan:  Yeah 

 

The excerpt illustrates how Carson and Stefan frequently dichotomize geographical and 
sociocultural differences between Hong Kong/Asia and Sweden/Europe by giving praise one 
to the other, responding to praise given by the other, and resorting to self-praise and self-
denigration. It also illustrates how the modesty principle of politeness seems to be more 
closely followed by Carson. First, Carson introduces the topic of self-denigration (Hong 
Kong seen negatively; Turn 1), or self-denigration combined with other-praise (Hong Kong 
seen negatively and Sweden seen positively; Turn 19). Second, his self-denigration is often 
exaggerated. For example, in Turn 3, Carson repeatedly states the problem of long working 
hours in Hong Kong (see also Carson’s elaboration of problems in Hong Kong and his 
frustration at these; Turns 21 and 23). Third, Carson often praises Sweden emphatically 
(“Europe is so good”; Turn 5). Fourth, he rarely accepts praise for Hong Kong offered by 
Stefan directly but instead deflects it. For example, in Turn 17, Carson does not explicitly 
accept the praise of Hong Kong people offered by Stefan but instead offers an agreement 
token implicitly with a hedging expression (“I think”). By comparison, Stefan often 
introduces self-praise for Sweden. For example, in Turn 22, following Carson’s positive 
evaluation of Australia in relation to the relative ease of buying property there, Stefan shifts 
the topic to a positive evaluation of Sweden. Second, Stefan usually responds to praise for 
Sweden offered by Carson by accepting it directly (e.g., Turn 20). 
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5. Discussion and Conclusion 

Though limited, the findings are informative for the exploration of the possible influence of 
L1 cultural norms of politeness on masculine conversational styles in several respects. 

First, the content of the praise or self-denigration offered by Carson and Stefan is different 
from previous findings on praise and compliments and gender, especially in relation to 
English. The seminal work on gender and compliment by Holmes (1988) and its follow-up 
study by Rees-Miller (2011) have similarly suggested that men’s compliments generally 
focus on positive evaluations of the recipient’s talent, achievements, or possessions, and are 
also described as reflecting a competitive masculine culture. For example, the recipient may 
accept praise on his higher achievements than the provider's, thus creating a hierarchy 
between them. On the other hand, Holmes and Rees-Miller suggest that women’s 
compliments tend to focus on the recipient’s appearance, with the recipient tending to avoid 
accepting compliments but rather deflecting them. The contents of most of the praise found in 
the present dataset focus on each other’s country (Hong Kong and Sweden). This may be 
shaped by the intercultural context, that is, participants may be more generally attuned to 
comparisons between different countries than to each other’s achievements. 

Second, the general pattern of Carson’s avoidance of praise and other-praise and Stefan’s 
contrasting acceptance suggest that their conversational styles may be influenced by the 
transfer of different norms of politeness, that is, the Asian norms that emphasize modesty and 
the Western norms that accept self-praise to a greater degree (e.g., Leech, 2007). 

Third, a frequent use of self-denigration, or putting one’s country in a negative light, which is 
observed in Carson’s talk, suggests that, perhaps due to the transfer of Asian politeness norms, 
his conversational style may be seen as more “feminine.” That is, self-denigration is 
sometimes described as more characteristic of women’s talk. For example, Holmes and 
Schnuur (2005) discuss how feminine humor tends toward self-denigration than masculine 
which tends toward teasing and banter, even playfully abusive remarks concerning the 
addressee, although both kinds of humors are used to create solidarity. It is noticeable that 
Carson’s self-denigrating remarks about Hong Kong are often accompanied with laughter, 
which suggests that they may have been intended as a solidarity strategy. 

To conclude, as the present study is of an exploratory nature and relies on a limited amount of 
data, no broad generalizations should be made. However, the case study reported here raises 
the possibility that masculine conversational styles may be maintained to a certain degree, for 
example as monologue giving, in L2 English intercultural conversations between an Asian 
and a European male speaker. However, Asian male speakers’ conversational styles may be 
modified to become more “feminine” due to the transfer of Asian norms of politeness that 
emphasizes modesty, thus suggesting a possible interface between gender and politeness in 
intercultural communication. 

To address the limitation created by the small size of the dataset on which the present study is 
based, future research will need to analyze larger datasets. In collecting such a dataset of 
recorded conversations between Asian and European men, it may be worthwhile to specify 
that the topic of conversation should be a comparison between their respective countries of 
origin (e.g., China – America; Japan – Britain), as this facilitates the collection of data on 
complimenting and self-denigrating behaviors on a topic that is closely related to intercultural 
communication. This in turn would enable a verification of the possibility suggested in the 
present study whereby different L1 norms of politeness between Eastern and Western 
languages seem to account for different degrees of feminization of masculine conversational 
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styles in L2 English intercultural conversation. In addition, in quantifying instances of 
politeness behavior in conversations between Asian and European male speakers, it may be 
useful to classify these into: a) praise-giving to self or other; b) praise-receiving as accepting 
or rejecting; and c) self-denigration, as this may enable an investigation of the level of 
adherence to praising the other and denigrating the self, one of the politeness maxims that has 
been claimed to show a contrast between Eastern and Western languages, together with the 
use of hedges and boosters to mitigate or emphasize praise or self-denigration. 
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Abstract 
This study considers the social construction of masculine types including sooshokukeidanshi.  Using data from the 
Japanese drama Shitsuren Shokoratie ‘Broken Hearted Chocolatier,’ as well as the Japanese film Sooshokukeidanshi, 
this paper demonstrates how the pragmatic force and social meaning of lexical items such as first person pronouns 
and pragmatic particles in sentence final position can be work together to construct a range of gendered stances.  
The results of this study furthermore indicate that in many cases it is not that use/non-use of a particular first person 
pronoun or pragmatic particle directly indexes social stance.  Rather, the pragmatic and social force of first person 
pronouns and pragmatic particles are found to be emergent and relational – arising over the course of conversations 
through the use of combinations of various first person pronouns/pragmatic particles and with respect to the patterns 
exhibited by interlocutors.  This study advocates for a more flexible model of first person pronouns and pragmatic 
particles that can better treat these aspects of first person pronoun/pragmatic particle meaning. 
Keywords: masculine stance construction, first person pronouns, pragmatic particles 
 
1 Introduction 

A range of recent studies (e.g. Matsumoto, 2002; Miyazaki, 2004; Mizumoto, 2001) has investigated the 
relationship between use/non-use of socially salient variables, including lexical variables, and the construction of 
complex gendered stances.  Matsumoto (2002), for example, looked at the use of variables that are commonly 
considered to be ‘masculine’ by young female speakers.  She found that it was not the case that these speakers were 
‘doing male,’ but were rather constructing a complex ‘cute’ femininity. Similarly, Mizumoto (2001) argued that the 
range of social/indexical meanings associated with use of lexical items that had been previously considered to be 
gendered varied between (young female) speakers and (young male) interlocutors – although female speakers 
interpreted use of certain pragmatic particles negatively as ‘old-fashioned,’ male interlocutors viewed them 
positively, i.e. as ‘cute’ or ‘girly’. The above analyses emphasized that the relationship between use/non-use of 
particular linguistic variables is always contingent. This is in contrast to earlier work on so-called Japanese women’s 
language (Shibamoto 1985), which suggested that the use of particular lexical items, for example pragmatic particles 
(hereafter PPs), indexed gender directly. 

Other recent work, notably Nin (2003), has considered the process by which indexical values attach to 
linguistic variables such as PPs from a diachronic perspective.  Nin found that even as some linguistic variables lost 
salience as sites of gender performance, other sites became relevant for the construction and performance of this 
kind of distinction.  This process continues as long as the distinction itself remained relevant. If maintaining a 
particular distinction, for example a gender distinction, is relevant to speakers then as particular lexical items lose 
salience with respect to gender performance other lexical items pick up the slack and the distinction remains intact. 

By emphasizing the contingent nature of the social meanings attached to linguistic variables and the 
diversity of social meanings that speakers or interlocutors may interpret with respect to use/non-use of the same 
linguistic variable (see Eckert (2008)’s treatment of the indexical field,) the findings described above call out for 
analyses that test the range of social meanings and indexical values associated with linguistic variables. 

Of particular interest would be linguistic variables whose indexical value could be shown to be speaker 
dependent.  Also of interest would be linguistic variables that exhibit complex indexical patterns – the availability of 
such patterns would be useful for theorizing the processes by which social meanings and distinctions are constructed 
and maintained in communities.  

The following paper will consider patterns of use of linguistic variables that appear to be salient for the 
construction of a range of masculine stances.  Investigating the construction of these masculinities via media 
representation of male characters in the drama Shitsuren Shokoratie (Broken Hearted Chocolatier) and the film 
Sooshokukeidasnhi, this analysis will demonstrate how a variety of linguistic resources can be marshaled to perform 
gender-work.  

The paper will focus on patterns in the use of first person pronouns and pragmatic particles in sentence 
final position.  With respect to first person pronouns, this paper will consider both cases in which use of a particular 
first person pronoun is directly associated with a particular speaker as well as cases where patterns of first person 
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pronoun use construct gendered stances relationally, i.e. where gendered stances that are defined against each other.  
Examination of these patterns will show how gendered stances can emerge over time and sometimes through the 
mixed use of both deprecatory and plain first person pronouns. 

Similarly, with respect to pragmatic particles in sentence final position, this paper will be demonstrate how 
it is not the case that pragmatic particles directly index dominant or masculine stances, but rather these stances 
emerge through relational patterns, i.e. with respect to the use-patterns associated with other gendered stances.   

Through the examination of such complex, relational patterns in the use of lexical items that are commonly 
treated as gendered, this paper will make a case for considering the pragmatic and social meaning of such lexical 
items as emergent across discourses, and relational with respect to both other speakers’ use patterns and the use of 
similar lexical items by a single speaker.   
   
2 Men in the Media 

The term yakuwarigo ‘role language,’ as described in Kinsui (2003) and Teshigawara and Kinsui (2011), is 
of particular relevance for a discussion of media depictions of male characters and character types. The term 
yakuwarigo describes how “a character’s vocabulary and grammar vary greatly according to the person’s attributes, 
gender, age, social status, occupation, region of residence or birthplace, appearance, personality, etc.” (Teshigawara 
and Kinsui, 2011: 38)  Some examples of characters to whom yakuwarigo are ascribed include ‘Chinese person,’ 
and ‘elderly man.’   

The yakuwarigo associated with a particular type is remarkably consistent both across media and over time. 
Additionally, even though yakuwarigo bears very little relation to actual Japanese as it is spoken, Japanese media 
consumers have no difficulty identifying the character type associated with a particular yakuwarigo.  In this way, 
yakuwarigo is useful not only as an analytical tool for literary scholars, but also for linguists interested in thinking 
about how social and indexical values may attach to linguistic variables and continue to inform speakers’ and 
interlocutors’ meta-linguistic understanding or theorizing about their own language, even in cases where the actual 
use of the variable in question diverges significantly from this meta-linguistic understanding.  At the same time, 
yakuwarigo is a helpful theoretical tool for considering the relationship between media discourse representations of 
the stances associated with social types and the actual linguistic variables that speakers may use to construct such 
stances. 

Kinsui has stressed that while it may include elements that are present in contemporary varieties of 
Japanese, for example in Japanese hoogen ‘regional dialects,’ yakuwarigo should be not considered sociolects.  
Nonetheless, the yakuwarigo framework bears many similarities to the social construction processes of teyo-dawa 
‘Japanese school girl’ speech during the Meiji Period (Inoue, 2004; Nakamura 2007). Inoue (2004) argues that this 
kind of speech, which was considered by language commentators of the period to be corrupt and vulgar, was in fact 
a social construction: that “it was in the process of circulation and consumption of reported speech that the 
materiality of teyo-dawa speech came into being.” (Inoue 2004: 46) Inoue’s insight suggests that even though 
yakuwarigo is not ‘real’ language, it has the potential to become real via consumption processes.  

Put another way, like yakuwarigo, teyo-dawa is the result of discourse construction and is therefore meta-
linguistically present in speakers’ minds. Furthermore, although teyo-dewa is a social construction, it nonetheless 
has effects in the ‘real-world.’ For example, as Nakamura (2007) demonstrated, young female consumers of novels 
containing teyo-dawa speakers began to mimic and emulate these artificial speech styles – in effect making these 
artificial languages real. 
 
3 Broken-Hearted Men 
The Japanese drama Shitsuren Shokoratie ‘Broken Hearted Chocolatier,’ which aired at 9PM on Monday nights on 
Fuji Television during the Winter 2014 television season provides a rich data set for considering the media 
representations and construction of a range of masculine stances. The drama tells the story of young chocolate 
maker, Souta, (played by Matsumoto Jun of the Japanese idol group Arashi) who falls in love with but is rejected by 
an idealized girl, Saeko.  He then leaves Tokyo for Paris, becomes a famous chocolatier and returns to Tokyo to 
open a chocolate shop alongside two secondary characters Kaoruko, a woman who had worked in Souta’s father’s 
pastry shop and Olivier, in the drama a half-Japanese/half-French chocolate maker Souta met in Paris. Other 
characters include Ricodor, the male owner of a rival chocolate shop, who is in love with Souta, and Erena, a model 
with whom Souta enters into a `sex-friend' relationship. A final main character is Matsuri, Souta's younger sister, 
who ends up in a relationship with Olivier.   
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Although the following discussion will focus exclusively on the construction of distinctive speaking styles 
for the male characters, it is worth mentioning that the female characters in Broken Hearted Chocolatier also exhibit 
a range of gendered stances, the analysis of which would surely provide an interesting counterpoint to the male-
focused analysis given here.  
 
3. 1 Salient Sites of Variation 

Both first person pronouns (FPPs) and pragmatic particles (PPs) appear to be highly salient sites for the 
construction of various masculine stances in Broken Hearted Chocolatier.   

With regard to FPPs, the patterns are very distinct and exception-less, closely mirroring common gendered 
characterizations of these lexical items. An example of such a characterization is given in Table (1) below, taken 
from Miyazaki (2004). Importantly, although Miyazaki (2004) includes this table to introduce common gendered 
characterizations of FPPs, her analysis given makes it clear that actual use of FPPs does not conform to the 
simplistic one-to-one mapping of gender and FPP-use as suggested by in Table (1) and that speakers rather 
strategically use a range of FPPs to construct and maintain a variety of complex stances.   
 

Table 1 

Japanese First Person Pronouns 

 (Masculine Characterized)  (Feminine Characterized) 

Formal Wataskushi 
Watashi 

Watakushi 
Atakushi 

Plain Boku Watashi 
Atashi 

Deprecatory Ore 0 
             Miyazaki (2004: 257) 
 
In Broken-Hearted Chocolatier individual ‘masculine characterized’ FPPs are exclusively associated with particular 
characters.  Specifically, while the main character Souta, only ever uses the FPP ore, the second lead Olivier only 
ever uses the FPP boku.  Similarly, Ricodor, who is depicted as gay, never deviates from the FPP watashi.   

These patterns in the use of FPPs are highly consonant with the gendered characterization of FPPs given 
above.  Souta, although he is kind and considerate, is also depicted as sexually desirable – he enters into a ‘sex-
friend’ relationship with Elena and also has an affair with Saeko.  Furthermore, he is played by the idol actor 
Matsumoto Jun – like Souta, Matsumoto is commonly thought to be the most stereotypically manly and sexy of the 
members of his idol group Arashi.  His use of the FPP ore can thus be seen as part of the overall construction of 
Souta as sexually attractive main lead. 

In contrast, Olivier is constructed as a stereotypical second-lead male character – incredibly kind, 
considerate and quite innocent.  Olivier falls in love with Souta’s younger sister Matsuri, even though the latter gets 
involved with her best female friend’s boyfriend.  When Matsuri and Olivier finally consummate their relationship, 
it is Olivier who is shown to be nervous and shy.  His use of the FPP boku is consonant with this characterization – 
more boyish than manly. This characterization is especially interesting because the character of Olivier is half-
Japanese and half-French (although he is portrayed by the Japanese actor Mizubata Junpei).   

Finally, Ricodor’s use of the formal FPP watashi identifies him as the least masculine of the main male 
characters. Discussions of so-called okama ‘gay’ language (Lunsing and Maree, 2004) have noted that stereotypical, 
yakuwarigo okama languages are marked by use of lexical items commonly characterized as more ‘feminine.’ 
Looking at the Table (1), we note that watashi is the only FPP that listed in both the ‘masculine characterized’ and 
‘feminine characterized’ column.  Further, it is the default FPP for female speakers. Thus, Ricodor’s use of this FPP 
suggests that within the discourse of the drama, ‘gayness’ is associated with non-masculinity. 

The patterns established above extend to characters’ use of PPs in sentence final position.  The range of PPs 
available to Japanese speakers is extensive and has been the subject of extensive research, which this paper cannot 
hope to do justice to.  The reader is advised to consult for example Saigo (2011) for background on PPs. In the 
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following I will use PPs to mean lexical items, the addition of which add an interpersonal, pragmatic value to 
utterance.  The meaning of the PP is the pragmatic value of what the speaker is doing to the addressee.  

In general patterns in the use or non-use of PPs in sentence final position in Broken Hearted Chocolatier 
are relational.  Most often it is not that a character will never use a particular PP – rather a character is more or less 
likely than another character to use a particular PP in a particular context.  

The simplest pattern of use occurs with respect to the PP sa, which is closely associated with Souta - other 
characters do not use this PP at all.  As with the FPP ore, Souta’s use of sa is consonant with the construction of his 
role in the group as the sexual or manly character.  This is because sa is often treated as an ‘insisting’ PP.  On these 
accounts, for example McGloin (1990) the pragmatic force of insistence becomes semiotically linked to masculine 
gender performance.  
  A few examples of Souta’s use of the PP sa are given below.  Notice that sa can occur both in question 
non-question contexts – as a PP of strong assertion it can be used both when a speaker wants to emphasize a point 
and/or be critical of the interlocutor.  
 
1 a.            
         Ii    sugita         kedo     sa?  
         Say pass.PAST but       PP 
        ‘But didn’t you go too far (i.e. say too much)?’ 
     
    b.            
         Uchi   keeki    dakara       sa  
         Inside cake     because     PP 
        ‘Because it’s our cake (i.e. a cake that our bakery made).’ 
 

If, following McGloin, we treat sa as a PP that be associated with masculine gender performance, then 
Souta’s use of sa and the other character’s non-use of sa are both salient.  Not only does Souta’s use of sa mark him 
as a ‘masculine,’ the other characters’ non-use of sa marks as them as less masculine in comparison to Souta.  Thus, 
patterns of both use and non-use are marshaled to create indicate various characters’ relative masculine stances. 

The patterning of the PP ne by Olivier is slightly different to that of sa.  In this case, other characters, 
including Souta, but most notably female characters, also use the PP ne in non-question contexts. The pragmatic 
force of ne in these contexts might be generalized as confirmation or agreement with previous statements (Kinsui, 
1993).  What is relevant for our discussion is that while Souta ne, Olivier uses no other PPs besides ne.   Some 
examples of this pattern of use are given below.  In both of the examples below, Olivier uses both non-question 
context ne and question context ne.   
 
2 a.                    
          Acchi   wa   yarenakatta             kara      nee.     nee? 
          That     one  TOP do.POT.NEG because PP      PP  
         ‘That one couldn’t do it, right. right?’ 
 
     b.    .  
           Saeko   san   nee.   nee?  
           Saeko   san   PP     PP 
          ‘Saeko san, right. right?’ 
 
4 Sooshokukeidanshi in the Media 

Patterns of FPP and PP use are also salient with respect to the construction of what might be termed 
‘alternative’ masculine stances.  An example of this kind of masculine type is sooshokukei-danshi ‘herbivore men.’ 
The term sooshokukei-danshi (SKD) is used to describe young Japanese men who do not participate in normative 
masculine behaviors and are perceived to be unsuccessful in romantic relationships. 

While arguably more salient for Japanese speakers in their late 20s to mid 30s, the term continues to have 
culturally relevance and has spawned a range of related male-type descriptors including nikushokukei-danshi 
‘carnivore men,’ the highly masculine opposite of SKDs and even ‘mixed’-types, e.g. beekonasupara-danshi ‘bacon 
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wrapped asparagus men,’ who appear to be highly masculine (wrapped in meat) but are actually SKD (a vegetable 
center). 

The 2010 Japanese comedy Sooshokukeidanshi, which is constructed as an anthropological study of SKD 
behaviors, is a good example of how variation with respect to FPPs and PPs can be marshaled to construct the SKD 
masculine type.  Relying on the social meanings associated with FPPs and PPs and combining them in complex 
ways, the film Sooshokukei-danshi distinguishes SKDs from both ‘normative’ male types and from non-SKD otaku 
‘nerds.’ Note that with respect to the film, we can treat otaku as a pre-existing category since the otaku character is 
explicitly identified as such within the film.  
 
 
4.1 Salient Sites of Variation  

Patterns of FPP and PP use in the film are consonant are generally consonant with the drama Broken 
Hearted Chocolatier. 

With respect to FPPs, use of boku is overall associated with the SKD character - there are four tokens of the 
FPP boku by the SKD and only one token for all of the other non-SKD, non-otaku male characters. However, in 
contrast to Broken Hearted Chocolatier, where there was a direct link between use of a given FPP and a particular 
character, simply using boku does not indicate that the speaker is an SKD because use of this FPP is not exclusive to 
the SKD character - the otaku ‘nerd’ character also uses boku.  The difference is that in contrast to the SKD 
character, who uses both boku and ore, the otaku character only uses boku. Indeed use of FPPs is relatively evenly 
distributed between both boku and ore for the SKD character with 6 tokens of ore (compared to 4 tokens of boku) 
across the film.  

The pattern of FPP use established in the film Sooshokukeidanshi might be summarizes as follows.  
Exclusive use of boku is associated with otaku ‘nerds’, who are presented as undesirable and unsociable.  Mixed use 
of both boku and ore is associated with SKDs, who are generally presented in the film as well intentioned if a bit 
clueless.  Finally, exclusive use of ore is associated with ‘normative’ male characters.  Interestingly, the film 
includes no use of the FPP watashi by any male characters. 

Turning to sentence final PPs, the patterns established above with respect to FPPs, i.e. the construction of 
three distinct patterns of use, hold up in this case as well.  The overall distribution of PPs is given below in Table 2.  
 
Table 2  *PPs that are discussed below are highlighted. 
 SKD Otaku Male Characters Female Characters 
da ne 1 1   
desu ne 1    
desu yo 1    
desu yone 1    
kana 4 1  2 
na 3    
nanka 1    
ne  12  2 10 
clause + no (non-
question)  

2   3 

yo 8 1 6 3 
yo ne 8   6 
yo na 2    
clause + na  1  7  
clause + sa  1   5 1 
da zo   2  
wa   1  
ze    1  
zo    1  
da na     1 
no yo     1 
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 First of all, notice that the otaku character’s overall use of PPs is extremely low (only three recorded 
tokens). Due to the low rate of use, it is difficult to draw any clear conclusions about patterns of use. In spite of this, 
we might claim that it is in fact non-use of PPs that is the hallmark of the otaku style.   
 The SKD character’s patterns of PP use might be compared against both the female characters’ use of PPs 
as well as the other non-otaku male characters’ usage patterns.  The SKD character’s use of PPs follows other non-
otaku male characters with respect to use of the PP yo (highlighted in green).  On the other hand, the SKD 
character’s pattern of PP use follows that of the film’s female characters with respect to use of the PPs kana, ne, 
clause+no, and yo ne (highlighted in yellow).  As with FPPs, the highlight of the SKD-style is its mixed quality – in 
this case the mixing results in patterning like other male characters with respect to the use of some PPs and 
patterning like female characters with respect to the use of other PPs. 
 The final distinct category of male PP use is for the non-otaku, non-SKD male characters.  The pattern of 
PP use here is marked by use of the PPs clause+na, clause+sa, and yo (the first two highlighted in pink, the latter in 
green) and general avoidance of other PPs.  Another hallmark of this pattern of PP use is that there is virtually no 
overlap with the PPs used by female characters.   
 Overall, then, in the film Sooshokukeidanshi the patterns of PP and FPP use are relational.  Use or non-use 
of a particular FPP or PP does not directly construct a gendered stance in isolation.  It is rather the case that patterns 
across sets of FPPs and PPs together contribute to gendered stance construction.  Furthermore these patterns emerge 
relationally, i.e. with respect to the patterns established for other characters. 
 
5 Conclusion and Implications 
 This study has considered the patterns of FPP and PP use across two sets of scripted material: the Japanese 
drama Broken Hearted Chocolatier, as well as the Japanese film Sooshokukeidanshi.  Focusing on the use of FPPs 
and PPs by male characters in these scripted materials, this study has shown how patterns of use/non-use of these 
lexical items can be part of the construction of a range of gendered stances.  
 Furthermore, this study has argued that one-to-one mappings between FPPs or PPs and gendered stances 
might not be sufficient to account for observed patterns.  Rather, the construction of gendered stances via use of 
FPPs and PPs is emergent with respect to use of other FPPs or PPs and relational with respect to interlocutor use of 
FPPs and PPs.  As shown in the foregoing discussion it is not always the case that we can look at use of a particular 
FPP or PP as an indicator of a gendered stance – rather it is the combination of FPPs or PPs that together construct a 
particular stance.  Furthermore, these patterns are relational – speakers’ use/non-use of combinations of FPPs and 
PPs do not occur in a vacuum but occur with respect to other speakers. 
 The results of this study suggest possible avenues of revision for models of the pragmatic and social force 
of FPPs and PPs which try to arrange these kind of lexical items along various meaning axes, e.g. more formal to 
more deprecatory or more to less dominant.  The kind of model that the foregoing analysis suggests is one that takes 
into account the way in which patterns in the use of multiple FPPs or PPs together contribute to the formation of a 
gendered stance.  Such a model would better reflect actual use of these types of lexical items.   

Furthermore, a model of this kind would have an inbuilt flexibility since it would treat social and pragmatic 
force as arising from the use of combinations or clusters of FPPs and PPs rather than locking particular stances 
directly to use of particular FPPs/PPs etc. A consequence of this flexibility is that it could handle instances where 
the pragmatic and social force of combinations of lexical items such as FPPs and PPs varies depending on context 
and/or interlocutor.  An example of this is would be the different patterning of FPPs in the drama Shitsuren 
Shokoratei versus the film Sooshokukeidanshi.  
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<Abstract> 
Sawada (2014) claims that the negative totemo intensifies the unlikelihood or impossibility of 
a given proposition and refuses to update the common ground with the at-issue proposition. 
He then argues that it is the pragmatic function of refusal that forces the at-issue proposition 
to occur in a negative environment. In this paper, I will further investigate the refusal function 
of totemo and claim that the negative totemo has the use-conditional constraint that “the 
at-issue proposition (without negation and modality) must be activated in the current 
discourse.” This paper shows that there is a fundamental difference between negation and 
refusal in terms of information updating. 
 

Keywords : intensification, expressive, refusal of update, modality, discourse structure 
 
 
1. Introduction 
The Japanese intensifier totemo ‘very’ can intensify the degree associated with a gradable 
predicate: 
 
(1) Kono  ie-wa totemo  {ookii/ *ookiku-nai}. 
    This   house-TOP  very     big  / big-NEG 
     ‘This house is very big.’ 
 
This use of totemo is a positive polarity item (PPI) because it cannot co-occur with logical 
negation, as shown in (1). Interestingly, however, totemo can also intensify a negative modal 
statement: 
 
(2) a. Tetuya-o              suru-nado  totemo    {deki-nai/*dekiru}.    (Ability) 
   Staying up all night-ACC do-NADO   TOTEMO  can-NEG/can 
    ‘Staying up all night is impossible.’ 
 (Implication: I am emphasizing the impossibility.) 
 b. Taro-ga    shiken-ni ukaru-nado totemo   {arisooni-nai/*arisoo-da}. (Epistemic) 
      Taro-NOM  exam-in  pass-NADO TOTEMO  likely-NEG/likely-PRED 
      ‘It is unlikely that Taro will pass the exam.’ 
      (Implication: I am emphasizing the unlikelihood.) 
 
Descriptively, in (2a), totemo emphasizes a modal statement that is concerned with ability. In 
(2a), totemo emphasizes that “I cannot stay up all night,” and, in (2b), totemo emphasizes the 
modal statement that “Taro is unlikely to pass the exam.” 

The important point of totemo in (2) is that it only appears in a negative context (e.g. 
Morita 1989; Watanabe 2001). The positive counterparts in (2) are all ill-formed. Sawada 
(2014) claims that the negative totemo is not a logical NPI which is licensed by negation and 
downward-entailing or non-veridical operators. Rather, it is a conventional 
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implicature-triggering expression or expressive that intensifies the unlikelihood or 
impossibility of a given proposition and refuses to update the common ground (the set of 
mutually accepted or pragmatically presupposed propositions) with the at-issue proposition 
(the proposition without modality and negation). He also argues that it is the pragmatic 
function of refusal that forces the at-issue proposition to occur in a negative environment. 

In this paper, I will further investigate the refusal function of totemo and claim that the 
negative totemo has the use-conditional constraint that “the at-issue proposition (without 
negation and modality) must be activated in the current discourse.” I will show that this can 
be considered a felicity condition for the act of refusal. This paper will also consider the 
difference between refusal and negation and show that they are fundamentally different in 
terms of information update. While a simple negative sentence instructs an at-issue 
proposition to be excluded from a common ground, refusal does not have the exclusive update 
function. 
 
2. The negative totemo induces a CI 
Before discussing the refusal function of the negative totemo in detail, let us first overview the 
semantic characteristics of the negative totemo. It has been observed in the literature that the 
negative totemo appears in a negative modal environment that has to do with “ability” (e.g., 
Morita 1989; Harima 1993; Watanabe 2001; Park 2010). Sawada (2014) investigated the 
meaning of the negative totemo more deeply and claimed that the negative totemo can 
intensify two kinds of modal statement: i.e., the unlikelihood or impossibility of a given 
proposition. Sawada then claims that the negative totemo has a pragmatic function of refusal. 
Namely, it refuses to update the common ground (the context set) with the at-issue 
proposition. 

The crucial point in Sawada (2014)’s analyses is that the intensificational and 
refusal-related meaning of the negative totemo is a conventional implicature (CI). In the 
Gricean theory of meaning, CIs are considered part of the meanings of words, but they are 
independent of “what is said” (e.g., Grice 1975; Potts 2005, 2007; Horn 2007; McCready 
2010; Sawada 2010; Gutzmann 2011). Furthermore, CI expressions are speaker-oriented 
(Potts 2007). One might think that the negative totemo is a presupposition rather than a CI.  

There are several pieces of evidence for the idea that the negative totemo is an 
expressive or a CI. The first piece of evidence is concerned with denial. As we can see in (3), 
denial cannot target the CI part of totemo.1 
 
(3) A: Tetuya-o              suru-nado  {totemo/totemo janaiga}   deki-nai.  
   Staying up all night-ACC so-NADO   TOTEMO/TOTEMO JANAIGA can-NEG 
    At-issue: Staying up all night is impossible. 

CI: I am emphasizing the impossibility (and refusing to accept the proposition “staying 
up all night is possible.”) 

 B: Iya sore-wa  uso-da. 
  No  that-TOP false-PRED 

 ‘Lit. No, that’s false.’ 
 
In this conversation, the speaker (3B) is challenging the at-issue part of (3A) (i.e., staying up 
all night is impossible for A), but not the CI part. It is odd to consider that speaker B is 

                                                   
1 Note that the negative totemo (but not the semantic totemo) can be paraphrased by totemo 
janaiga lit. very-NEG-although.’ 
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challenging the CI part of (3B) because that would mean that he/she is objecting to A’s feeling. 
Generally speaking, we cannot object to a speaker’s emotion. It is odd to say “no, that is not 
true” after someone says “ouch!” (Yusuke Kubota, personal communication.) 
 The second piece of evidence for the idea that the negative totemo is independent of 
“what is said” is that the negative totemo cannot be under the scope of logical operators. Let 
us consider this on the basis of the example in which the modal negative sentence with totemo 
is embedded under another modal expression such as daroo ‘probably’: 
 
(4) Tetuya-o       suru-nado  {totemo/totemo.janai.ga} 
  Staying up all night-ACC so-NANTE  TOTEMO/TOTEMO JANAOGA  
 deki-nai-daroo. 
 can-NEG-EPI.MOD 
  At-issue: Probably, staying up all night will be impossible for him/her. 
 CI: I am emphasizing the degree of impossibility and I am refusing to update the common 

ground (the context set) with the at-issue proposition. 
 
Here, the meaning of totemo does not fall within the scope of daroo; that is, the speaker is not 
saying that there is a possibility of an emphatic emotion toward the impossibility. The 
speaker’s emphatic attitude is not within the scope of the epistemic operator daroo ‘probably.’ 
 
3. Formal analysis of the negative totemo (Sawada 2014) 
The question is: Why must the negative totemo be used in a negative environment? This paper 
claims that the negative totemo must appear in a negative context because it is a special type 
of negative expressive that signals that the speaker refuses to update the common ground (cg) 
with the at-issue proposition (the proposition without modality and negation). More formally, 
I proposed that the negative totemo is “mixed content” (e.g., McCready 2010; Gutzmann 2011, 
2012; Sawada 2014), taking a negative modal predicate at both at-issue and CI levels while 
intensifying the degree only at the CI level. In addition to these static meanings, I also 
proposed that the CI component contains a use-conditional constraint in which the speaker 
assumes that there is no overlap between the common ground and the at-issue proposition: 
 
(5) [[totemoNEG]] = GMODAL p t w d[d>STAND  G(d)(p)(t)(w)]  

GMODAL p t w d[d>!!STAND  G(d)(p)(t)(w)] (where p(t)  ( cg) = 
Ø]     (Based on Sawada 2014) 

 
The left side of  is an at-issue domain, and the right side of  is a CI domain. “>!!STAND” 
means “much greater than a standard” (Kennedy and McNally 2005). Regarding the 
use-conditional component, p(t) stands for the set of worlds in which the tensed proposition 
p(t) is true and cg (the context set) stands for the set of worlds that are compatible with all of 
the shared propositions. Note that here I am assuming that the common ground (cg) is the set 
of mutually accepted or pragmatically presupposed propositions and the context set of the 
worlds that are compatible with these shared propositions (see Stalnaker 1978). 

The important point of this analysis is that a negative modal expression as a whole (i.e., 
modality plus a negative element) behaves as a single gradable predicate. I assume that these 
represent relationships between individuals and degrees. For example, the denotations of 
negative modal predicates such as deki-nai ‘impossible’ and arie-nai ‘unlikely’ have the 
following meanings (cf. Lassiter 2011; Klecha 2012): 
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(6) a. [[deki-nai]] : <da,<pa,<ia,<sa,ta>>>> = d p t w.impossibleABIL(p(t)(w)) = d 
  b. [[soo-ni-nai]] : <da,<pa,<ia,<sa,ta>>>> = d p t w.unlikely(p(t)(w)) = d 

 
The negative totemo is then combined with a negative modal expression using mixed 

application (McCready 2010; Gutzmann 2011): 
 
(7) Mixed application: 

          ( ) ( ): a  s 
 
 

 : < a, a>  < a, s>       : a 

      (Based on McCready 2010: 20) 
 
Superscript a stands for an at-issue type, and superscript s stands for a shunting type. 
Superscript s is used for the semantic interpretation of CI involving an operation of shunting 
(cf. Potts’s (2005) CI application).  

The following figure illustrates part of a semantic derivation of (8): 
 
(8) Tetuya-o               suru-nado    totemo    {deki-nai/*dekiru}. 
   Staying up all night-ACC  so-NANTE   very      can-NEG/can 
    Staying up all night is impossible. 
 (Implication: I am emphasizing the impossibility.) 
 
(9)   

t w d[d>STAND  impossibleABL(I stay up all night at t in w) = d]  

t w d[d>!!STAND  impossibleABL(I stay up all night at t in w) = d] 

t w. I stay up all night at t in w     p t w d[d>STAND  impossibleABL(p(t)(w)) = d]  
p t w d[d>!!STAND  impossibleABL(p(t)(w)) = d] 

 
 tetuya-o suru                    totemo 

       “(I) stay up all night”               
         deki-nai “impossible” 

d p t w.impossibleABL(p(t)(w)) = d  
 
Finally, the following two-dimensional meanings for the sentence (8) are obtained: 
 
(10) 
 
     d[d>STAND  impossibleABILITY(I stay up all night at t0 in w0) = d)]  at-issue 
                                        

d[d>!!STAND  impossibleABILITY(I stay up all night at t0 in w0) = d]  CI 
 

Note that this representation only shows the static meaning. In the CI component there 
is also a dynamic constraint that says that the intersection between the set of possible worlds 
in which the at-issue proposition is true and the context set is empty. This emptiness triggers a 
negative emotion of “rejection/refusal.” The following situation graphically describes the 
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situation in (8): 
 
(11) The situation of information update in the negative totemo is as follows: 
 
 

 
 
 
 

cg                     The set of worlds in which  
The set of worlds in which all of        “I stay up all night” is true. 
the shared propositions are true. 

 
The above figure shows that there is no world in cg in which the at-issue proposition (‘I stay 
up all night’) is true. 

This analysis will naturally explain why the negative totemo should appear in a 
negative context. The negative totemo cannot appear in a positive context because, if it is used 
in a positive context, then a contradiction between an at-issue component and a CI component 
emerges:  
 
(12) a.*Sonna  koto   boku-ni-wa   totemo    dekiru.  (Ability) 
       Such  thing  I-to-TOP     TOTEMO possible 
    At-issue: I can do such a thing. 
    The refusal function of totemo: The proposition “I do it” cannot be updated. 
 b.*Ame-wa    totemo     yami-soo-da.         (Epistemic, evidential) 
        Rain-TOP   TOTEMO   stop-seem-PRED 
       The rain seems to stop. 
       The refusal function of totemo: The proposition “it stops raining” cannot be updated. 
 
The CI component says that the at-issue proposition should not be updated. However, the 
at-issue component of (12) suggests that it is possible to update the at-issue proposition, thus 
leading to a contradiction. The only way to make the sentence felicitous is to use it in a 
negative context. 
 
4. The refusal function and discourse context 
In the previous section, we overviewed Sawada’s analyses of the negative totemo and its 
pragmatic function of refusal. In this section, we will further investigate the pragmatic 
function of rejection more deeply. In Sawada’s analysis, the “rejection/refusal” function of the 
negative totemo is derived from the use-conditional constraint that the intersection between 
the set of possible worlds in which the at-issue proposition is true and the context set is empty. 
However, this analysis does not explain the dynamic aspect of rejection.  

In this section, I will look at the function of rejection more dynamically and claim that 
it is necessary to add a use-conditional constraint that the at-issue proposition (without 
negation and modality) is activated at the current stage in the discourse either explicitly or 
implicitly. By “a proposition is activated”, I mean the proposition is currently under discussion 
or recognized in the speaker’s mind (see Zimmermann 2011).  

As the following example shows, the negative totemo is often used in a context where 
the at-issue proposition is under discussion: 

w6      w7 
 
  w8    w9 

w1      w2 
    w3 
w4     w5 
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(13) A: Kono  mondai  tok-e-masu-ka? 
       This   problem  solve-can-PRED.POLITE-Q 
       ‘Can you solve this problem?’ 

 B: Iya,  boku-ni-wa  totemo    tok-e-masen. 
       No  I-to-TOP    TOTEMO  solve-can-NEG.PRED.POLITE 
       ‘No, I can’t solve this problem.’ (I am emphasizing the inability.) 
 
This makes sense because one cannot perform an act of refusal if there is nothing to refuse. If 
there is no previous context such as (13A), the sentence sounds strange. One might think that 
the negative totemo can actually be used without a previous utterance (for example, in the 
context of an exam). However, even in such cases, the at-issue proposition (the proposition 
without negation) is activated implicitly at the current stage in the discourse. Namely, in this 
case, the speaker has been expected to solve the problem. As Watanabe (2001) observes, the 
negative totemo is often used in a context where the speaker thinks that the at-issue 
proposition/event is preferable or necessary to be the case. 
 The idea that the at-issue proposition should be activated in the current stage in the 
discourse is supported by various linguistic facts. First, while the negative totemo can 
co-occur with the topic marker wa, it cannot co-occur with the exhaustive ga: 
 
(14) Kono sao-de-wa     totemo    katuo-{wa/*ga}    tur-e-masen. 
     This rod-with-TOP   TOTEMO  bonito-TOP/NOM  fish-can-NEG.PRED.POLITE 
     ‘We can’t fish a bonito with this rod.’ 
     (CI: I am emphasizing the impossibility.) 
 
This seems to make sense because the element with an exhaustive ga is usually a new piece of 
information, thus the whole proposition cannot be considered currently under discussion. On 
the other hand, the topic marker wa often attaches to an element that is given by the discourse. 
Thus, it is consistent with the totemo’s requirement that the at-issue proposition should be 
activated in the discourse. 

The second supportive evidence is that the discourse particle nado is often attached to 
the verb in the sentence with the negative totemo: 
 
(15)  Tetuya-o              suru-{nado/*koto-ga}   totemo    deki-nai. 
   Staying up all night-ACC do-NADO/thing-NOM  TOTEMO  can-NEG/can 
    ‘Staying up all night is impossible.’ 
 (CI: I am emphasizing the impossibility.) 
 
When nado is attached to a verb, it signals that the speaker is assuming the given 
proposition/event to be currently under discussion. (Furthermore, nado also has a negative 
implication that the speaker does not want to accept the given proposition.) 

Based on this discussion, I would like to add an additional use-constraint in which “p 
is currently activated.” 
 
(16) [[totemoNEG]] = GMODAL p t w d[d>STAND  G(d)(p)(t)(w)]  

GMODAL p t w d[d>!!STAND  G(d)(p)(t)(w) (where p(t)  ( cg) = 
Ø] and p is currently activated in the discourse) 
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From the viewpoint of speech act theory, we can consider that the constraint in which the 
given proposition must be currently activated can be considered a felicity condition for the 
speech act of refusal (Searle 1969). 
 
5. The difference between negation and refusal 
Finally, let us compare the difference between simple negation and refusal/rejection in terms 
of information update. In a simple negative assertion, the at-issue proposition (without 
negation) does not have to be old: 
 
(17) A: Yamada-sensei-wa   donna    kata-desu-ka?  
       Yamada-teacher-TOP what kind person. HON-PRED.HON-Q 
       ‘What kind of person is Prof. Yamada?’ 

 B: Totemo    yasashiku-te   atama-ga    ii     sensei-desu.  
   TOTEMO  kind-and      head-NOM  good  teacher-PRED.HON 
   ‘Prof. Yamada is a very kind and smart teacher.’ 
 B: Sorekara, Yamada-sensei-wa    osake-ga      nom-e-masen.  
   And    Yamada-teacher-TOP alcohol-NOM drink-can-NEG.PRED.HON 

       ‘And Prof. Yamada cannot drink alcohol.’ 
 

Here, Speaker B asserts that Yamada cannot drink alcohol as a new piece of information (as 
part of the answer to the question under discussion). Notice that the negative totemo cannot be 
used in this context. 

In dynamic semantics literature, a simple negative proposition ( p) is often assumed 
to create a new context set that contains no worlds in which p is true (I abbreviate cg as cs): 
 
(18) Negation of p (in dynamic semantics) 

cs[ p] = cs  cs[p] 
 

On the other hand, the negative totemo does not have an instruction like (18). It is 
refusing to update the context set with the at-issue proposition: 

 
(19) Refusal of p (in dynamic semantics) 

p  cs = Ø 
 

Notice, however, that the sentence with the negative totemo has an at-issue component 
as well. Thus, it seems possible to say that the speaker is trying to update the context set with 
the “negative modal statement” (e.g., ABLE(p)) in the at-issue component. This suggests 
that there are two kinds of dynamic meanings in the sentence with the negative totemo: one is 
for updating a negative modal statement (e.g., ABLE(p)) and the other is for refusing p. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper, I investigated the rejection function of totemo and clarified that the negative 
totemo has the use-conditional constraint that “the at-issue proposition (without negation and 
modality) must be activated in the current discourse.” I also showed that there is a 
fundamental difference between negation and refusal in terms of information updating.  

Sawada (2014) claims that the negative totemo is a discourse-pragmatic NPI whose 
distribution is constrained by its pragmatic function (not licensed by downward 
entailing/non-veridical operators). I think that this paper further strengthens the idea that the 
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negative totemo is a discourse-oriented polarity item. 
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Abstract 
This study examines the use of the singular proximal demonstrative (e.g., this/this dog) by 
presenting data from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, in the framework of Deictic Shift Theory 
(Duchan, Bruder, & Hewitt, 1995). This theory hypothesizes that when we are absorbed in a 
story, the center of our consciousness shifts into an imagined world, and the author uses 
various linguistic expressions in order to signal stability or change of components in the 
Deictic Center. The present study proposes that the use of proximal demonstratives in 
narrative parts involve these deictic shifts and vividly describe key elements in a given 
scenario. 

Keywords : Demonstratives, Narrative, Deictic Shift Theory 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The issue of referring expressions has been discussed in various fields. Bühler (1934) first 
used the term “deixis” to refer to the linguistic expressions whose interpretation depends on 
contextual information. This study examines the use of referring expressions, specifically, 
singular proximal demonstrative pronouns (e.g., this) and demonstrative noun phrases (e.g., 
this dog) by presenting data from The Wonderful Wizard of Oz in the framework of Deictic 
Shift Theory (Duchan, Bruder, & Hewitt, 1995). 
 
2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH ON DEMONSTRATIVES 

Demonstratives are categorized as one of the typical deictic expressions, and their choice 
is traditionally explained by proximity from the speaker. “Proximity” implies not only 
physical distance between the speaker and the referent but also the speaker’s emotion or 
attention toward the referent (Lakoff, 1974; Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Quirk et al., 1985; Ariel, 
1992; among others). In addition, it is assumed that the head nouns of demonstrative 
determiners should be superordinates or synonyms of the antecedents. Considering excerpt (1), 
however, their explanation is not clear: Why did the author use he/him first, and then use the 
demonstrative noun phrase? Besides, the head of the demonstrative noun phrase, addition, is 
not the superordinate or synonym of the antecedent, the Scarecrow. 
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(1)  (In the scene where Dorothy meets the Scarecrow, she says to him)  
“If you will come with me I'll ask Oz to do all he can for you.”  
"Thank you,” he answered gratefully. They walked back to the road. Dorothy helped him 
over the fence, and they started along the path of yellow brick for the Emerald City.  
Toto did not like this addition to the party at first. 

 

While Halliday and Hasan focus on a topic or a text, some researchers emphasize the 
cognitive process of interpreting references. They propose that linguistic expressions refer to a 
representation constructed in the mind (Brown & Yule, 1983; Chafe, 1994; Cornish, 1996; 
Langacker, 2002; Yoshida, 2011; among others). From the cognitive standpoint of processing 
information, Gundel et al. (1993) developed the accessibility scale of referring expressions (cf. 
Prince, 1981; Givon, 1983; and Ariel, 1990) and proposed the Givenness Hierarchy. 
According to this theory, the most accessible (in focus, that is to say, most easily retrievable) 
entity is referred to by a pronoun. In (1), the author first refers to the Scarecrow with 
pronouns, and then in the last sentence he uses the demonstrative noun phrase: this suggests 
that the first sentence implies that the Scarecrow is in focus, but its accessibility is reduced in 
the next sentence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
In summary, in works of fiction, there remain issues that need more discussion. I will adopt 
the Deictic Shift Theory, which is also one of the cognitive approaches. 
 
3. DEICTIC SHIFT THEORY 

The Deictic Shift Theory is proposed by a group of cognitive scientists that attempts to 
comprehend the structure of fiction in terms of our cognitive abilities (Duchan, Bruder, & 
Hewitt, 1995). Fiction has two characteristics that distinguish it from conversation. First, in 
fiction, the writer and the reader do not share a physical environment or episodic memory. 

(Fig.1) The Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al., 1993) 
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Successful authors use textual expressions efficiently so that the reader can experience events 
and emotions as if they were in the narrative world. Zubin and Hewitt (1995) stated that ‘the 
story … opens a conceptual window through which the story world can be glimpsed (p.131)’. 
The center of the window which constructed by a reader is called ‘a Deictic Center (DC)’.  

As I mentioned before, Bühler (1934/1982) first pointed out these phenomena: Bühler 
insisted that imagination enables us to shift one DC to another DC that belongs to a different 
person, time, and place. The Deictic Shift Theory developed his theory, adding other 
significant research in narratology and linguistics such as Genette’s (1988) focalization, 
Banfield’s (1982) pure narration, and Fauconnier’s (1985) Mental Spaces.  

A DC comprises four elements: (a) WHO, (b) WHEN, (c) WHERE, and (d) WHAT. These 
components are subject to various operations: the values can be introduced, maintained, 
shifted, or suspended. To signal stability or change in the DC, the author uses various DC 
devices (e.g., past forms precede the center of WHEN, while progressive forms maintain the 
center of WHEN).  
 
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA  

Before the discussion, I will briefly explain the characteristics of a work of fiction. The 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz is a children’s novel written in the third person. The plot is as follows. 
A young girl Dorothy and her little dog Toto live in Kansas. One day, a tornado lifts up their 
house up and drops it in the Land of Oz. Dorothy, Toto, and her new friends, the Scarecrow, 
the Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion overcome many difficulties together to make their 
wishes come true.  

The novel contains a total of about 40,000 words. The following table lists how often the 
singular referring expressions this, that, it, he, and she are used. The table shows that this has 
a frequency lower than the others.   

 
 PRONOUN DETERMINER TOTAL 

IT it  409 its + NP 28 437 

HE He 440 his + NP 215 655 

SHE She 345 her + NP 336 681 

THAT “that” 333 “that + NP” 32 365 

THIS “this” 63 “this + NP” 84 147 

(Table 1) 
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I will observe what roles demonstratives play in narrative parts because they differ from 
the roles in conversational parts.  

 
 this (pronoun)  this + NP  Sum  

conversational parts  29  55  77  

narrative parts  34  36  70  
(Table 2) 

 
In the Default DC of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, WHO does not belong to any 

character, as in (2), the opening.   
 

(2)  Dorothy lived in the midst of the great Kansas prairies, with Uncle Henry, who was a 
farmer, and Aunt Em, who was the farmer's wife. Their house was small, for the lumber to 

build it had to be carried by wagon many miles. 

 

5. DISCUSSION: AN EXPLANATION FROM DEICTIC SHIFT THEORY 
Now let us consider Excerpt (1) again. The first to third sentences describe 

conversation and actions that can be observed from the default DC (i.e., an objective 
viewpoint). The sentence where this is used, however, starts to describe Toto’s evaluation 
(emotion), which implies that WHO in a DC starts to shift to Toto. The reason why the author 
refers to the Scarecrow using the word addition is to capture “the Scarecrow” from Toto’s 
perspective. As I mentioned, previous studies also pointed out that in the emotional use of 
demonstratives, the different point is that the scale of proximity often belongs to characters 
the author strongly empathizes with (cf. Kuno 1987). 

In narrative parts, most instances of this (25 out of 34) and this + NP (21 out of 36) appear 
in sentences that describe someone’s emotion, vision, or mind, as in the following excerpts. 

 
(3)  a.  Dorothy listened to this speech with wonder.  

b.  This worried Dorothy a little, 
c.  They were greatly pleased to see this delightful country before them,  
d.  When the Wizard was given this message he was so frightened that 
e.  Dorothy was quite grieved at this mishap. 
f.  The Lion was angry at this speech, 
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    However, emotion is not the only motivation for the use of proximal demonstratives: it is 
also used even if the sentence describes Toto’s emotion, as in the following excerpt.  
 

(4)  After the first few whirls around, and one other time when the house tipped badly, she 
felt as if she were being rocked gently, like a baby in a cradle. Toto did not like it. He ran 
about the room, now here, now there, barking loudly. 

 

The following excerpt (5) is similar to (1). This is the scene where the Lion is added to 
the party. However, in this excerpt, the use of the new comrade is also acceptable. What is the 
motivation to use this NP here? 

 

(5)  So once more the little company set off upon the journey, the Lion walking with stately 
strides at Dorothy's side. Toto did not approve this new comrade at first, for he could 
not forget how nearly he had been crushed between the Lion's great jaws. 

 
When I investigated all of the text, I found out that the author uses demonstratives to refer to 
the Scarecrow and the Lion only once, although they appear throughout the story. The scenes 
are where the Lion and the Scarecrow are first added to the party.  

These uses of this are somewhat similar to “indefinite this,” which Gundel et al. (1993) 
distinguished from other types of this. Because indefinite this is the usage of this that first 
introduces a referential entity to a discourse, it is difficult to categorize the use of (1) and (3) 
as “indefinite this”. However, they have a similar function: to provide vividness to a newly 
introduced key element.  

Similar effects can be observed when the Golden Cap and the Winged Monkeys are 
introduced. The Golden Cap and the monkeys have a magical power and play an important 
role throughout the story. The following excerpt contains many proximal demonstratives, 
although they are used less frequently in the other parts, as listed in Table (1). This is used to 
emphasize the Winged Monkey’s power. 
 
(6) …but she was a powerful Witch, as well as a wicked one, and she soon made up her mind 

how to act. There was, in her cupboard, a Golden Cap, with a circle of diamonds and 
rubies running round it. This Golden Cap had a charm. Whoever owned it could call 
three times upon the Winged Monkeys, who would obey any order they were given. But 
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no person could command these strange creatures more than three times. Twice already 
the Wicked Witch had used the charm of the Cap, Once was when she had made the 
Winkies her slaves, and set herself to rule over their country. The Winged Monkeys had 
helped her do this. The second time was when she had fought against the Great Oz 
himself, and driven him out of the land of the West. The Winged Monkeys had also 
helped her in doing this. Only once more could she use this Golden Cap, for which 
reason she did not like to do so until all her other powers were exhausted. But now that 
her fierce wolves and her wild crows and her stinging bees were gone, and her slaves had 
been scared away by the Cowardly Lion, she saw there was only one way left to destroy 
Dorothy and her friends. So the Wicked Witch took the Golden Cap from her cupboard 
and placed it upon her head. 

 
The second sentence introduces the background knowledge about the Golden Cap. In other 
words, the shift of WHEN and WHERE in DC are shifted. The last sentence in the excerpt 
describes how the Wicked Witch feels about the Golden Cap.  

Excerpt (7) also uses the head noun of the demonstrative determiner that appeared 
before. Although the head noun is not a key element, this use of this involves the shift of 
WHO and WHERE: the sentence starts to describe events from the standpoint of the Wicked 
Witch, who lives far from the main characters. 
 
(7)  (The main characters are on the way to the castle of the Wicked Witch,) 

They waited until Dorothy awoke the next morning.  
The little girl was quite frightened when she saw the great pile of shaggy 
wolves, but the Tin Woodman told her all. 
She thanked him for saving them and sat down to breakfast, after which 
they started again upon their journey. 
Now this same morning the Wicked Witch came to the door of her castle and looked 
out with her one eye that could see far off. 

 
Lastly, let us consider the Excerpt (8). Generally speaking, a tree and a bridge are not 

synonyms, but in this context, the tree works as a bridge for the characters. In other words, the 
sentence where this queer bridge is used starts to describe events from characters’ vision. This 
is also supported by the fact that words such as just are used. This expression vividly 
describes the scene where the horrible beasts appear. 
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(8)  (In front of the ditch, which is so deep that the characters cannot leap across it) 
"Here is a great tree, standing close to the ditch. If the Tin Woodman can chop it down, 
so that it will fall to the other side, we can walk across it easily." 
"That is a first-rate idea," said the Lion. "One would almost suspect you had brains in 
your head, instead of straw." 
The Woodman set to work at once, and so sharp was his axe that the tree was soon 
chopped nearly through. Then the Lion put his strong front legs against the tree and 
pushed with all his might, and slowly the big tree tipped and fell with a crash across the 
ditch, with its top branches on the other side.  
They had just started to cross this queer bridge when a sharp growl made them all look 
up, and to their horror they saw running toward them two great beasts with bodies like 
bears and heads like tigers. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
In this study, I observed how demonstratives are used in a third-person work of fiction, 

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, and tried to explain their use on the basis of the Deictic Shift 
Theory. Previous studies explained the choice of referring expressions in terms of the 
relationship between the speaker and the listener. In fiction, however, anaphoric resolution is 
achieved mainly in a different way. I investigated a 40,000-word fiction text and provided a 
more detailed explanation for some excerpts that cannot be fully explained by previous 
theories. The findings are as follows: (i) Most of the sentences (47 out of 70) in which 
singular proximal demonstratives are used to describe someone’s change of mind or emotion 
(the shift of WHO), and (ii) I discovered that singular proximal demonstratives often used 
when key elements are introduced to the story. Through these observations, I propose that the 
use of demonstratives involves deictic shifts and provides vividness to the scenes in a given 
scenario.  
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Reconsidering the validity of examining constituent order 
 in terms of information status of constituents 

 
        Yoko Yamada 
                                                      Niigata University 
 
 
<Abstract> 
Constituent order has been examined in terms of several factors. One trend of research has 
been to examine constituent order in terms of the information status of constituents. The 
ordering of main clauses and as-clauses that express reasons has been examined in a similar 
vein. However, it is not clear as to which definition of given information has been used in 
examining the information status of as-clauses. This study applies the notion of given 
information proposed by Prince (1992) to the information status of as-clauses and reconsiders 
the validity of examining the ordering of main and subordinate clauses in terms of the 
information status of subordinate clauses.   
[Keywords]: constituent order, information status of constituents,  

as-clauses expressing reasons 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Constituent order has been examined in terms of several factors. One trend of 
research has examined constituent order as regards the information status of constituents (e.g. 
Birner and Ward 1998). The ordering of main clauses and as-clauses expressing reasons 
(henceforth, as-clauses) has been examined in a similar vein; the tendency of as-clauses to 
precede the main clause is related to the information status of as-clauses (see, e.g. Altenberg 
1984; Diessel 2005; GENIUS English-Japanese Dictionary (fourth ed.)). 

However, these previous studies are problematic in certain aspects. For instance, it is 
not clear which definition of given information is used in examining the information status of 
as-clauses. Diessel (2005: 465), for example, claims that ‘causal since- and as-clauses tend to 
encode a known cause’. However, it is not clear how Diessel defines ‘a known cause’. 

In addition, the information status of as-clauses can vary, depending on the 
definitions used. In Zufferey and Cartoni (2012), where given information is treated 
restrictively, 69.5% of as-clauses present new information.  

Moreover, it is questionable whether the results of previous studies (e.g. Altenberg 
1984; Quirk et al. 1985; Diessel 2005) can be interpreted as illustrating a strong tendency of 
as-clauses to precede the main clause. For example, Altenberg (1984) examined spoken and 
written data from the London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English (LLC) and the 
Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen Corpus of British English (LOB), respectively. Altenberg (1984: 41) 
showed that while 15 instances of as-clauses occurred in the final position, 11 instances of 
as-clauses occurred in the initial position. When the results of as-clauses were compared with 
those of because-clauses, 12 instances of because-clauses occurred in the initial position and 
407 instances of because-clauses occurred in the final position; thus, it is certain that 
compared with because-clauses, as-clauses tended to precede the main clause. Nevertheless, it 
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is questionable whether Altenberg’s 11 out of 26 instances of as-clauses (42.3%) can be 
interpreted as a tendency of as-clauses to precede the main clause.  

This study addresses the problems raised above and deals with the following 
questions:  
 
1. What is the position in which as-clauses occur most frequently? 
2. Why do as-clauses occur in that position most frequently?  
 
2. Methodology 
2.1. Data 

Data were collected, taking two points into consideration. One point is that it is 
difficult to evaluate the information status of constituents within a limited context.1 The other 
point is that the frequency of as-clauses varies, depending on dialects and registers (e.g. Biber 
et al. 1999). Based on these two points, this study focused on British English and manually 
collected as-clauses from the first about 100 pages of eight expository/academic books 
ranging in date from 1999 to 2011. The books used as the sources of data were:2 

 
(1) 1. Steve Blandford’s Film, Drama and the Break-up of Britain 

2. Kate Fox’s Watching the English 
3. Steve Hindle’s The State and Social Change in Early Modern England, 
 c. 1550-1640 

          4. Colin Joyce’s Let’s England 
          5. Angela McRobbie’s In the Culture Society 
          6. Jeremy Paxman’s The English 
          7. Roger Scruton’s England 
          8. Jessica Williams’s 50 Facts That Should Change the World 

 
Some instances of as-clauses were not included, such as those that were unclear in 

meaning;3 additionally, as-clauses that were without a main clause and those that occur in 
quotations were not included. The collected as-clauses were examined by another Japanese 
linguist in order to obtain a reliable sample. The agreement on the sample clauses was 92.9%. 
All instances of disagreement were resolved through discussion, and some of them were 
excluded. In total, 92 instances of as-clauses were obtained. 

 
2.2. Prince’s (1992) notion of given/new information 

This study applies the notion of given information proposed by Prince (1992) to the 
information status of as-clauses. In her study on the differences between subjects and 
nonsubjects with respect to one formal phenomenon (definiteness) and one discourse 
phenomenon (the information status of the entities which the subjects and nonsubjects 
represent), Prince (1992) distinguishes old/new information with respect to hearer-status from 
old/new information with respect to discourse-status.  

Consider the following examples in Prince (1992): 
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(2) a. I’m waiting for it to be noon so I can call Sandy Thompson.  
    (Prince 1992: 301) (Original italic) 

b. I’m waiting for it to be noon so I can call someone in California. 
(Prince 1992: 301) (Original italic) 

 
Sandy Thompson in (2a) is the entity that the speaker assumes is known to the hearer, whereas 
someone in California in (2b) is the entity that the speaker assumes is new to the hearer. Thus, 
Sandy Thompson in (2a) represents information that Prince (1992) calls ‘Hearer-old’, whereas 
someone in California in (2b) represents information that Prince (1992) calls ‘Hearer-new’.  
 In addition, information may also be old or new with respect to discourse-status. If 
(2a) and (2b) are spoken at the beginning of the discourse, both the information status of 
Sandy Thompson in (2a) and that of someone in California in (2b) are what Prince (1992) 
calls ‘Discourse-new’.  
 Old or new information with respect to hearer-status and old or new information with 
respect to discourse-status create four possible combinations: discourse-new and hearer-new; 
discourse-new but hearer-old; discourse-old and hearer-old; and discourse-old but hearer-new. 
Prince (1992) assumes that the fourth combination (discourse-old but hearer-new) does not 
occur.4 

 Prince’s (1992) notion of given information has been crucial in previous studies such 
as Birner and Ward (1998). Although Prince (1992) proposes this notion to distinguish the 
information status of noun phrases, the results of Birner and Ward (1998) extend this notion to 
other categories such as adjectives. 
 
3. Results 
 This section describes the results obtained from the data. As mentioned in section 2.1, 
a total of 92 instances of as-clauses were obtained for study. Since the total number of 
instances of as-clauses is limited, no distinction is made between instances falling under what 
Sweetser (1990: 77) calls ‘a content-conjunction reading’ and those falling under what 
Sweetser (1990: 77-78) calls ‘an epistemic-conjunction reading’. Example (3) is the case of 
the former and example (4) is the case of the latter. 
 

(3) The heatwave had other serious consequences, too. Crop yields slumped as fields  
turned from green to brown, […] 

(Jessica Williams, 50 Facts That Should Change the World: 109) 
   (Underline is mine) 

(4) Hands are half-extended and then withdrawn or turned into a sort of vague wave;  
there may be awkward, hesitant moves towards a cheek-kiss or some other form  
of physical contact such as an arm-touch — as no contact at all feels a bit  
unfriendly — but these are also often aborted half-way. 

(Kate Fox, Watching the English: 38) (Underline is mine) 
 
The results indicate that almost all the as-clauses in the data follow the main clause 

(87 out of 92 instances (94.6%)). There are two explanations for this preference. The first is 
relative familiarity with the immediately preceding sentence and the second is the sentence’s 
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structural complexity. In the data, 42 out of 87 instances fall under the category of relative 
familiarity with the immediately preceding sentence and 31 out of 87 instances relate to the 
sentence’s structural complexity.5 In the following sub-sections, both of these categories are 
examined. 
 
3.1. Relative familiarity with the immediately preceding sentence 

The data offers several illustrations in which the main clause is more closely related 
to what is referred to in the immediately preceding sentence than as-clause.6 For example, 
subject NPs in the main clause refer to the immediately preceding sentence. A total of 16 
instances in the data fall under this category. The following are two examples in which subject 
NPs in the main clause refer to the immediately preceding sentence: 

 
(5) Most people have a horror story relating to round buying. I can remember  

 arriving at a bar to meet a friend, who was already there with five of his work  
colleagues. Custom compelled me to offer them all a drink when I went up to the  
bar, even though he and I would have to leave after that one. It was quite 
upsetting for me as I was out of work at the time. It wasn’t a cheap bar either.
   (Colin Joyce, Let’s England: 103) (Underline is mine) 

(6) Historically too, the Union Jack pops up everywhere. It appeared in miniature on  
the flag of South Africa until 1994. In the very early days of the United States,  
following the Declaration of Independence, the Americans adopted a flag that had  
the Union Flag in the corner. The Continental Army marched under that flag,  
which is quite surprising as the entire point of their struggle was to separate from  
the British. 

   (Colin Joyce, Let’s England: 28-29) (Underline is mine) 
 
In example (5), the subject NP in the main clause is the demonstrative pronoun it, which is 
used anaphorically and refers to the immediately preceding sentence. In example (6), which is 
quite surprising functions as the main clause for the as-clause. The relative pronoun which 
refers to the immediately preceding clause (The Continental Army marched under that flag).  
 The other example is the case in which subject NPs in the main clause refer to the 
expression used in the immediately preceding sentence. In the data, there are 13 such 
instances, as in example (7). 
 
 (7) When the person’s occupation is finally revealed, it is customary, however  

 boring or predictable this occupation might be, to express surprise.  
The standard response to ‘Yes, I am a doctor [or teacher, accountant, IT manager,  
secretary, etc.]’ is ‘Oh, really?!’ as though the occupation were both unexpected  
and fascinating. This is almost invariably followed by an embarrassed pause, as  
you search desperately for an appropriate comment or question about the person’s  
profession — and he or she tries to think of something modest, amusing, but  
somehow also impressive, to say in response.  
       (Kate Fox, Watching the English: 45)  

(Underline is mine; original italic) 
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In example (7), the subject NP in the main clause, the demonstrative pronoun this, refers to 
the expression used in the immediately preceding sentence (Oh, really?!).  
 
3.2. Structural complexity 

The data offers three cases in which placing as-clauses in the initial position makes 
sentences more complex. The first case is when as-clauses are long. Placing long as-clauses 
in the initial position creates difficulty in understanding. For instance, consider example (8). 
 

(8) The prescribed etiquette for offering a drink to the publican or bar staff is to say,  
‘And one for yourself?’ or ‘And will you have one yourself?’ at the end of your  
order. [ … ] If one is not ordering drinks, it is still acceptable to ask the bartender  
or publican ‘Will you have a drink?’ but the ‘And one for yourself?’ approach is  
much preferred, as it implies that the customer and the bartender are having a  
drink together, that the bartender is being included in the ‘round’. 

(Kate Fox, Watching the English: 95) (Underline is mine) 
 
In example (8), both the subject NP in the main clause and that in the as-clause are the same 
(the ‘And one for yourself?’ approach). As far as the relative familiarity with the immediately 
preceding sentence is concerned, there is no difference between the subject NP in the main 
clause and that in the as-clause. However, changing the ordering of the main and as-clauses in 
example (8) increases the difficulty in understanding the sentence.  

In the data, 19 instances fall under this category. In these 19 instances, the mean 
word number of the main clauses is 9.84, whereas the mean word number of the as-clauses is 
26.2.7 

The second case in which placing as-clauses in the initial position makes sentences 
more complex is when the main and as-clauses are embedded in another clause.8 Five such 
instances occur in the data. The following is one typical instance: 
 
 (9) The US Census Bureau predicts that 51 countries will see a fall in the average life  

expectancy as the virus continues to claim millions of lives. 
   (Jessica Williams, 50 Facts That Should Change the World: 8) 
   (Underline is mine) 
 
 The third case in which placing as-clauses in the initial position makes sentences 
more complex is when the sentence begins with an adverbial clause. Seven instances in the 
data fall under this category. Consider example (10): 
 
 (10) As rapidly growing populations put the land and natural resources under  

  increasing strain, more and more land is turning to desert as local ecosystems 
are destroyed. 

(Jessica Williams, 50 Facts That Should Change the World: 8) 
   (Underline is mine) 
 
In example (10), placing the as-clause (as local ecosystems are destroyed) before the main 
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clause (more and more land is turning to desert) causes difficulty in understanding the 
sentence.  
 
4. Discussion 

The strong tendency of as-clauses to follow the main clause most often reflects 
relative familiarity with the immediately preceding sentence. For this reason, as-clauses 
following the main clause will be explored further, with a focus on the cases in which the 
ordering of main and as-clauses reflects relative familiarity with the immediately preceding 
sentence. Consider example (11). 

 
(11) Custom compelled me to offer them all a drink when I went up to the bar,  

even though he and I would have to leave after that one. It was quite upsetting  
for me as I was out of work at the time.       (= part of (5)) 

 
In example (11), the main clause (It was quite upsetting for me) is a comment on what is 
referred to in the preceding sentence, and the as-clause provides information as to why the 
author in example (11) made such a comment. In terms of discourse organisation, it can be 
said that the ordering of main clauses and as-clauses contributes to controlling the 
information flow in discourse.  

If as-clauses contribute to controlling the information flow in discourse by occurring 
after the main clause, then what is the information status of as-clauses? Is it discourse-new 
and hearer-new? Or is it discourse-new but hearer-old? Or is it discourse-old and hearer-old? 
Or is it discourse-old but hearer-new? 

The data indicates that the information status of as-clauses varies depending on the 
reader: if readers are familiar with the topic discussed, the information status of as-clauses is 
discourse-new but hearer-old. However, if readers are not familiar with the topic, the 
information status is discourse-new and hearer-new. The following example illustrates this: 
 
 (12) The overwhelming majority of English people — probably 99 out of 100 —  

will know of “The Rovers Return” and “The Queen Vic”. Most people will  
recognise them instantly if they see them, will be able to tell you which street  
they are on and may even be able to name some of their staff and proprietors  
over the years. Which is curious really, as neither of these places actually exist.   

(Colin Joyce, Let’s England: 99) (Underline is mine) 
 
Example (12) occurs at the beginning of a new chapter. The Rovers Return and The Queen Vic 
are fictional pubs in two British soap operas. If readers are those who know these two British 
soap operas, they have the information presented in the as-clause as the fictitious pubs from 
two famous British soap operas. Thus, the information status of the as-clause is discourse-new 
but hearer-old. However, if the readers are those who do not know these two British soap 
operas, they do not have the information presented in the as-clause, and the information status 
of the as-clause is discourse-new and hearer-new. 
 Unlike the information status of referents evoked by NPs, how the speaker or writer 
treats the addressee’s knowledge is not marked with syntactic forms, such as proper nouns, in 
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the case of the information status of as-clauses. The results suggest difficulty in determining 
the information status of propositions evoked by clauses, at least on the basis of Prince’s 
(1992) notion. The results raise questions about the validity of examining the ordering of main 
and subordinate clauses in terms of the information status of propositions. 
 
5. Conclusion 
 The analysis of the data gathered for this study has revealed a different picture of 
as-clauses than that presented in previous studies. Unlike previous studies, the as-clauses in 
the data predominantly follow the main clause. This strong preference is explained in terms of 
relative familiarity with the immediately preceding sentence or in terms of structural 
complexity but not in terms of the information status of as-clauses.  

Concerning the information status of as-clauses, the results in this study suggest 
difficulty in determining the information status of propositions evoked by clauses, at least on 
the basis of the notion of given information proposed by Prince (1992). These results raise 
questions about the validity of examining the ordering of main and subordinate clauses in 
terms of the information status of propositions. 

To obtain a more reliable conclusion, further research using data collected from 
different registers and dialects is recommended. It is also necessary to consider whether other 
frameworks of the information status of constituents are applicable in examining the 
information status of propositions evoked by clauses. 
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Notes 
1. It is for this reason that Zufferey and Cartoni (2012) treated given information restrictively. 
2. More detailed information about the books used as the sources of data is illustrated at the end of this 
paper. 
3. As is well known, as-clauses have multiple meanings, and it is not always easy to distinguish one 
meaning from another. See Biber et al. (1999), for instance, for the discussion on the meanings of 
as-clauses. 
4. See Birner (2006) for discussion on this type of combination. 
5. There are a few examples falling under both reasons. I categorised such examples into the first reason. 
6. Biber et al. (1999: 835) claim that ‘when the main clause contains given information, the adverbial 
clauses, with new information, tend to be in final position’. However, Biber et al.’s (1999: 835) claim is 
problematic at least in two points. One problem is that it is not clear what Biber et al. mean by claiming that 
‘the main clause contains given information’. Does it mean that the proposition evoked by the main clause 
is given information? Or does it mean that the referent evoked by some constituents of the main clause is 
given information? The other problem is that it is not clear which definition of given information is used in 
Biber et al. (1999: 835). 
7. Placing long as-clauses in the final position is not restricted to as-clauses. The same applies to other 
finite adverbial clauses (see, e.g. Ford and Thompson 1986; Biber et al. 1999) and other types of 
constituents (see, e.g. Quirk et al. 1985; Huddleston and Pullum 2002). 
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8. The tendency of placing as-clauses in the finial position when the main and as-clauses are embedded in 
another clause is not restricted to as-clauses. The same tendency is also found in other finite adverbial 
clauses such as conditionals (see Ford and Thompson 1986; Biber et al. 1999). 
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Abstract  
 

ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) children are involved in a lot of problem in regular classrooms of 
elementary school, and many of the problems are due to the social and communication skills of them. And it 
can be considered their pragmatic disabilities as a direct cause of the problems. Their self-esteem is lowered 
by the stacking of trouble and failure. In this paper, we focused on pragmatic problem in cognitive 
characteristics of ASD children and treated them with the rehabilitation involvement against emotional 
problem to enhance their self-esteem and we support to enhance the communication skills that lead to the 
resolution. As a result, they gradually recovered self-esteem, and were able to be adapted to regular class. 
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<Abstract> 

This study examines English opinion essay of six native speakers of English and seven Japanese 

speakers to find out the difference and similarities in rhetorical patterns and linguistic forms. The results 

show that English native speakers have a tendency to first present background information to support 

their main idea then to state their argument/opinion in the later section of their writings. On the other 

hand, the learners showed a strong tendency to state their argument in the first section. Furthermore, our 

detailed analysis demonstrates redundant discourse markers by the learners, which is likely to be 

attributed to the learners’ strategy to keep their writings more coherent and the effect of English and 

Japanese writing instruction.  

Schiffrin, 1987

 

TOEIC600

2 7 8

400 1

 

 

“Currently, people worldwide are able to use the Internet. Some people say that since we can read the 

news online, there is no need for newspapers or magazines, while others say that newspapers and 

magazines will still be necessary in the future. Please write your opinion about this issue.” 
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(NNS)

NNS

First… Second… Third…

In conclusion… To sum up...

NNS

 

(NS)

(1) (2) now that still

 

 

(NS)  

(1) Now that many people in developed countries are starting to use more tablets and personal computers, 

people are able to receive information by a press of a button. 

(2) With technology in the form of phones, tablets, computers and now televisions, we now have many 

forms of technology that would allow the majority to read items from a newspaper or magazine online 

on the internet. Plus all libraries now have all forms of electronic data for anybody to use to look up this 

information for those that still do not own any of this technology.  

 

NNS NS (3) (4)

NNS for example NS

for example (5) NNS (3)

 

 

(3) NNS  

Many people uses twitter and facebook and they write their daily life, for example, it might be what they 

enjoyed and what they irritated.  

(4) NNS  

Second, in internet, we can access much information anytime anywhere if you want it. For example 

when I talk to my friend about same topics but they don’t know them, I can look up them on internet 

soon.  

 

 (5) NS  

Over the last 20 years as technology has improved, the amount of data that an average person receives 
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has multiplied by an extraordinary amount. For example, many people around the world are starting to 

use different social media sites and this allows people to give and receive information in real time that 

was not allowed before when all of the media was on printed-paper.  

 

NNS for example

X

4 NNS for example

 

3

for example Oxford Dictionary of English The American Heritage Dictionary 

of the English Language

 

, 
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GGet Get  
 
 
 
 

< Abstract > 
This paper aims to focus on the relationship between get-passive and get-causative with 
reflexive and consider how get-passive without reflexive can imply causative interpretation. 
Our conclusion is described by the results of an informant investigation and it is shown that 
get-passive with reflexive can indicate more responsibility. 

get get  
 
 
1.  

get (get + )
get get (get + + )

 
 
2.  
2.1  Chappell(1980) 
Chappell(1980) get

non-reflexive adversative  get-passive, reflexive adversative  get-passive, 
non-reflexive beneficial  get-passive, reflexive beneficial  get-passive, adversative  
get-passive with an inanimate subject, beneficial  get-passive with an inanimate subject

6 (1a) non-reflexive adversative
(1b) reflexive adversative  (1a) (1b) John

 
 
(1) a. Jane got fired.    
   b. Jane got herself fired.                                  (a-b: Chappell 1980:445-446)   
 
2.2  Sussex (1982) 
Sussex (1982) Chappell(1980) volition action causation

get get John
 volition  action causation (2a)-(2c)

 volition (3a)-(3c)  
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(2) a. As he had wished, John got himself run over by a car. 
b. John rushed blindly out into the road and got himself run over by a car. 
c. Because he had a death wish, John got himself run over by a car.  (a-c: Sussex 1982: 87) 

 
(3) a. Contrary to his wishes, John got himself run over by a car. 

b. In spite of his actions, John got himself run over by a car. 
c. One afternoon, out of the blue, and without any visible links to any previous actions, 

John got himself run over by a car.                                     (a-c: ibid., 87) 
 

John  volition  action causation
(4a)-(4c)  volition (5a)-(5c)  

 
(4) a. As he had wished, John got himself promoted. 

b. John bribed the boss’s secretary and  got himself promoted. 
c. Because of his high ambitions, John got himself promoted.               (a-c: ibid., 88) 

 
(5) a. ?Contrary to his wishes, John got himself promoted. 

b. ? John was late for work every day, and got himself promoted. 
c. ? John had no job ambitions at all, and got himself promoted.             (a-c: ibid., 88) 

  
2.3 Quirk et al. (1985) 
Quirk et al. (1985:162) get started get

 
 
(6) a. How soon can we get ourselves started on the pool?  

b. How soon can we get started on the swimming pool?    (b: Quirk et al. 1985:162)  
 
2.4 (2005) 

(2005:352)
get killed get oneself killed

get oneself + -en oneself
get + -en  

 
(7) I’m going to New York tomorrow morning to enlist in the Amy.” 

You’re crazy – you could get yourself killed…”                 ( 2005:352) 
 
2.5 Carter and McCarthy (2006) 
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Carter and McCarthy (2006: 797) get get
(8b) get  
 
(8) a. She got herself locked out. ( It was an accident, but partly her fault.) 

b. She got locked out. ( It was not her fault.) (a-b: Carter and McCarthy 2006: 797)  
 
2.1 2.5

 
 
33.  

(9) (14) 20 get
get

1

 
 
(9) As the key was left in the room, {(a) she got locked out. (b) she got herself locked out. } 
(10) After fighting with her boyfriend, {(a) she got locked out. (b) she got herself locked out. } 
(11)As she left her room key in her room, {(a) she got locked out. (b) she got herself locked out.} 
(12) After the announcement about the personnel transfers,  

{(a)she got transferred to the general affairs department. (b)she got herself transferred to 
the general affairs department. } 

(13) As she made a big mistake,  
{(a)she got transferred to the general affairs department. (b)she got herself transferred to 
the general affairs department. } 

(14) She has wanted to work in the general affairs department for a few years, and finally 
{(a) she got transferred to the general affairs department. (b) she got herself transferred to 
the general affairs department. } 

 

  (a) (b)  

(9)  15 4 1 

(10)  16 2 2 

(11) ( ) 14 5 1 

(12)  18 2 0 

(13) ( ) 16 4 0 

(14)  12 7 1 
1  
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(11) (13)
(14) get

(9) (12) (9)
(12) get 2 

 
4. ( ) 

get get
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University Press. 
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Abstract

This paper is a pragmatic research which focuses on refusal expressions in response to 

proposals and requests, and which aims to show the differences in refusal expressions between 

Japanese and Thai languages. Inappropriate ways of refusal may strike them as rude or generate 

misunderstanding in some situations.  Before we refuse, we must consider the relationship with 

them, choosing proper expressions not to offend them.  What is more, while certain refusal 

expressions are regarded as appropriate in some languages, they may be considered ill-chosen or 

impolite in other languages.  With a background above, this paper examines the differences in 

refusal expressions between Japanese and Thai languages. 
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 N300  

(Schendan and Kutas, 2007; Sitnikova et al., 2008; Yum et 
al., 2011)  
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Abstract  Japanese features a conditional construction where a quoted question in the protasis is 

answered in the apodosis. Semantically speaking, an instance of this construction expresses a proposition 
which can be expressed by a simpler monoclausal sentence, but the former is as pragmatically different 
from the latter as are cleft-constructions, particularly, English pseudo-clefts (also called wh-clefts) in many 
ways: (i) the order of information (i.e., the focus follows the presupposition), (ii) how to present the 
variable in the presupposition (i.e., via an interrogative), (iii) how to present the focus, and (iv) a constraint 
on information structure (i.e., the presupposition has to be given in the sense of Prince (1978)). 

 

 

 
 
(1)  

/   
 

QPQ
Quoted and Preempted Questions

QPQ&A

WHQPQ&A  
WHQPQ&A (1)

 
 
(1)   
 
WHQPQ&A

2014, 
QPQ&A

QPQ A
expository questions

QPQ

Wilson & Sperber 1988/2012
WHQPQ&A

WHQPQ&A
wh (2)

1 
 
(2)  What I want to make is omelets. 

 
WHQPQ&A

 
 
 WHQPQ&A 

  

Jucker
1997

 
 
(3) [5 Elaine [4 started to [3 play [2 the [1 

MOONLIGHT] sonata]]]].  
Jucker, 1997: 190  

 
(3) 2 1–5

Jucker, 
1997: 189 (4)

(3)
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(4)  What did Elaine start to play?  
(Jucker, 1997: 190) 

 

2 = the MOONLIGHT sonata
WHQPQ

(5)
WHQPQ&A(6) (4)

 
 
(5) What Elaine started to play was the 

Moonlight sonata. (Jucker, 1997: 191) 
(6) 

 
 

 
WHQPQ

 
 

 WHQPQ&A  

WHQPQ&A
 

 
 
(1)    

---------- ----------      -- -- 
(2)  What I want to make    is       omelets. 

 
it (7)

 
 
(7) It is omelets that I want to make. 

 
WHQPQ

 

1978: 101  

it
It

 

WHQPQ&A
WHQPQ&A

(1)

Prince, 1978; Hopper, 
2001 WHQPQ&A (1)

Hopper, 
2001: 113 WHQPQ&A

1
 

 
(8) 

183  
 

it  
 
(9) *It is that we tried in the past different groups. 

So you ask somebody from each of these 
about three or four different forms ... that 
happen(s).3 (Hopper, 2001: 113

) 
 

WHQPQ&A

that

Prince, 1978: 891
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it
(10) that

(11) 4 
 
(10)  *It is do your best that you should do.  
(11)  *It is he is wrong that I firmly believe. 
 

given 
information

Prince, 
1978 1989: 24

 
 
(12) ?When Henry Ford gave us the weekend was 

just about 50 years ago. Collins, 1991: 105  
 

It
 

 
(13) It was just about 50 years ago that Henry Ford 

gave us the weekend.  
(Prince, 1978: 898 ) 

 
WHQPQ&A

WHQPQ&A
(15) given information

 
 
(14) ? 

50  
(15) 

50
 

 
WHQPQ&A

 
WHQPQ A

it

Prince 1978: 1.2

WHQPQ&A

WHQPQ&A
 

 
(16) What you should do is do your best. 
(17) ?

 
 
WHQPQ

, 2014  
 

 WHQPQ  

1999: 4 5
5

1

 
 
(18)  John invited … 

, 1999: 250  
 

 
 
(19)  [S [NP John] [VP [V invited] [NP x]]] 

 
NP 
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(20)  John invited someone. 
 

 
 
(21)  John Smith invited someone. 

 

(22)  
 
(22)  Who did John Smith invite? 

 

1999: 252

John 
invited …(18)

 
WHQPQ

(18)–(22)

WHQPQ

 
 

1 2014

WH
[1 1 ]

[
] WHQPQ&A

“
”

p. 178
2 Wilson & Sperber, 1979; 

& , 1999: 4 5 ; Jucker, 1997
 

 

ordered entailments

 
3 (9)–(11)

James Charlton  
4 that Prince 
(1978: 2)  
5 (1999)

1993
 

 

 1989
17: 11–34. 

 
1999

2 . 
 1993

II
pp. 97–114. . 

 1978  1
7(1): 101–109. 

  2014
9: 275–

278. 
  

. 
Collins, P. C. (1991)  Cleft and pseudo-cleft 

constructions in English. London: Routledge. 
Hopper, P. J. (2001) Grammatical constructions 

and their discourse origins: Prototype or 
family resemblance? In M. Pütz & S. 
Niemeier (Eds.), Applied cognitive linguistics 
I: Theory and language acquisition, 109–129. 
Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 

Jucker, A. H. (1997) The relevance of cleft 
constructions. Multilingua, 16: 187–198. 

Prince, E. F. (1978) A comparison of wh-clefts 
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Abstract 
The sentence finished in kedo clause without the main clause is often described in 

terms of politeness, however, there is also a function that cannot be explained as 
such aspect. This paper argues another function, which works as "marker" 
requesting to reconsider the inference derived from the preceding context. According 
to the premises that argue sentence finished in kedo clause has a function of recognition correction 

towards the participant, this study will show the two different cases whether the recognition 

correction is made due to: i  "basis of judgment", ii  "premise of the speech act". 

 

contextual implications

B A

 

P P P Q

P Q Q

P Q

Sweetser
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A

B
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A

A

言外の「文脈的含意」に対して発せられるケドの機能
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Sweetser Eve  From Etymology to Pragmatics Metaphorical and Cultural Aspect of 

Semantic Structure  Cambridge University Press
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Abstract  

The increase of Japanese language students in web based videoconferencing systems has enabled 

“face-to-face” communication between the Japanese native speaker and the overseas learner. However, this 

technological resource introduces interactive and multiple linguistic issues. To effectively utilize this 

technology in Japanese language education, this study aims to use discourse analysis to decipher 

characteristic strategies for creating fluid communication in distance contact situations. From the 

observation, the author argues that effective distance communication has considerable linguistic features 

including multimodal strategies and needs to be clarified in various discourse environments. 
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4.3  

Kramsch 1993

 

4.2

 

 

5.  

 

1990 CMC(computer mediated communication)
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2  [ (.) :: h/.h / hh, huh, 
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, 10 , 2 , 13 15. 
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SSemantic-pragmatic Analysis of Japanese Case Markers ‘Wo’ and ‘De’ 
 

Lee Chee Siong 
Sapporo University 

This thesis is about the semantics and pragmatics of the Japanese case makers ‘wo’ and 
‘de’. Their meanings and uses are simplified for an easy understanding in learning the 
case markers. In my arguments, the basic meaning of ‘wo’ is to specify the target entity 
of the action a verb designates. On the other hand, the basic usage of ‘de’ is to specify the 
location that a thing or an event occupies, and other uses are extended by applying the 
idea of “domain centrality”. The ambiguities of both of these two case markers can be 
comprehended by the application of the concept Figure and Ground.  
1. Introduction  

The primary purpose of my presentation is to elucidate where the difference in uses 
between Japanese case markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’ comes from by resorting to the basic 
notions of Cognitive Grammar and pragmatic factors.  My discussion begins with the 
semantic difference between the two case markers in question, as shown below: 
(1) a.  

 b.  
Here, the case markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’ have seeming commonality in that they equally 
designate a space.  However, the spatial meaning the case marker ‘wo’ designates is 
different from the one the case marker ‘de’ does.  The basic meaning of ‘wo’ is to 
designate the object (or the target) of the action a verb designates, whose typical 
referent is a thing (e.g., ).   
 Regarding the case marker ‘de,’ the basic meaning is to designate or specify the 
location that a thing or an event occupies, and other uses are extended depending on the 
principle of “domain centrality” in the sense of Langacker (2008).  The difference in 
meanings of ‘de’ reflects which domain is foregrounded. 
      <foregrounded domain> 
(2) a.  (location) 
 b.  (means) 
 c.  (reason or means) 
 
I will argue in this respect that there exists some commonality in the respective uses of 
‘de,’ i.e., the entities marked ‘de’ function as a supporting element to fulfill the main 
event. 
2. Introductions of Cognitive Perspective 
2.1 Idealized Cognitive Models (ICMs) 

 The theory of idealized cognitive models (ICMs) is put forward by Lakoff (1987) 
and it shows how our knowledge of the world is organized in our minds based on human 
experience. What is crucial to this theory is that the presence of mutual knowledge is an 
important prerequisite for the proper organization of a given ICM. 
2.2 Figure and Ground 
 The concept of figure/ground organization, which originally came from Gestalt 
psychology and is exemplified by the famous picture of “Rubin’s Goblet,” forms a 
fundamental and valid feature of our pattern of cognition.  In the psychological sense 
of the terms, the figure within a scene is an entity perceived as standing out from the 
ground and is accorded prominence as the pivotal entity around which the scene is 
organized.  These notions (i.e., the figure and ground) are central to the 
characterization of grammatical structures. 
There is an example indicates the idea of figure and ground. 
Figure       Ground 
(1) We got married after we had children.  
(event2 [secondary]– event1 [primary])  
Figure  Ground 
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(2) We had children before we got married.  
(event1 [primary]– event2 [secondary]) 
Gunter Radden and Rene Dirven (2007:28-29) 
Both sentences describe the same sequence of events, which is indicated by subscripted 
numbers with each event: ‘we first had children and then got married.’ In general, the 
function of a subordinate clause is to provide the ground for the figure event, which is 
described by the main clause. 
22.3 Cognitive Domains 

One of the basic tenets of cognitive grammar is that every expression is characterized 
and relative to cognitive domains. Taylor (2002) shows the example of the cognitive 
domains, as the following: 

 
1)  a. The photograph is torn. 
    b. The photograph is out of focus. 
    c. The photograph was awarded as a prize. 
  

Taylor argues that the concept ‘photograph’ is characterized against a number of 
different domains such as: (1) Material object (2) Technology (3) Aesthetic value and so 
on. In sentence (1a), ‘photograph’ draws on the notion of a photograph as material object 
(a piece of paper). Moreover, in sentence (1b), ‘photograph’ activates the notion of a 
photograph as a visual image created by a certain technology. Furthermore, sentence 
(1c), ‘photograph’ focuses on the aesthetic value of a photograph (the artistic skill of its 
creator). 
Cognitive Domains of Photograph 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In sentence (1a), the ‘photograph’ is the material, so the domain of material is focused. 
In sentence (1b), the ‘photograph’ is about technology, thus the domain of technology is 
in focus. In the sentence (1c), the ‘photograph’ is in aesthetic value, therefore, this 
domain of aesthetic is centralized.  
3.0 Previous study 
3.1 OOka’s (2013) analyses of Japanese case markers ‘Wo and ‘De’ 

Aesthetic 

Technology 

Material 

Figure 1: Domains of photograph 
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33.1.1 Oka`s analysis of Japanese case marker ‘Wo’ 
 

 
According to Oka (2013), the use of starting point ( ) refers to the agent who 

leaves the starting point which is profiled and after leaving the starting point, the agent 
moves along the route until the destination. For example: 
1.  
2.  

In the use of path/route, path/route is profiled and the agent moves from the starting 
point to finishing point. For example: 
3.  
4.  
5.  

Whereas, in the use of object, the agent is the starting point and the object is the 
finishing point. The energy is moved by the agent to the object. The passive movement 
of object ( . ) is also the use of object and the agent is used for receiving the 
energy to get the object.    
6.  
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7.  
 

33.1.2 Oka`s analysis of Japanese case marker ‘De’ 
The prototypical use of is location. The use of location is used for the happenings. For 
example:  
8.  

The use of time is extended from the concept of space metaphorically. For example: 
9.  

In addition, quantity limit relates to time limit as the following examples. 
10.  
11.  

The use of causality is used for the place where the happenings occur. For examples: 
12.  
13.  

The use of mode and material is extended from the situation which plays a role as the 
location metaphorically.  
14.  
15.  

The use of tool/manner is used for a change of the object which is made by a 
tool/manner. 
16.  

The use of material is used for generating an object which is made by a material. 
17.  
3.0 Dicussion 
I have some different ideas with the Oka’s analysis of the case markers ‘Wo’ and ‘De’. As 
far as I am concerned, the case marker ‘Wo’ designates a thing as an object of the action 
the main verb indicates. For example in Oka’s analysis 2013, the case marker ‘Wo’ is 
categorized into three different categories. First, in the sentence ‘ ’ , the case 
marker ‘Wo’ is stated as the starting point. Second, the case marker ‘Wo’ in the sentence 
‘ ( ) ’ shows a path and third is the use of finishing 
point/object of the case marker ‘Wo’ as in the sentence ‘ ’. Nevertheless, in my 
opinion, these three categories can be simplified by objectifying as a prototypical use. 
‘ ’, ‘ ’ and ‘ ’ can be objectified to the main verbs respectively. Moreover, the 
prototypical use can be extended to space semantically. For instance ‘ ’, ‘ ’ is 
objectified as a thing/object to the verb; and in the sentence ‘ ’, ‘ ’ now is 
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extended to spatial concept which means ‘ ’ is the space to hold the event/action ‘
’. These phenomena can be paralleled with the idea of Idealized Cognitive Models 

(ICMs) of Lakoff (1987). This idea indicates that the presence of mutual knowledge is an 
important prerequisite for the proper organization of a word. The different meanings of 
‘ ’ with the application of ICMs, thoroughly reflects the extension use of the case 
marker ‘wo’ from the prototypical use to other use. 
On the other hand, in the case marker ‘de’ of Oka’ analysis, it is divided into two 
different categories which are the use of location ( ) and the use of thing (

). However, there are some categories have been ignored in the Oka’s analysis of the 
case marker ‘de’. For example in the category of range  ( ), in the sentence ‘

’ (he is the tallest in the class). ‘ ’ is merely a certain range in 
the school, and it will be in just ‘A ’ but not in ‘B ’ ,or not for the whole school. 
There is an argument that ‘ ’ can be a location as Oka’s analysis stated. In order 
to make it clearer, the contrast between two different sentences is necessary. As in the 
following sentences: 
(1)  

Kare-wa kurasu-de ichiban se-ga takai 
‘He is the tallest iin the class.’ 

(2)  
Kare-wa kurasu-de benkyoushimasu 
‘He studies iin the class.’ 

In sentence (1), the case marker ‘De’ indicates that ‘ ’ is a (limited) range of the 
school. But, in the sentence (2), a certain location in the school is the central idea of the 
case marker ‘De’ (i.e. as mentioned in the Oka`s analysis). The difference between these 
two sentences is the purpose /objective. In the sentence (1), the objective is the 
comparison of the height in the class (he is in only), whereas, in the sentence (2), the 
purpose of the agent (he) is doing study in the class (anywhere he likes as long as the 
class is set as a location of study). These two different uses of the case marker ‘De’ are 
misleading easily if the purpose/objective is vague. 
I suggest that the uses of the case marker ‘De’ can be shown by the domain centrality of 
the constitutive cognitive domains. It is shown as in Figure 1: 
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In the Figure 1, the eight categories are the general uses of the case marker ‘De’ in 
Japanese daily conversation, they are location ( ), time ( ), range ( ), 
means ( ), agent ( ), tool ( ), reason ( ) and mode ( ). However, most 
of the Japanese use the case marker ‘De’ unconsciously without this kind of knowledge. 
Most of the time, they learn the use of the case markers from their parents. In other 
words, most of the children will never acquire such language-specific knowledge unless 
that language is used with them and around them, and they will learn to use only the 
language used around them (M. Saville-Troike, 2012). Therefore, these ideas can help a 
language learner to differentiate the various uses of the case markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’ either 
in implication or explication of the uses of the case markers, instead of memorizing 
some of the examples in the references or studying in the way of rote learning. 
In fact, there are some ambiguities in case markers ‘Wo’ and ‘De’. The uses of case 
markers ‘Wo’ and ‘De’ can be interchangeable in some situations.  
For example: 
1. In case marker ‘Wo’ 
‘ ’, the situations can be changed as in the questions.  
Q1) (this is for the aspect of thing) 
Q2) (the aspect of space is focused) 
2. In the case marker ‘De’ 
‘ ’ 
Q1) (this question is asking about the tool) 
Q2) (in this case, method is the central problem) 
I argue that the causality of the appearance of these ambiguities is the flexibility of the 
ideas which a person generates based on his focus. This phenomenon can be clarified by 
the concept of Figure and Ground from Dirven (2007) which is used for differing an idea 
from the different views. For example: 
There is an individual perceives an environment as a whole unit. In other words, he or 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

Figure 1 
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she concentrates on the scene of what is being seen and the captured scene (figure) is 
composed of the stimuli of which the individual is attracted by which the individual is 
aware to, whereas, the rest is being ignore or set as a background of the focus (ground). 
The stimuli happen spontaneously simultaneously. The process of the concept of figure 
and ground is perceptual and it changes momentarily. Observe the following expression.  
(3)  

(a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the given example (diagram a), Athens, where is the place to hold the 2004 Olympics, 
is located in Greece. In the diagram a, Athens is focused as a Figure in the event of 2004 
Olympics, meanwhile, the rest of the diagram is Ground (Greece). On the other hand, 
when Greece is figural, the merely small part of Greece (Athens) disappears into the 
ground. In fact, we are able to change our perceptions from one figure to the others in 
order to appreciate the process of emerging figures and receding grounds as it occurs in 
our daily life. The interchangeable focal points (figures) resemble the different 
perceptions of an individual looking at a certain view in a life situation. The perception 
of a figure is momentary, however, it is a consequence of an internal choice that involves 
a complicated internal processes when it emerges from the ground.  In the internal 
world, an individual’s needs, views, beliefs, values and so on, provide the impetus for 
the choice of figure which search for the special meaning that the individual attends to.   
 
4. Conclusion 
In this study, there are some novel ideas which are generated to simplify for an easy 
understanding in learning the Japanese case markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’. Particularly for the 
ESL learners. Therefore, there are some contrasts in the perspectives of the case 
markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’ between the past studies and my research. One of the contrasts is 
between Oka’s analysis (2013) of the case marker ‘wo’ and ‘de’. In my arguments, there 
are three different new ideas which are applicable in understanding the uses of the 
Japanese case markers ‘wo’ and ‘de’ more comfortably than the complex statements 
from the past researchers. As they said, every question has two side, thus, a good 
reference is an aid in the learning path or will be counterproductive and the setback 

Greece 

Athens 

Olympics 

Ground/ 
Location 

Focus/ 
Spot  

Abstraction of 
location 

 

2004 Olympics 
in Greece 
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throughout the study. 
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A Gender Analysis of Compliments and Compliment Responses in Japanese Conversation 
              Kayo Fujimura-Wilson 
              Yamaguchi University 
 
 
<Abstract>  
 This paper illustrates the use of Japanese compliments and compliment responses among 
gender. Compliments and compliment responses have been studied in different languages 
including gender analyses. However, few studies have been conducted regarding Japanese 
compliments across gender; therefore, this study focuses on investigating gender 
characteristics of Japanese compliments and compliment responses. 
 There are several gender characteristics in Japanese compliments and compliment 
responses, including addressees of compliments, utterance types of compliments, topics of 
compliments, and types of compliment responses. Women often become a compliment receiver, 
however, they tend to deny and use a deflection when receiving compliments. They also tend 
to give compliments on people’s characteristics and appearance. On the other hand, men tend 
to give compliments on people’s performance, and they accept compliments more than women 
although they do also deflect away from them. Knowing these differences might help 
understand gender speech characteristics in both mix-gender and in particular, cross-cultural 
communication. 
 
[Keywords]: 1. Compliments, 2. Compliment responses, 3. Japanese conversation, 4. Gender,  
5. Positive politeness 
 
11. Introduction 
 In everyday conversation, people talk and praise each other’s personality, skills, appearance, 
and so on. This speech act of negotiating solidarity, in which speakers praise people and 
objects to make people feel good and try to deliver positive thoughts in conversation, is called 
a compliment (Herbert, 1986; Holmes, 1986).  
Compliments and compliment responses have been studied in different languages including 

English, German, Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese in order to see the differences among 
cultures and languages. In the English language, compliments are often said to be formulaic 
as particular verbs and syntactic forms tend to be used (Wolfson, 1981, Manes and Wolfson, 
1981). For example, adjectives, such as ‘nice’, ‘good’, ‘beautiful’, ‘pretty’, and ‘great’, and verbs, 
such as ‘like’ and ‘love’ tend to be frequently used when giving compliments (Wolfson, 1981).  
After receiving compliments, interlocutors may respond to them either positively or 

negatively. Pomerantz (1978), Herbert (1986), Holmes (1986), and Chick (1996) categorized 
compliments responses into three major classifications, including agreement, disagreement, 
and deflection, although the names of the categorizations vary in each study. For example, 
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Holmes’ (1986) categorization consists of agreement, rejection, and deflection/evasion, while 
Chick’s (1996) categorization consists of accepting, deflating/deflecting/rejecting, and 
questioning/ignoring/reinterpreting. 
  Compliments relate to linguistic politeness since they can be a positive politeness behaviour 
when showing closeness and enthusiasm to addressees (Brown and Levinson, 1978; Holmes, 
1986), and compliments and their responses can also be a face-threatening act when they 
become the cause of an embarrassment for addressees (Lorenzo-Dus, 2001). Moreover, 
compliment receivers need to be aware of how they respond to compliments, since they can be 
understood as being self-praise when they accept them confidently (Holmes, 1986; 
Lorenzo-Dus, 2001). 
 Compliments and compliment responses have been examined across gender in American and 
New Zealand English (Knapp, Hopper, and Bell, 1984; Herbert, 1990; Holmes, 1988; Holmes 
and Brown, 1987; Rees-Miller, 2011; Wolfson, 1983) and Jordanian Arabic (Farghal and 
Al-Khatib, 2001). Only a few studies have been conducted in Japanese (Barnlund and Araki, 
1985; Daikuhara, 1986). Therefore, this study focuses on Japanese compliments and 
compliment responses across gender. 
 
2. The method of the study 
The data of this study consists of 21 informal Japanese conversations which were recorded in 

Hiroshima, Japan (ten conversations), and in London, England (eleven conversations). The 
total length of conversations is approximately 7 hours long. Participants include 55 women 
and 19 men and their age ranges from 18 to 50’s. Each conversation consisted of either single 
gender participants or mixed gender participants, and the reason for the unbalance of gender 
participants was that there were more female groups than males in single gender groups. 
Also in mixed gender groups, some groups consisted of more female speakers than male 
speakers. 
In the recorded conversation, compliments and compliment responses naturally occurred 

among families and friends, and situations were often at home and in restaurants while 
eating lunch or dinner.  
 
3. Results 
3.1  Giving compliments across gender 
A total of 151 compliments were observed in the collected Japanese conversations. Women 

gave 113 compliments (75%) while men gave 38 compliments (25%). Since the ratio of female 
and male participants was 75:25; both genders therefore gave compliments with similar 
frequency. This result includes third-person compliments in which speakers give to a person 
who is not present in conversation (see Figure 2).   
The results show that Japanese compliments are formulaic using a variety of adjectives. 

Japanese people generally used fairly short sentences and the sentence pattern was often a 
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combination of an adjective, such as sugoi (‘great’), oishi (‘delicious’), ii and yokatta 
(‘good’/‘nice’), and a Japanese final particle, such as ne, yo, and yone (‘isn’t it?’). Examples are 
as follows;   
 

(1) sugoi yo ne  (It’s great, isn’t it?) 
ADJ FP FP 

(2) ii nee  (It’s good, isn’t it?) 
ADJ FP 

(3) oishii yo ne  (It’s delicious, isn’t it?) 
ADJ FP FP 

Note: ADJ = adjective, ADV = adverb, N = noun, and FP = final particle. 
 
In the results, Japanese compliments were formulaic and particular positive adjectives were 

often observed (see Figure 1). For example, women used sugoi (‘great’) the most frequently, 
followed by ii, yoi, yokatta (‘good’) and oishii (‘delicious’). On the other hand, men used oishii 
(‘delicious’) the most frequently, followed by ii, yoi, yokatta (‘good’) and jyoozu (‘good at’). 
Oishii (‘delicious’) was used when speakers were eating and this word was frequently and 
casually used to appreciate food itself and praise the person who cooked the meal.  

 
FFigure 1  Frequent Japanese adjectives used in compliments across gender (%) 

 
 
Regarding addressees of compliments across gender, women often became compliment 

receivers. They also gave compliments to a third person who was not in the conversation (see 
Figure 2), suggesting that women use compliments as a strategy to bring a positive 
interaction in order to maintain a conversation. Men also generally gave compliments to 
women rather than the same gender interlocutors (see Figure 2). One possible reason why 
men gave compliments a lot less to the same gender was that in this study, the number of 
male participants was uneven to females; therefore, women had more chance to receive 
compliments than men. 
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FFigure 2  Combination of compliment givers and receivers across gender (N = 151) 

 
 
Japanese men and women saw different factors in people, which were reflected in their use 

of compliments. Men tended to give compliments on people’s performance including cooking 
skills, while women tended to give compliments on people’s performance and appearance (see 
Figure 3). These results suggested that Japanese people generally compliment people’s 
performance; however, women were more conscious of people’s characteristics including 
appearance and personality. On the other hand, men rather focused on people’s achievement 
including the deliciousness of food. 
 

Figure 3  Frequent topics of compliments to present participants across gender (%) 

 

  
As Japanese women described people’s personal appearance more explicitly than Japanese 

men, they used Japanese adjectives, such as sutekina (lovely, wonderful, marvelous) and 
kakkoii (good-looking, cool). No men used these words in the data. The following example (4) 
shows that a female speaker gives a compliment on participants’ slender arms. 
 
(4) Speakers are talking about arms. 
1 Woman 1: hosokute nagakute 
            (Your arms are slender and long.) 
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2 Woman 2 :  suteki 
           (They’re nice.) 
 

 In general, men pay compliments on food more often than women (see Figures 1 and 3). 
Since the recordings were sometimes set at lunch or dinner, speakers often talked about their 
food. Actually, in the recorded conversation, men were often invited to lunch or dinner. In the 
case of eating at somebody’s house, Japanese women generally cooked and served for 
Japanese men. The men might have complimented on the food in order to show their 
acknowledgement towards the women’s effort and thus have showed their appreciation 
towards the food and the women’s contribution. Example 5 below shows that a male speaker 
shows his appreciation towards the food and its chef.  
 
(5) A male speaker is paying a compliment on food. 
1 Man:    a oishii yo 
         (This is delicious.) 
2 Woman: hontoo 
         (Really?) 
 
33.2  Receiving compliments: compliment responses across gender 
In general, three types of compliment responses were observed in the results, such as 

acceptance, rejection (disagreement), and deflection (giving comments, laugh, hesitation, and 
no response). Japanese speakers tended to evade when receiving compliments and the 
acceptance rate of Japanese people was very low (see Figure 4). Among gender, women 
rejected and ignored the received compliments slightly more often than men, while men more 
likely accepted the received compliments compared to women.  
 

Figure 4  Types of compliment responses (%) 

 
 

 The following examples show compliment responses by both men and women. In (6), the 
female speaker tells the male speaker, Naoyuki, that her friend gave a compliment to him. He 
seems to be very pleased to hear that, and sounds excited by saying maji de (‘Oh, really?’), 
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which responds positively while displaying a smile. On the other hand, in (7), woman 2 gives 
her compliment response with a lack of confidence. When the speakers gave compliments on 
the food that was cooked by woman 2, she seems to be worried about whether there is too 
much seasoning and asks them about its spiciness.  
 

(6) Woman is talking to the male participant, Naoyuki, about her friend’s compliment on him. 
1 Woman :  Matsuoka-san hometotta yo 

   (Ms Matsuoka praised you, you know.) 
2 Naoyuki : maji de 

    (Oh, really?) 
3 Woman:  unun xxx doshitan Naoyuki-kun sugoi jan 

    (Yeah, yeah, xxx what happened to him? Naoyuki is great, isn’t he?) 
4 Naoyuki: fufufu 

       ((laugh)) 
Note: xxx shows an unclear utterance. 
 

(7) Speakers are giving compliments on food and its cook. 
1 Man:     a ii kanji yo 

(Oh, it seems good.) 
2 Woman 1: oishii 

        (It’s delicious.) 
3 Man:     uun 

(Yeah.) 
4 Woman 2: karakunai sukoshi yokatta 

    (Isn’t it a little bit hot? I am relieved.) 
 
33.3  Repetitions and compliments in Japanese conversation 
Furthermore, Japanese speakers frequently used repetitions when giving and receiving 

compliments. Thus, they used this speech act for showing participants’ cooperation and 
tended to collaboratively talk and give responses. Repetitions often appear in female speech 
interaction, suggesting that females show their high involvement among speakers (Coates, 
1996). Both compliments and repetitions are used as positive politeness (Brown and Levinson, 
1978; Coates, 1986; Holmes, 1995). In this study, more than half of the compliments that 
appeared with repetition were uttered by women. 
In conversation (8), when a female speaker gives a compliment to her friend, Mr. Oohashi, 

who is a lot more mature than her, a male interlocutor agrees with the difference. Both 
speakers emphasize and give their compliment on the difference of their friend’s maturity by 
repeating chigau (different) in lines 1, 2, and 3. When participants repeat the compliment, 
they are collaboratively showing their closeness, which shows their positive politeness. 
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(8) Speakers are talking about their friend’s characteristics. 
1 Woman: nanka isshoni koodoo shitari suruto a nanka yappari zennzenn chigau 
         watashitachi to 

     (When we go out together, he behaves differently. He is much more mature than us.) 
2 Man:   aaa chigau  

     (Yeah, he is different.) 
3 Woman: un chigau a moo Oohashi-san otona desu ne mitaina 

     (Yes, he is different. Mr. Oohashi is more mature.) 
4 Man:   aaa 

     (Yeah.) 
 
44. Conclusion 
 This paper has illustrated the use of Japanese compliments and compliment responses 
among gender in daily casual conversation. In the results, Japanese compliments were 
formulaic using a variety of adjectives, and Japanese speakers used fairly short sentences. 
Their sentence patterns were often a combination of an adjective, such as sugoi (‘great’), oishi 
(‘delicious’), ii and yokatta (‘good’/‘nice’), and a Japanese final particle, such as ne, yo, and 
yone (‘isn’t it?’, ‘you know’). Repetitions also often appeared in Japanese compliment and 
compliment responses. 
There are several gender differences in Japanese compliments and compliment responses. 

Types of addressees differed among gender, women tended to become a compliment receiver 
and men also tended to give compliments to women rather than the same gender. Japanese 
men and women found interest in different factors of people, which reflected their 
compliments. Men tended to give compliments on people’s performance, while women tended 
to give compliments on people’s performance and appearance. Thus, Men respect people’s 
performance and achievement, while women were more aware of people’ characteristics 
including appearance and personality. In compliment responses, both men and women tended 
to deflect by giving comments and ignoring the compliment. In particular, women used 
slightly more deflection and rejection than men. 
The imbalance of data across gender might be criticized; however, this is an ongoing study. 

Nevertheless, both Japanese men and women in this study showed some differences in giving 
and receiving compliments, and the results showed a perception of both gender 
characteristics of Japanese compliments, which I believe that the findings help understand 
gender speech behaviour in mix-gender and cross-cultural communication. 
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<Abstract> 

This workshop intendeds to present an overview of recent research on the pragmatics and typology of “suspended clauses” 
(Ohori 1995) with specific focus on those that appear in Japanese and Korean conversations, internet,and media. Two case studies
are presented, one on Japanese suspended clauses introduced by kedo (‘but’), and the other one on suspended clauses in the
Korean cyberspace (e.g. blogs) introduced by the quotative complementizer ko, followed by the discussant’s commentaries based
on his pioneering works on suspended clauses. 

 

(insubordination) 

 

1.  

2014
Laury and Suzuki 2011  

, suspended clause (1)
(2) (1)(2)  

(1) TA 3: If you go down to the bottom left hand corner of your page, 

TB 4: Aha. 

TA 5: do you have a van?     ( , ) 

(2) Mr. O Corpus  
 

(Ohori 1995,  2002,  2009)
(1) (suspended clause) 2002
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 2009 Ohori 1995
insubordination Evans 2007

2009,  2011, Horie 2012, 2014a, b, 
, Horie, to appear

Mr. O Corpus 2014  

-ko  

 

 

 

Evans, Nicholas (2007) “Insubordination and its Uses,” Finiteness. Theoretical and Empirical Foundations, ed. by Irina Nikolaeva, 366-
431. Oxford University Press, Oxford. 

Horie, Kaoru (2012) “The Interactional Origin of Nominal Predicate Structure in Japanese: A Comparative and Historical Pragmatic 
Perspective,” Journal of Pragmatics 44, 663-679. 

(2014a) , 673-
694. , .  

(2014b)  

 
Horie, Kaoru (to appear, a) “Subordination,” The Handbook of Japanese Contrastive Linguistics, ed. by Prashant Pardeshi and Taro
 Kageyama. Walter de Gruyter, Berlin. 

(2009) , .
5  

(2011)
, 193-207. , .  

, . 
Laury, Ritva, and Ryoko Suzuki. (eds.) (2011) Subordination in Conversation. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 

Ohori, Toshio (1995) “Remarks on Suspended Clauses: A Contribution to Japanese Phraseology,” Essays on Semantics and Pragmatics, ed.  
by Masayoshi Shibatani and Sandra A. Thompson, 201-218. John Benjamins, Amsterdam & Philadelphia. 

(2002)  

(2009) , . 

( ) if JELS  
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<Abstract> 

Among the various types of suspended clause constructions in Japanese (Ohori, 1995), the stand-alone kedo-clause is one of the most frequent 
constructions. Although numerous attempts have been made by scholars to describe the discourse-pragmatic function of the stand-alone kedo-
clause, little is known about when and why conversational participants employ it in actual conversational contexts. Based on an examination of 
50 instances of the stand-alone kedo-clause taken from 18 hour recordings of naturally-occurring Japanese conversation, the present study 
shows that there are three types of interactional pattern featuring a stand-alone kedo-clause and argues that it is used as a resource to solicit 
hearer’s response to the speaker’s observation, knowledge or thought by marking a contrastive relationship using kedo. 

 

 

 

1.  

 

 (Ohori, 1995)
Ohori (1995) 

 

cf. , 1951:49; , 1980:135-136; Hinds, 
1986:91; Nakayama & Nakayama, 1997

 (2009) 
(p.30)

(p.31)

 

 

2.  

 (Interactional Linguistics; Fox et al., 2013) 
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 (Goffman, 1964) 
 (Schegloff, 2007:244-245) 

 

Raymond (2003) 
 (Yes/No) Curl & Drew (2008) 

Can you … I wonder if …
Hayano (2011)  (Hayashi, 2012) 

 

18 50
3 1

3
3

 

 

3.  

3.1  

 

A B 1 8
A B A

7 8 9
 

1  

1   A: :.  (0.3) [ .] 

2   B:                                               [ :? ] 

3   A: (0.2) - .    

4   B: (0.7) . [ :_  ]  

5   A:                   [ ] = 

6       = , , (0.2) ^ :, 

7   B: (0.4) : .  
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8   A: [   .     ] 

9   B: [    ] . 

10  A: , :?.      

11  B: .   

12  A: :.   

13  B: .   

14    (0.9) 

15  B: [ :?] 

16  A:                     [    <     ] > :. 

17   .hh :, .h[h   ] A : ,= 

18  B:          [ .] 

19  A: =.h .  

 

9

B
10 12 A

B 13 15 A
16 A

 

3.2  

 

C D A, B, E, F
15 D C D

1 3 C D
2

5 6
E  

2  

1   C: :^ :,(.) . (0.5) > <. 

2   D: (0.5) ::, ?   

3   C: (.) . (0.8) . 

4      (0.7) 

5   F: [^ :].    

6   B: [  s:] [  ?   ] 

7   E:          [> ] < ^ :, , 
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8      (0.7) 

9   E: .  

10  D: (0.3) huh hu hh ((E )) 

11     (1.1)  

12  C: , .   

13     (2.0)  ((E D )) 

14  D: :, , (.) h : :,  

15     (0.5) 

16  B: :? 

 

7 E

E
C D D 10 E

14
D C

 

 

3.2  

 

10
2

B
B E G 1, 3, 5

7 B 2
 

3  

1  G: (( )) 

2  B: [ ?] (( )) 

3  G:       [ eh heh heh heh] 

4  E: , ^ .= 

5  G: = . hh  (( )) 

6  (0.7) 

7    B: (( )) , . 

8         (0.3)  

9    E: [ :?] 
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10   B:       [ ̂ ] . (( )) 

11       (0.8) 

12   E: [ ?  ] 

13   B: [> < ]:[ . ] ((G )) 

 

7

B

10 E 2 B
10

13  

 

4.  

3

3 B 2
? 7 , . 10 ^ .

^
.

 

 

 

1. 3  (2013) 6 4  

2. B
G

 

 

Curl, Traci S. and Drew, Paul. 2008. Contingency and Action: a Comparison of Two Forms of Requesting. Research on Language and Social 
Interaction, 41, 1-25. 

Fox, Babara, Sandra Thompson, Cecilia Ford & Elizabeth Couper-Kuhlen. 2013. Conversation Analysis and Linguistics, In: Jack Sidnell and 
Tanya Stivers (eds.), The Handbook of Conversation Analysis. Wiley Blackwell, 726-740. 

Goffman, Erving. 1964. The Neglected Situation, American Anthropologist 66(6-2), 133-136. 

Hayano, Kaoru. 2011. “Claiming Epistemic Primacy: Yo-marked Assessments in Japanese,” In Tanya Stivers, Lorenza Mondada, & Jakob 
Steensig (eds.), The Morality of Knowledge in Conversation, 58-81, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

Hayashi, Makoto. 2012. Claiming Uncertainty in Recollection: a Study of Kke-marked Utterances in Japanese Conversation. Discourse 
Processes 49(5), 391-425. 

Hinds, John. 1986. Japanese. London and New York: Routledge. 
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Nakayama, Toshihide and Kumiko Ichihashi-Nakayama. 1997. Japanese kedo: Discourse Genre and Grammaticization. In Homin Sohn and 
John Haig (eds.), Japanese/Korean Linguistics 6. Stanford: CSLI Publications, 607-618. 

Ohori, Toshio. 1995. Remarks on Suspended Clauses: a Contribution to Japanese Phraseology. In Masayoshi Shibatani and Sandra A. 
Thompson (eds.), Essays on Semantics and Pragmatics, Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 201-218. 

Raymond, Geoffrey. 2003. Grammar and Social Organization: Yes/No Interrogatives and the Structure of Responding. American Sociological 
Review 68(6), 939-967. 

Schegloff, Emanuel A. 2007. Sequence Organization in Interaction. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press. 
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. 2013. 
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2. ko  
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<Abstract> 

 

 

 
 

[ ] -ko  
 

1.  

(Ohori 1995  2002  2009
)

-nikka( ) -nuntey( )
(  2000 Sohn 2003 Rhee 2012 )

ko ( )1
( )

ko
2   

 

 

2. ko  

 This study analyzes the characteristics of the connective -ko clause as a case of suspended clauses in 
Korean. Based on the data used on the internet and TV, this study suggests that their functions can 
tentatively be classified into the following 3 types: (i)additional explanation to the preceding sentence,(ii)
enumeration of more than two contrastive or similar events, and (iii)discourse marker expressing the 
speaker’s emotional attitude toward the other’s utterance.  

ko (1) 2
(1) 2 ko (1’)

( 2000 2005 )  
 

(1)Pi-nun o-ko,    nal-un  chwup-ko, palam-un  pwu-n-ta.  

-   -   -      - -         -  

(  2005:21 3 ) 

(1’) Nal-un  chwup-ko,   pi-nun o-ko,        palam-un  pwu-n-ta.  

 -      -  -     -   -          -   

 
 

(2) ko ko

(  2005:32  2012  2013) (2)
(2’) ko ko

ko

ko

ko
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(1) ko  
 

(2)Wusen pang-i nemwu  chwuwe-yo. Ttukewu-n  mwul-to  nao-ci anh-kko-yo. 

-  - - -     - - -  

(  2013:193) 

(2’)* Ttukewu-n  mwul-to  nao-ci anh-ko-yo.  Wusen  pang-i nemwu  chwuwe-yo. 

- -     - - -    -  -  

 
 

(2) ko

(2009) ko
1 3 (I) (III)  

ko  

    
(I) ko. ( )
(II) ko, ko. ( )  
(III) Toy-ss-ko.        

 

(I) (3)
ko

(2012) (2013)
(3) *Cakphwum kolu-nun  nwun-to  coh-ko. Kang sola yeyppu-ta. (

) (2)  

(3)Kang sola yeyppu-ta. Cakphwum kolu-nun  nwun-to  coh-kko. 

-      - -  

 ( ) ( )  
 

(II) (4) (5) (4)
2 ko ( )
2 (5) 3

( )
ko (5) (4) ( ) 4

 

(4)Ton-un eps-ko,  sa-l ke-n   manh-ko. Hangsang  kaltung-ey  ppaci-ne-yo. 

- - - -  - -         - -  

( )  

ko, ko, kwu.

ko

ko

ppwun-i-ko   
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ko

ko,  s -ko.

(5) Chwup-ko,  paykophu-ko,    simsimha-kwu.  

- -  - ( ) 

( )  http://cafe.naver.com/enjoyulsan100/8962 (2014/12/13)  

 

(6) (6) ppwun( ) i-ta( )
ko ppwun-i-kko( ) 5 ko

( )  
 

(6) 2009  

:Hwanyul-i  980wen-sen-ulo  halakha-m-ey ttala hankuk kyengcey-ka 

      -     

anceng-ul toycac-ko iss-nuntey  

       ( ) 980 ( )
…   

An sangthay  kica!  An sangthay  kica!  

                                     ! !  

:Na-n hwanyul 2000wen-kkaci ka-nun cwul   al-ko monttang  talle  sa-ss-ko, 

    

ku  talle  panthomak na-ssul-ppwun-i-ko   emma-ka na mongtwungi-lo panthomak nay-keyss-ta-to  

         -           -  

ha-ko iss-kko!  
  

( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) !  

 

(III) (7) ( ) ( )
toy-ta( ) tway-ss-

eyo( - - ) (7)
eyo ko tway-ss-ko( - - )

 
 

(9) : Myechil-man-ilato yeyu-lul  cwu-si-myen   cey-ka  ci-pul  olmki-lkkey-yo. 

- -     - - -    -    -  - -  
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ko!  

 Toway-ss-ko!    Cikum  kunyang   naka-la-ko.  

      - -               - -  

<http://stylebox.egloos.com/viewer/2155905, (2014/08/23)> 

  

 

1 ko
ko   (i) (ii)

(iii) 3 ko ko  

( 2009 2011)
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ko kwu
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2 ko tanun( )
(2014)  
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<Abstract> 

Recently, suspended clauses (aka insubordination) have attracted the attention of a fair number of researchers. This commentary 
takes up the presentations from the workshop on this topic, with some clarifications of their background. Yokomori’s paper is 
unique in that it incorporates insights from CA into discourse-based analysis of grammatical constructions, while Kim’s paper is 
equally important with its close attention to the early phase of the rise of suspended clauses. The commentary closes with some 
suggestions for future research.  

 

 

1. suspended clause; Ohori 1995, 2000 Evans (2007) insubordination

Ohori (1995 ) Evans (2007) subordination

clause chain  2014
Evans (2007)

Ohori (1995 )  

 

 

2. (i) 

(ii) 
(iii) (i)
(ii) Had I more time,  

I’d visit another museum
(iii) what he’s saying is ...

(i)-(ii)
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 Labov & Waletzky (1967) evaluation

grounding  

 

4. 
co-construction

 

 

(iii) Hopper (2004)
projection

 

 

3. 
 

TV

Ohori (1995 )
anti-evidential

DJ
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abstract> 
Gokon parties are very popular parties for those who want to find their partners, and 
some studies start to focus on this kind of parties, but there are few empirical studies on 
them. In this study, we focus on how people behave cooperatively at Gokon parties(match 
making parties). As a result of our analysis, we found that there are very big gender 
differences in showing cooperativeness.  Men show cooperativeness in the ways that 
they try to dominate the conversation, and amuse women. On the other hand, women 
tend to follow the ways men do. Therefore we can conclude that gender roles can be 
clearly observed at the parties. 
  
<  

 
 
 

 

(2007)

 
 
2.  
2.1  

”relational 
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work”(Locher & Watts (2008)) 
i

 

( 2013, 2001 ) (2001)

(2013)

 
 

 
(2007)

 

Otsuka&Tani(2013)

ii  
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”relational work”  Locher and Watts 2008  
 

 

IC
3 6 10

 
 

 
2

 

 
 

iii  
(1) M1: 

(2) M1: 

(3) F1:
(4) F1:
(5) : 
(6) M1: 

(7)M1:

(8) M1: M3
(9) M3: 
(10) M3: 

(11) M1: B

 
M

M
M1

B
 

M1
M1
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(1) M10: 
(2) F10: 
(3) F11: //
(4) F12: 

(5) M11: //
(6) M10: 
 

 
(2)

(3)

 
 

 

”relational work”
 

 

Locher, M. A. and Watts, R. J. 2008. “Relational work and impoliteness: Negotiating norms of linguistic behavior.” In: D. 

Bousfield and M. A. Locher (eds.). Impoliteness in Language.Mouton de Gruyter, 77-99. 

Otsuka, S & T, Tani. 2013. “Positive Politeness at Gokon Parties in Japan”,  

  7th  international conference on politeness proceedings. 

. 2001. . . . 9-58.  

. 2007. . 

. 2013. .  

                                                 
i  
ii Tannen & Wallat (1993)

 
iii M F
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Abstract  
At Gokon parties, which presuppose heterosexual romance, participants often present 
stereotypical womanliness/manliness in order to be chosen as someone’s romantic partner. At 
the same time, they need to pay attention to relationships with friends of the same gender. 
The analytical points of this study are following: through discourse analysis of the actual 
conversations at Gokon parties, I investigate 1. Gender performance (Goffman, 1959) which 
each participant conducted in order to make themselves attractive to the members of the 
opposite gender, 2. Complicated facework which they have to engage in, trying to enhance 
her/his face more than others and to keep good relationships with them, and 3. Reconstructed 
gender norms in Gokon discourse. 

 
 
 

1 Goffman(1959)
(performance) 2

3

( )

( )  

( )  
1  

(1) M10:  
(2) F10: . 
(3) F11: //  
(4) F12:  
(5) M11: //  
(6) M10:  

(F10)

4  
F10

(F11, 12)
(enhance)

(F11, 12)
((3), (4))

F10

F10

(5, 6)

homosociety
solidarity
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How to

(2013)

1
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How 
to

How to

(Otsuka&Tani, 2013)
How to

(
)

 

1 F1:  
2 F1  
3 M1:

 
4 M2:  
5 M3:  
6 M1:

 
7 F1:

 
8 M2  
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9 F2:  
10 M1:

 
11 F1:  
12 M1::

 
13F2:  
14 F1:  
15 M1:  
16 F1:  
17 M1:  
18F2:  
19 M2:  
20 M3:  
21 F2  
22 M1:  
23 M1:

 
24 F1 /

 
25 F2 ( ) 
26 M2:  
27 M2:  
28 F2  

F1
M1 M1

(3)
F1
(7) F1

F1

M1

 
M1

F1
14
M1

16  
M1

(23)
F1

(
) F1

(
)M1

(let her compliment him)
 

2

 
Mills(2005)

 
(Otsuka&Tani, 

2013) How to
( )

How to

1
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<Abstract> 
We classify the Japanese expressions of consideration based on the analysis of Japanese 
honorifics by Minami (1974) into 4 categories: quality, quantity, relation and manner. 
Observing the collocated expressions of te sumimasen and te gomennasai, we try to establish 
the overall picture of the Japanese expressions of consideration. 

   

(A) 
 

(a)  (a)  

(b)  (b)  

(B) 
 

(a)  (a)  

(b)  (b)  
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<Abstract> 
The studies of considerate expressions are now established in the pragmatic modern 

Japanese research area. They always explain them from the viewpoint of politeness. Of course, 
considerate expressions not equal politeness. Since politeness is essentially functional and 
relative concept, it is not confined into any specific forms. However, in Japanese we often find 
the phenomenon that the politeness usages of the specific words and phrases are 
conventionalized into the fixed expressions, e.g. tsumar-ana-i-mono-desu-ga (an introduction 
to presentation of a gift). In this paper, I pay attention to the concept of conventionalization in 
the research method of considerate expressions. In conclusion, I propose to modify the 
definition of considerate expressions.  
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<Abstract> 

The purpose of this article is to consider the conventionalization of the considerate 
expressions of Japanese. 
Conventionalization is a very important concept in defining considerate expressions. 

However, in that case, important expressions those function for interpersonal 
consideration will be excluded from considerate expressions. 

In this study, I will survey the forms to express the consideration which have not 
been conventionalized enough, and I will argue that they should also be written in a 
manner different to the way they appear in the database. 
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Exploring the Nature and Process of Medical Discourse  
in the Light of Pragmatics 

Teruko Ueda 
 Aomori Public University 

 
<Abstract> 

This paper investigates one of the major quantitative methods which is widely used in the western 

countries to analyze the medical discourse, "RIAS" (Roter Interactional Analysis System) (Roter 

and Larson, 2002) in order to explore the nature and the process of doctor-patient interviews. We 

address (1) the characteristics, effectiveness, and limitations of RIAS, (2) the interactional 
discourse analysis of doctor-patient communication, and (3) the possibility of a different 
(pragmatic) type of analysis (Ueda, 2014). 

Keywords doctor-patient communication, quantitative, interactional discourse analysis, 

Pragmatics  

 

 

1. Introduction 

The doctor-patient relationship has been described since the time of the Greeks; however, the 
systematic study of medical communication is a modern phenomenon. Although medical 
communication studies using quantitative methods have grown markedly even in Japan over 
the past decade, there have been few qualitative studies of doctor-patient communication. The 
Roter Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) is widely used in the US, Europe as a major 
quantitative method for coding medical dialogue (Roter & Larson, 2002).  
 
2. Background 

During the past decades, communication between doctors and patients has attracted 
an increasing amount of attention within health care studies. Results from some of these 
studies indicate that certain aspects of medical communication may have an influence on 
patients’ satisfaction, adherence to treatment, recall and understanding of medical 
information, quality of life, and even state of health (Kaplan et al., 1989; Bensing, 1991a,b; 
Hall et al., 1994a,b). 

In order to study communication between doctors and patients, social scientists have 
developed observation instruments, called “interaction analysis systems”(IAS). These systems 
enable the methodic identification, categorization, and quantification of salient features of 
doctor–patient communications (Wasserman and Inui, 1983). 

The Roter interaction analysis system (RIAS) is a widely used IAS in the US and Europe. 
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More than 200 previous studies have been conducted in the world. The reliability and the 
validity of RIAS has already been examined (Ford et al., 1996; Hall et al., 1994). Furthermore, 
comparative studies can be done easily.  

The reason why RIAS is widely used in healthcare studies is that it has four “R” 
advantages; namely, (1) Representativeness, (2) Reactivity, (3) Reliability, and (4) 
Replicability, according to the common characteristics of quantitative methods (Roter and 
Larson, 2002). 
 
3. Analysis 

In exploring the nature and process of medical discourse, the purpose of this study is to 
investigate the following topics: (1) the characteristics, effectiveness, and limitations of RIAS, 
(2) the interactional discourse analysis of doctor-patient communication, and (3) the 
possibility of a different (pragmatic) type of analysis (Ueda, 2014). 
 
3.1 Method 

RIAS has 42 utterance categories for coding, and they are divided into two groups: (1) 
socio-emotional utterances, and (2) task-oriented utterances. Doctor task-oriented behaviors 
are defined as technically based skills used in problem solving that comprise the base of 
medical education. The affective dimension of doctor behavior includes those exchanges with 
explicit socio-emotional content related to the building of social and emotional rapport, such 
as the use of social amenities, empathy, concern, or reassurance.  
 
3.1.1. Data 

Doctor-patient visits were audiotaped (N=78) in one hospital and two clinics in Tokyo 
and Osaka. First, they were coded using an adaptation of the RIAS. Second, considering the 
limitations of RIAS, interactional analysis was used to clarify the nature and the process of a 
problem conversation and a consensual conversation in terms of “cohesion” and “coherence.” 
Other types of pragmatic analysis were used and discussed to better understand qualitative 
differences in the doctor-patient interaction.  The average age of the patients was 83.4 
(SD=11.8), and 31 (40.0%) were male. The characteristics of the patients and the 
consultations are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Characteristics of patients and consultations                                              
 Variables                N(%)               Tokyo     Osaka                                
Patient characteristics 
 Gender 
    Male   31 (40.0%)   13   18 
    Female   47 (60.0%)   28   19 
 Mean age (years)  63.4 (SD=11.8)    65.7 (SD=11.6)    60.8 (SD=11.59 
Consultation characteristics 
 Mean length of consultation (min)  5.2 (SD =4.2)        3.5**(SD=2.5)    6.7**(SD=4.4)                 
          **p<0.01 
 
3.1.2. Procedure 

Although the RIAS allows coding directly from audiotapes without transcripts, we 
prepared transcripts for all consultations and carried out coding with transcripts and 
audiotapes in order to perform precise coding and avoid incorrectness. 

The unit of analysis is the “utterance,” defined as the smallest discriminable speech 
segment to which classification may be assigned. Every utterance is assigned to one of the 
mutually exclusive categories of the RIAS and then condensed into larger clusters for this 
study as shown in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 
Clusters of communication distinguished in the present study                               
Cluster of the present study                      Original categories of the RIAS combined 
Open-ended question   Open-ended questions about all topics(i.e. medical  

condition, therapeutic regimen, lifestyle, 
psychosocial feelings) 

Closed question   Closed questions about all topics 
Information giving   Information giving about medical condition,  

therapeutic regimen, lifestyle 
Direction    Counseling and direction about all topics 
Emotional expression (pt)/emotional responsiveness(dr) 
     Shows concern, reassurance, self-disclosure (dr),  

empathy (dr), asks for reassurance (pt), gives 
information about psychosocial feelings (pt), 

Facilitation Paraphrase, asks for understanding/repetition, asks 
for opinion (dr) 

Positive talk    Shows agreement, approval, laughs/tells jokes 
Negative talk    Shows disapproval, criticism 
Orientation    Gives orientation (dr) 
Requests for service   Requests for services (pt) 
Social talk    Personal remarks/social conversation             
   *Categories are used for both doctor and patient, unless specified as (dr) or (pt). 
 

Coding was carried out by two coders. Ten percent of the total consultations were 
double-coded in order to examine intercoder reliability. We calculated the Spearman 
correlation coefficients between two coders for the categories. The average correlation was 
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0.88 (069-0.94) for physician categories, and 0.88 (0.73-0.97) for patient categories. 
    
3.2. Results 

We obtained the percentage ratio of the doctor utterances for each behavior to the total 
doctor utterances in the consultation. Similarly, the percentage ratio of each patient behavior 
to total patient utterances was calculated. The percentage ratio was used instead of the 
absolute number of utterances per cluster to control for the duration of the consultation. The 
proportional measure represents the amount of a certain communication relative to other 
communications within the consultation time. 

The mean frequency and percentage of each communication for doctor and patient are 
shown in Table 3.  

 
Table 3 
Frequency and percentage of clusters of utterances for doctor and patient per consultation     
Clusters of utterances  Doctor                Patient                    
                                Frequency      %           Frequency    % 
                                (utterances)                  (utterances)               
Open-ended question   1.8 2.2  0.4 0.5 
Closed question   5.6 6.4  2.0 2.5 
Information giving   18.3 19.6  19.6 23.9 
Counseling    2.7 2.6  N.A. N.A.  
Emotional responsiveness/expression 5.8 6.5  4.6 5.6 
Facilitation    7.7 8.3  2.6 3.4 
Positive talk    23.8 30.2  32.8 48.1 
Negative talk    0.7 0.5  1.2 1.4  
Orientation    2.7 6.8  N.A. N.A. 
Requests for service   N.A. N.A.  0.4 0.4 
Social talk    2.2 2.5  2.2 1.1 
Other     12.6 14.7  6.4 8.9           
Total     85.5 54.2  72.3 45.8 
 

A major part of the interaction concerned information-giving on the part of both doctor 
and patient; this consisted of 20% and 24% of their communication, respectively. On the other 
hand, some categories showed differences between doctor and patient. The percentage of 
doctors' question-asking was almost triple that of patients' for both open-ended and closed 
questions, while patients made almost twice as many positive utterances as doctors. 
 
3.2.3 Comparisons with a previous study 

The characteristics of doctor-patient interaction in this study were compared with a 
different type of interaction; namely, cancer consultation in Japan (Ishikawa et al., 2002). 
Graph 1 and 2 show the results of the comparison. It is clearly shown that the cancer doctors 
made more “give-information” utterances (35.2%) than the primary doctors did (19.6%). In 
contrast, the primary doctors gave more positive responses (30.2%) and negative responses 
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(0.5%) than the cancer doctors (19.8% and 0.2%). The patients also showed the same 
tendencies. It seemed that there were more “giving-information” utterances by cancer 
patients (34.3%) but more positive responses and negative responses by the primary patients 
(48.1% and 1.4% respectively). However, these findings should be carefully interpreted 
because of methodological limitations and the small number of studies compared. 
  
 
 

 

Graph 1. Utterance rate of primary doctor vs. cancer doctor 
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Graph 2. Utterance rate of primary patient vs. cancer patient 
 
4. Discussion 

The methodological advantage of using RIAS is the application for comparative studies. 
In general, quantitative studies can offer the same procedure and the tools for useful 
comparison. However, some limitations of RIAS were noticed, as follows: (1) Ambiguity, (2) 
Time consumption, (3) Loss of details of utterance contents, (4) Loss of context, and (5) Loss of 
doctor-patient “real” interaction (Ueda, 2014). Especially, (3), (4) and (5) cannot be examined 
because RIAS calculates the average frequency of utterances and categorizes them into 41 
types of utterance. That means each utterance is condensed and therefore its contents, 
context, and details disappear, to some degree.  

In order to explore the nature and process of medical discourse, let us bring in the light 
of pragmatics using the Interactional Discourse Analysis approach, as follows: 

 
1) Ambiguity 

RIAS allows only one coding category for one utterance even though utterances may 
have multiple meanings. Further, the definitions of some categories are ambiguous and 
incomplete. For example, "laughter” has ambiguity of polysemy because patients use both 
positive and negative laugher (Ueda, 2014). Examples 1 and 2 show these different type of 
laughter.  We marked @ @  to show that laughter continued during the production of the 
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utterance. 
 

Ex. 1. Positive laughter: 
Patient: Konbanwa ha, ha-ha. “Hello, huh-huhu” 

Ex. 2. Negative laughter: 
Patient: Oyayubi ni chikara ga nai@ndesumono@ “My thumb @does not have power@” 

 
As for negative laughter, in the second example the patient expressed her powerlessness, 

anxiety, and inconvenience with laughter, which is clearly different from the positive laughter 
during greetings as shown in the first example. Laughter, which is one of the non-linguistic 
functions, can serve to hide one's feeling of dissatisfaction, anxiety, and even criticism. 

Example 3 also shows laughter functioning as an expression of patient anxiety and the 
need for self-defense (because how to medicate is a doctor’s special territory). It seemed that 
laughter was used in this case to soften the patient's complaint, and it can be categorize as 
negative laughter.  
 

Ex. 3. Negative "laughter" 
   Patient: @Kusuri ga ki ni nattene@.  " I am worried about medicine@"    
  

By applying a discourse analysis approach, we can interpret each utterance (including 
even non-verbal communication) more precisely and deeply.      
2) Time consumption 

Japanese conversations have more overlap, and utterances become more fragmentary 
than English (Mizutani, 1993); therefore, coding takes time. The only solution is to make a 
script of the Japanese doctor-patient dialogue, as linguists do for pragmatic analysis. 
 
3) Loss of details of utterance contents    

Generally speaking, quantitative methods lose details of utterance contents because we 
sometimes categorize utterances expressed in different ways into one utterance category.  
For example, the Japanese edition of RIAS extended the definition of “empathy statements” 
to include when “words are expressed with an empathic voice tone and facial expression, such 
as "so desu ka " "Well " and "so desu ne "  “Is that so ”. Such short expressions 
without clear statements of empathy can be also coded as empathy statements. This can lead 
to ambiguity. We need to analyze the difference between such implicit empathy and explicit 
empathy statements by applying interactional discourse analysis line by line. 
 
4) Loss of context, and 5) Loss of doctor-patient “real” interaction 
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It is obvious that sociolinguistic phenomena such as dialects and code-switching cannot 
be properly studied with RIAS. In contrast, pragmatic analysis can examine differences in 
utterance content according to how local dialects and the Tokyo dialect (which is standard 
Japanese ) are used.  

In order to shed light on context and doctor-patient "real" interaction, we need to 
examine each utterance by pragmatic analysis based on interactional sociolinguistic key 
concepts such as "cohesion" and "cohesive" (Halliday and Hasan, 1976).  
 
5. Conclusion 

It is important to make a correct choice of analysis tools based on our careful 
interpretation of data. By RIAS, a rough tendency of medical communication is shown. 
However, by pragmatic analysis, we can analyze in more detail the content and context of 
utterances, as well as the process of interactions between doctors and patients which are 
influenced by their underlying views of the world. 

Based on the characteristics of a study’s purpose and data, it may be necessary to use 
several techniques concurrently while considering the effectiveness and limitations of each 
analysis approach. The nature and process of actual medical discourse will be elucidated 
multifactorially in the light of pragmatics. Needless to say, we should also consider the 
limitations of pragmatics based on qualitative methods. 
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When do children with high-functioning autism spectrum disorder comprehend figurative 

language literally? 

Manabu Oi  

Kanazawa University 

 

 

Abstract 

The present study discussed figurative language comprehension in children with autism by 

reviewing studies conducted mainly by the author. Studies showed repeatedly no intergroup 

difference between Japanese children with and without autism with little exception. 

Conventionality of figurative language seemed to explain this point. The explanation, however, 

didn’t apply to sarcasm comprehension. On the other, theory of mind reasoning (ToM) didn’t 

contribute to figurative language comprehension in Japanese children. Contradictory to these 

results, Taiwanese children with autism performed lower than typically developing children in 

figurative language comprehension. Additionally, in Taiwanese children with autism, ToM 

contributed to their figurative language comprehension. 

Keywords: figurative language, autism, conventionality, theory of mind 

  

1 Introduction 

Do individuals with autism always comprehend figurative language literally? My answer 

is “no”. They do sometimes and do not sometimes when taking a look at the data the author ’s got.

Literalness in autism has been pointed out repeatedly by researchers (Frith, 1989; 2003; Happé, 

1993; Perkins, 2007). Particularly, figurative language such as metaphor, irony and indirect 

request has been believed to be comprehended literally by individuals with autism. We doubt, 

however from clinical impression, individuals with autism show literalness all-time in 

comprehension of these figurative language.  

One of our studies on ambiguous language comprehension in autism has showed 

literalness occurred just in 10 out of 50 sentences (Oi & Tanaka, in press). They have asked 

children to rate 5-point scale put between the two cartoons representing literal and non-literal 

interpretation of the ambiguous sentence. They found no group difference between 2nd-to-6th 
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graders with and without high-functioning autism spectrum disorder (HFASD) in 40 out of 50 tasks. 

Additionally, they have shown that only in 4 sentences, children with HFASD showed stronger 

preference for literal meaning, and in 6 sentences, conversely, showed stronger preference for 

non-literal meaning than typically developing (TD) children. This finding contradicts a belief that 

autistic language is literal. HFASD and TD kids showed no intergroup difference in preference 

between literal and non-literal meaning for 9 out of 10 metaphors/idioms. In Table 1, the results of 

studies on figurative language comprehension in children with HFASD are shown. We can have 

studies which utilized written scenario tasks to examine child’s comprehension of figurative 

language as shown in this table. We don’t see intergroup difference often between children with 

HFASD and TD children in terms of figurative language comprehension except for irony 

comprehension in Adachi et al. We see here theory of mind reasoning (ToM) tasks were frequently 

failed by children who could comprehend figurative language appropriately. 

 

2 Conventionality of figurative language 

Oi and Tanaka (2011) asked college freshmen to evaluate the degree of strangeness of 

a figurative expression on a 5-point scale. This was done because comprehension of a figurative 

sentence in individuals with autism, regardless of literalness or nonliteralness, might vary 
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depending on the degree of conventionality of the usage of the sentence in certain context. In 

Figure 1, dark bar indicates significant difference in comprehension of irony between HFASD 

children and TD children. White bars indicate no intergroup difference in comprehension of 

metaphor, sarcasm, and indirect reproach. Values of strangeness were low for metaphor and 

indirect reproach. This means children with HFASD would comprehend figurative language 

nonliterally when it is evaluated less strange by college freshmen. Values of strangeness were 

high in irony and sarcasm while these two differ in comprehension in children. The result for irony 

support the hypothesis that low strangeness (high conventionality) leads to nonliteral 

comprehension. However the result for sarcasm did not support such a hypothesis.  

Unlike their English-speaking counterparts, Japanese children with high-functioning 

autism spectrum disorders (HFASD) perform as well as typically developing (TD) children in 

comprehending metaphor, despite lacking 1st order theory of mind (ToM) reasoning (Table 1). 

Additionally, although Japanese sarcasm and indirect reproach appear theoretically to need 2nd 

order ToM reasoning, HFASD children without this comprehended these as well as TD children. 

To attempt to explain this contradiction, we asked college freshmen to evaluate the strangeness 

(unconventionality) of these types of figurative language. We aimed to test the hypothesis that 

metaphor, sarcasm, and indirect reproach might be evaluated as more conventional than irony, 

which children with HFASD do not comprehend as well as those with attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder. The results for irony, metaphor, and indirect reproach supported the hypothesis, while 

those for sarcasm did not. Sarcasm is comprehended by HFASD children as well as by TD 

children despite being evaluated as highly unconventional. This contradiction is discussed from a 

self-in-relation-to-other perspective. The need for a new explanation of disabilities of figurative 

language comprehension in children with HFASD is suggested instead of relying on a single 

cognitive process. The results did not fully support the hypothesis that the less strange a figurative 

language statement was rated, the more easily it would be comprehended by children with 

HFASD. The results for the ironic statements support the hypothesis as these statements were 

evaluated as highly strange by college freshmen and were more difficult for children with HFASD 

than for children with AD/HD to comprehend. The findings for metaphor and indirect reproach also 

supported the hypothesis as both types of statements were evaluated as less strange and were 

comprehended as well by children with HFASD as by their TD counterparts. The exception was 
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sarcasm. Although sarcastic phrases were evaluated as highest strange among the four types of 

figurative language by the college students, these phrases were comprehended as well by 

children with HFASD as by TD children, despite the lack of the 2nd order ToM reasoning in nearly 

half of the children with HFASD.  

Two questions arise here. The first is why only irony was poorly understood by Japanese 

children with HFASD while the other three types of language were comprehended. The ironic 

statements investigated in the present study were evaluated as highly strange (far less 

conventional than typical statements). Giora et al.(2012) postulate that conventionality can be 

seen as a major determinant influencing figurative language comprehension both in children with 

HFASD and in TD children. They contend that making sense of nonliteral language relies on the 

salience of that language. According to their graded salience hypothesis, novelty (in other words, 

unconventionality) matters rather than nonliterality. This appears to hold true regarding the high 

degree of strangeness of ironic statements in the present study, which were poorly understood by 

children with HFASD, and it is also borne out by the low degree of strangeness of metaphors and 

indirect reproaches, both of which were understood by children with HFASD. 

The present findings regarding sarcasm, however, do not support the graded salience 

hypothesis at all. We need an explanation that applies to both failure to understand ironic 
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statements and ability to comprehend sarcastic ones. A closer look at the ironic statements used 

by Adachi et al. might lend some insight into this. Of the five ironic statements investigated, four 

are not addressed directly from one character to the other in the scenario. Rather these were told 

in the form of a soliloquy with a humorous feel. In addition to this, in the remaining ironic statement, 

the child was asked to assume s/he was directly given the statement from another character in the 

scenario. In contrast, all the sarcastic statements investigated were addressed from one character 

to the other in the scenario. To succeed in comprehending these five ironies, children had to put 

themselves in the shoes of the character that made the statement or received the statement, while 

such a need did not exist for the sarcastic statements to be comprehended. In this regard, the 

metaphors and indirect reproaches investigated were similar to the sarcastic statements in that 

the child did not need to put themselves in the place of the listener or speaker. Hence in metaphor, 

sarcasm, and indirect reproach, it seems the child would have understood the statement when he 

or she could observe correctly what the scenario depicted. 

 

3 The role of Theory of mind in figurative language comprehension  

The second question to be addressed is whether or not sarcasm and indirect reproach 

are of sufficient difficulty as to require 2nd order ToM reasoning to be understood. Happé (1991) 

suggested this was the case, as she, based on the findings of Sperber and Wilson, made a 

distinction between an utterance that requires elucidation of “an interpretation of an attributed 

thought or a desirable thought” and one that requires interpretation of “a description of an actual 

state of affairs or a desirable state of affairs.” She stated that the former type of utterance includes 

ironies and interrogatives, and the latter includes ordinary assertions and basic imperatives. 

Happé predicted that the former requires second-order metarepresentation while the latter 

requires only first-order metarepresentation. The sarcastic statements and indirect reproaches 

investigated here seem to demand the child to interpret the speaker’s thoughts regarding the 

hearer in the scenario. If this is true, how can we explain the finding that nearly half of the 

participants of the studies of Yata and Oi failed the 2nd order ToM task (Table 1)? 

One plausible explanation is again the absence of a need for the child to put her/himself 

in the shoes of another character to comprehend the statement. Hence, without requiring 2nd 

order ToM reasoning, children could comprehend sarcasm by logical computations such as those 
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postulated by Grandin in learning to recognize situations where people “do not mean what they 

say”. To do this, children would use simple rules such as: literally false or puzzling speech + smile 

= joke, or literally false or puzzling speech + frown = sarcasm. The sarcastic phrases investigated 

in the present study were exchanged between third parties for the child. The child could 

accordingly behave as just an observer of the scenario who computes the meaning of the 

figurative language. If children had not achieved 2nd order ToM reasoning, and sarcasm was not 

very familiar to them, they could comprehend these scenarios “correctly” by the sort of 

computation mentioned above, rather than “appropriately” by putting themselves in the place of 

the character in the scenario. However, children who had achieved 2nd order ToM reasoning 

could of course use this rather than the more difficult computation. On the other hand, as 

suggested by the present findings, indirect reproach might be more familiar than sarcasm, so that 

the child has the choice of relying on retrieving the memory of the meaning of indirect reproach as 

well as computation regarding the third parties, instead of using 2nd order ToM reasoning for 

comprehension. 

Taguchi et al. found, though not for the four categories of figurative language 

investigated here, that children with HFASD failed to respond to indirect requests appropriately 

when these were directly addressed to them from adults, yet they succeeded when asked to 

choose an appropriate response from three types of responses when an indirect request scenario 

was written or played on a screen. This indicates that the difficulty relates to self-awareness, 

particularly the need to put oneself in another’s place in the scenarios with embedded ironic 

statements. In responding appropriately to indirect requests such as “Is your mother there?” 

(meaning “Call your mother”) via telephone, children have to put themselves in the shoes of the 

speaker. Children with HFASD, indeed, failed this task in Oi and Tanaka (in press). We should 

therefore take a self-in-relation-to-other perspective when investigating figurative language 

comprehension in autism, as well as considering ToM, conventionality (salience), weak central 

coherence or executive dysfunction (the latter two factors were not discussed in the present 

study). Comprehension of figurative language does not consist of a single cognitive process, but 

should instead be thought of as a product of complex interaction among various socio-cognitive 

processes. 
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4 Culture and figurative language comprehension 

Huang and Oi (under review) investigated the role of ToM and language ability in 

comprehending figurative language in 50 Taiwanese children with high-functioning autism 

spectrum disorders (HFASD) compared with 50 typically developing children. Results showed that 

the No-ToM HFASD group performed worse than the first-order ToM HFASD group and the 

second-order ToM HFASD group in comprehension of metaphors, irony, sarcasm, and indirect 

reproach, but not for indirect request. Receptive vocabulary correlated only with metaphor 

comprehension. The volatility of results seen among studies (Happè1993;Nobury, 2005;Adachi et 

al.,2006; Huang & Oi) in terms of the relationship between ToM and figurative language 

comprehension suggests the relationship may vary as an emergent property brought from 

interaction among socio-cognitive processes and inter-cultural differences.  

Taken together, temporary answers to the initial question are as follows. Children with 

HFASD comprehend figurative language appropriately when the meaning of it is “visible”.  Graded 

salience hypothesis applies to metaphor, indirect reproach and irony but not to sarcasm in 

Japanese. ToM is not necessary for every metaphor or irony to comprehend for Japanese children 

with HFASD, but necessary for sarcasm, irony, metaphor, indirect reproach for Taiwanese children 

with HFASD. Figurative language is difficult to comprehend when the child is the hearer of it, or 

s/he has to put him/herself in other’s shoes.  
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Abstract 
This study pays specific attention to the system network in Systemic Functional Linguistics, assuming that 
tracing client’s language choices in the system network identifies the client’s predominant language use, 
which is suggestive of how the client construes his/her experiential world.  If the therapist succeeds in 
identifying the client’s predominant language use, then that knowledge works as a useful resource to 
maneuver the therapy session in a manner that is beneficial to the client.   

This study also assumes that each mental disorder has predominant language use specific to that 
disorder, which should be of help to the diagnosis of mental disease, since most mental disorders do not 
have indicative biological markers.   
     This study introduces the Japanese version of the Therapeutic Cycles Model (JTCM) as a pilot study 
developed by Kato (2012), which was modified from the original Therapeutic Cycles Model (Mergenthaler, 
1996). JTCM identifies the change process by quantifying the language choices made by the therapist and 
the client. The potential contributions that linguistic can make to psychotherapy is demonstrated in this 
example of process research. 

Keywords Systemic Functional Linguistics; Therapeutic Cycles Model; psychotherapy; psychiatry; 
linguistic analysis 
 
1. The background of Japanese psychotherapy research 
It should be made clear that there are two types of research in psychotherapy, outcome research and process 
research. Outcome research is only concerned with the results of research. It compares where clients are at 
the end of therapy, with where they began. It uses various instruments, but mainly self-reporting from 
clients. Outcome research measures the efficacy of psychotherapy. Process research, on the other hand, is 
concern with the process of psychotherapy itself, paying particular attention to what produces change in 
clients without regard to the before/after. In reality, nearly all psychotherapy conducted in the past ten years 
has been a combination of both (Lepper and Riding, 2006). 

It is important to note that outcome research had relevance in the days when the efficacy of 
psychotherapy, by and large, was the main research aim.  Now that the validity of psychotherapy is 
accepted, investigation has moved to the comparison of treatments.  Thus, process elements have to be 
held accountable.  From a practical perspective also, process research is important because it gives 
practical knowledge and information to clinicians doing actual treatments, regarding therapist’s 
intervention and understanding the clients’ change process.   

When considering psychotherapy research in Japan, we find two major problems as follows: 
 

Problem 1: The case study is the main stream of research.   
The case study approach has a good point and a bad point.  The good point is that case studies play an 
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important role in training clinicians in terms of how to treat clients and how to use language, as well as 
providing other tips for the actual treatment of clients.  On the other hand, the bad point is that case 
studies are based on the therapist’s process records, written after the therapy sessions, based on the 
therapist’s memories.  In this method, the accuracy of memory is hard to guarantee, since distortions of 
memory can occur.  This may be because of the therapist's subjectivity, or because of the therapist's mood 
while s/he is recalling the details of the session. The therapist's mood can influence his/her interpretation of 
his/her recollections.  Also, confirmation bias1 often occurs.  Therefore, all the issues, such as how 
successful the psychotherapy is and what is needed for improvement, are left with the therapist’s 
subjectivity.  Due to these problems the objectivity needed for science is hard to ensure, and this in turn 
mars scientific research. 
 
Problem 2: There are no research instruments or methods common across fields.   
 
     In the current state of affairs of research what exactly does linguistics contribute to psychotherapy 
research?  I assume there are three aspects linguistic research can contribute to. 
     The first contribution to psychotherapy research is that linguistic analysis deals with primary data, simply 
put, language.  Quantitative and qualitative analyses are performed using primary data; guaranteeing the 
scientific objectivity of the research.  This allows for the compilation of clinical evidence, which is necessary to 
show a scientifically significant result.  
     Secondly, there are no analytical methods, approaches, or concepts being exchanged, or for comparison 
among schools or approaches.  Linguistic methods, from their theory-neutral position, have a great potential to 
be established as the norm in terms of analytical instruments, thereby bridging the gap among schools or 
approaches.  Consequently, The linguistic method will make common aspects as well as divergent aspects of 

psychotherapy research clear among schools.  Using the linguistic method, researchers with different 
approaches will have a common tool to use for the analysis of data.  Ultimately, linguistic analysis should 
contribute to the development of a more integrated and effective clinical method, thereby leading to greater 
accountability in the field. 
     Thirdly, linguistic analysis should be useful in the training of clinicians in terms of how to use 
language.  It should make it clear that therapists making appropriate language choices lead to good patient 
outcomes. 
 
2. The approach from Systemic Functional Linguistics  
Now we move on to linguistics.  The linguistics this research is based on is Halliday’s Systemic 
Functional Linguistics (SFL, hereafter).  Here it is important to make the point of what specific attention 
is paid to in SFL.  
     For SFL, language is a meaning-making system. In this system, speakers must make choices from the 
system network. Because the emphasis is on the choices that speakers make, focus is placed on what 
speakers might, or tend to, do when they use language.  SFL looks at how speakers make choices from the 
system network.  Systems in SFL are networks of paradigmatic oppositions.  Paradigmatic systems are 
ways of indicating the meaning potential of language users (i.e., the options from which a speaker may 
choose).  For example, we take the therapist’s utterance, “What makes you feel anxious or uneasy?”  
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Analyzing this sentence in the system network of mood, the mood selected for this utterance is, going from 
left to right, indicative, and then, interrogative, and then, -wh.  If interrogative is chosen, then the next 
choice is opened up between polar or wh, as illustrated in Fig 1.  System networks provide speakers with 
choices that enable different kinds of grammatical realizations as shown in this example.  

 
Fig.1 The system network of mood for “What makes you feel anxious or uneasy?” 
 
     At the same time, we have other choices for the same meaning as exemplified in the following 
sentences. 
 
1.  What makes you feel anxious or uneasy? 
2.  Is there anything that makes you feel anxious or uneasy? 
3.  I am wondering if you have something that makes you feel anxious or uneasy. 
4.  It seems that you have something that makes you feel anxious or uneasy. 
 
     The therapist’s intent is to probe into the client’s anxiety.  In therapy, it is often appropriate to ask 
questions in an indirect manner rather than asking straightforwardly.  Sentence 1 could be too 
straightforward depending on the context.  A straightforward question is likely to cause client to become 
defensive, if it makes the client feel uneasy.  Sentence 1 also could be a loaded question since the therapist 
presupposed the client had anxiety.  From this perspective, sentence 2 is slightly better than 1 because the 
therapist does not judge the client to have anxiety.  In sentence 3 and 4, the declarative form is selected 
instead of interrogative.  Consequently, if the client does not wish to talk about this matter, s/he does not 
have to answer the declarative sentence.  We can see the linguistic tactics that therapist can employ here 
and these kinds of tactics are needed in the therapeutic process. 
 
3. Predominant language use 
In the context of psychotherapy, by tracing client’s choices in the system network, we can identify the 
client’s predominant language use, or a certain tendency of language use, which is suggestive of how the 
client construes his/her experiential world.  The predominant language use reflects how the client 
construes his/her experiential world.  This will provide the therapist with clues to (1) probe into the 
client’s method of thinking, or way of dealing with interpersonal matters and to (2) reformulate the client’s 
speech.  
Here special attention should be paid to ‘reformulate’, or ‘reformulation’ since this is an important concept 
in psychotherapy.   
    Reformulation is technically to alter the client’s perception of experienced situations by providing a 

indicative 

interrogative 

polar 

wh 

declarative 
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new linguistic frame of reference to the client.  Reformulation is important because it creates new 
meaning through a change in conceptual or emotional setting, and makes alterations to perceptions of 
familiar situations, thus effecting a change in mental state.   
     Let us think of the example illustrated in Fig. 2, indicating the therapist’s reformulation of the 
patient’s formulation.  In this example, the therapist reformulated the patient’s hallucinatory thought as a 
‘feel like’ state by inserting projecting Mental Process clauses.  If the patient restates this simply adding, ‘I 
feel like’, to the original wording, then the schizophrenic traits will disappear.  Not openly rejecting the 
patient’s words or ideas and expressing that the therapist cannot share the patient’s beliefs is a tip for 
treatment.  Otherwise, the therapist will create a stumbling block to future therapy and endanger the 
patient-therapist relationship. 
 

 
Fig. 2 The therapist’s reformulation of the patient’s formulation 
 
     Sullivan suggests, that when discussing the patient’s delusional thoughts, it is acceptable for the 
therapist to admit that s/he her/himself cannot share the patient’s beliefs (Chapman, 1978).  This may help 
to open up further dialogue between a patient and a therapist, and this in turn may lead to a better 
understanding of the underlying basis for the patient’s reality and allow the therapist to guide the patient by 
presenting a different reality.   

Jasper (1957) and Kimura (1975) argue that one of the traits of schizophrenics’ hallucinations is not 
the impossibility of the content, but his/her conclusive or assertive attitude toward the hallucination.  
Kimura points out that if the patient’s delusional utterance is paraphrased simply by adding the phrase ‘as 
if...’ or ‘it is like...’, the patient’s schizophrenic trait disappears in terms of language. This often occurs to 
normal people as well.  We sometimes might say: 

 
1.  I feel like my mind is being read. 
2.  Everybody knows what I am thinking as if I were eavesdropped on every bit of my conversation 

with others. 
 

    In these examples, if we drop ‘as if...’ or ‘feel like…’, this phenomena will turn into a hallucinatory  
thought, as schizophrenics have. 

The question is, how much effect this type of reformulation has on schizophrenic’s perception of 
reality. Basically, schizophrenia is a biological matter, so what verbal interaction can do is limited.  It is 
said, by clinicians, that psychotherapy is not applicable to schizophrenics.  So there may be some 
objection to the idea that schizophrenia can be treated in the semantic and lexico-grammatical dimensions.  
By and large, this objection may be true.  Sullivan (1962), however, had the belief that schizophrenia 
could also be cured to a certain degree through verbal interactions.  He believed in the clinical power of 
verbal interaction and believed it could be applied to schizophrenics, especially to those in a catatonic state.   

In any event, language use reflecting the type of traits discussed above can also be taken as one type 

The patient’s formulation The therapist’s reformulation
Somebody is killing himself every day on
my account.

You just like to think somebody is killing
himself every day on your account
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of predominant language use.  This study assumes each mental disorder might have predominant language 
use specific to that disorder.  If the therapist successfully identifies the client’s predominant language use, 
this then, will give the therapist insight into how the client thinks, or how the client deals with interpersonal 
relationships.  Then the therapist will be able to use that knowledge to maneuver the therapy session in a 
manner that is beneficial to the client. 
 
3 Therapeutic Cycles Model 
3.1 Theoretical framework of Therapeutic Cycles Model 
This section illustrates an example of process research, which identifies the change process by quantifying 
the language choices made by the therapist and the client.   
     The Therapeutic Cycles Model (TCM, hereafter) is a quantitative process research method developed 
by Mergenthaler (1996).  TCM is based on computerized text analysis that was developed to identify 
significant elements and key moments in therapeutic interaction and to provide an adequate theory of 
change.  Key moments refer to one or more sessions of a treatment, or to segments of a session, that are 
clinically important because they are considered turning points or breakthroughs. They mirror points of 
insight as they occur in sessions. (Mergenthaler, 1996). 
     Fig. 3 shows how the therapeutic cycle prototypically flows.  Each bar indicates 4 phases of the 
session, relaxing, experiencing, connecting, reflecting, and again relaxing.  The TCM is grounded on the 
clinical assumption that the therapeutic change process is driven by the interaction between emotional 
experiencing and cognitive reflection on a certain experience.  It is important to note that the experience 
of emotion is recognized as a central issue to most psychotherapeutic methods. 
 

 
Fig.3 Prototypical flow of TC 
 
     TCM consists of two main constructs, emotional tone (ET) and abstract tone (AB).  ET is measured 
on the basis of the frequency of emotionally toned words.  On the other hand, AB is measured on the basis 
of the occurrence of abstract words.  Word lists are programmed into a computer dictionary.  Relative 
frequencies are calculated per text segment with the help of z-transformation, and typical 
Emotion-Abstraction Patterns (EAPs, hereafter) can thus be identified for every scoring unit.  Abstraction 
tone words are mainly nouns and nominalized words, and emotion toned words are mainly adjectives.  
Abstract words are based on grammatically metaphoric expressions and differentiated from emotional tone 

Therapeutic Cycle

Emotional tone Abstraction

Relaxing Experiencing Connecting Reflecting Relaxing
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words by nominalization.  EAPs have four patterns.  Fig. 4 illustrates the definitions of the four patterns. 
 

 

 Fig. 4 Four patterns of EAPs 
 
     Among these four, Connecting is essential for the therapeutic change of the client. It indicates a 
turning point or a breakthrough that takes place through a client’s emotional-cognitive integration. This is 
where clients are able to make a breakthrough because of the integration of their cognitive awareness and 
their own emotional state (Mergenthaler, 1996).  For therapy to be effective, connecting is the requirement.  
In other words, patients who do not succeed in connecting emotion tone with abstraction during their 
therapy are unlikely to improve. 
 
3.2 Applying TCM to Japanese    
How is TCM applied to Japanese?  TCM is becoming an established content analysis method and now this 
method has been applied to several languages such as English, Spanish, and Italian as well as German. 
With Mergenthaler’s cooperation, Kato (2012a, 2012b) developed the Japanese version of TCM (JTCM, 
hereafter).  In the application to Japanese, some modifications were made as mentioned below. 
     Firstly, the theoretical framework for the dictionary was changed.  The dictionary for the Japanese 
version was restructured based on Appraisal theory (Martin and White, 2005) from SFL.  The dictionary 
for JTCM is grounded on some psychological assumptions that human emotion reflects their evaluative 
process.  

Secondly, the number of words for word block segmentation was changed based on cultural and 
language differences.  Culture plays an important role in shaping emotional experience.  A number of 
researchers found that Japanese tends to be less expressive of emotional experiences compared to 
Westerners.  Also the word choice Japanese speakers make to express emotion is different.  For example, 
Kitayama and Markus (1990) sampled 20 emotion words from the Japanese language, and then found that 
half of them were also found in English and the rest of them were not and they found that those words were 
indigenous to Japanese culture.  Another example is that of Matsumoto et al. (1988), who found that 
Japanese tends to express less anger, and/or avert anger compared to Americans.  Considering these 
findings, the size of the measuring unit was modified. 
     Fig. 5 shows the TCM applied to a Japanese session.  Three dimensions of analysis are combined to 

Phase
I Relaxing little emotional tone & 

little abstraction
Patients talk about material not manifestly 
connected to their central symptoms or issues.  They 
describe rather than reflect.  

Experiencing much emotional & little 
abstraction

Patients find themselves in a state of emotional 
experiencing. Patients may be raising conflictual 
themes and experience them emotionally.  

Connecting much emotional tone & 
much abstraction

Patients have found emotional access to conflictive 
themes and they can reflect on them.  Clinically 
important moment often coinciding with a moment 
of insight or change.

Reflecting little emotional tone & 
much abstraction

Patients discuss topics with a high amount of 
abstraction and without intervening emotions.  

What does linguistics contribute to the research in clinical psychology and/or psychiatry?
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identify the cycles.  The uppermost graph shows the TC. The two circles indicate TCs.  Some changes in 
the client are thought to be happening here.  The colored bars indicate emotional tone words, and the red 
one abstract tone words.  The vertical axis indicates standard deviations from the mean.  The horizontal 
axis indicates word blocks.  The second graph shows the speech proportion, or ratio of the speech amount 
within a word block.  The white bars indicate the client’s speech and the colored ones the therapist’s.  
The third graph shows the positive/negative tone with the standard deviation from the mean.  The 
computer dictionary specifies that each word has either positive or negative connotation. 
 

 
Fig.5 Tc of the session from individual therapy   
 
3.3 Discussion 
What TCM identifies is (1) the clinical phase, and (2) the critical moment.  These are identified by the 
comprehensive examination of the three dimensions.  They are TC, the ratio of each speaker’s speech 
amount, and the ratio of positive/negative tone.  Unlike qualitative analysis, TCM is only concerned with 
mapping the general picture of the session and locating the place of clinical interest. This is useful for the 
researcher to get a synoptic view of the therapeutic process.  This could be compared to a geographical 
map.  Once we have identified the TC, we will be able to go on to further [linguistic] research, such as 
qualitative analysis, in order to identify finer features of the change process.  
     It is important to note the change we observe in cycles is brought on mostly by therapist’s 
reformulation.  The ultimate purpose of psychotherapy across [schools and] approaches is to have the 
client attain change and insight into the construal of his/her experiential world, and let the change influence 
his/her daily behavior.  In order to realize this, the therapist teaches the client how to reconstrue the 
client’s experiential world.  Ultimately, psychotherapy could be considered an educational process.  The 
educational process is realized by the negotiation of meaning by the therapist’s reformulation of the client’s 
speech.  The therapist never forces his/her reformulated meaning on the client so as not to incur the 
client’s defense or resistance.  Once the therapist succeeds in the negotiation of meaning and the client 
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accepts the therapist’s reformulation, the therapy progress a step further, and the next negotiation begins.  
Therapeutic interaction is under constant negotiation of meaning between the therapist and the client until 
the client finally attains change and insight. 
     JTCM needs to be under the validation process to ensure that these modifications reflect the clinical 
element in Japanese session texts.  In order to verify this, JTCM should be tested using comparative 
methods with other clinical instrument as seen in the studies conducted in combination with the original 
TCM such as Mergenthaler and Bucci (1999), Lepper and Mergenthaler (2005), McCarthy, Mergenthaler, 
Schneider, and Grenyer (2011).  Through this process, this method continues to be refined.  If this 
method is found valid, it is expected that the potential contribution to process research will be considerable, 
as an analysis instrument common to all approaches.   
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1 Confirmation bias, also called mysides bias, is a tendency to interpret information in a way that confirms one’s beliefs or hypotheses. 
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入 会 案 内

［入会手続きについて］
以下の手続き（１）と（２）をお済ませください。

●手続き（１）
電子メールにて以下の「記入の項目」をご記入の上、

　psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com
　（関西外国語大学英語国際学部・長友俊一郎宛）
　（スパムメール防止のためにこのような表記となっております。）

へお送り下さい。なお、その際、「会費を払い込んだ」かどうかを付け加えていただけ
れば幸いです。メールをいただければ、事務局よりreplyをいたします。なお、今後の
会員の住所・所属変更は、必ず事務局宛にメールでご連絡下さい。

・記入の項目
　○ 名前（ふりがな）
　○ 所属
　○ 教員か学生か団体かの別（教員、大学院生、学部生、非常勤講師、一般、団体など）
　○ 郵便番号及び住所
　○ 電話番号／ Fax番号
　○ E-mail address

●手続き（２）
年会費（一般会員：5,000円、学生会員：4,000円、団体会員：6,000円［平成18年３月21
日運営委員会決定］）を郵便局に備え付けの郵便振り込み用紙で、以下の口座にお振り
込み下さい。また、通信欄には、何年度の年会費かのみを明記ください。

00900-3-130378　　口座名：日本語用論学会

（＊こちらに届く郵便振り込み用紙が、字がかすれて読めない場合がありますので、郵
便振り込み用紙のみでの新入会員申し込みではなく、必ず上記手続き（１）と（２）を
お済ませくださるようお願い申し上げます。）
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　会費振り込みについて、振り込み用紙を使用されない場合は、以下のゆうちょ銀行
の口座へお振り込みください。各銀行のご自分の口座から振り込みが できます。なお、
その際、こちらへはお名前しか届きませんので、psj.treasurer -at- gmail.com（学会会
計担当）へ、会員番号、 振り込み年度と、住所変更などありましたら必ずメールにてお
知らせください。

会費納入先：ゆうちょ銀行
支店名：099店
口座種類：当座
口座番号：130378
口座名義：日本語用論学会

＜個人情報の取り扱いに関する御連絡のお願い＞

　本学会では、この度、学会の更なる発展と会員相互の連絡交流の促進を計ることを念
頭に、会員名簿を作成することになりました。名簿の発行に付きましては、近年、特に
個人情報保護の観点から、様々な問題が指摘されていることは御承知の通りです。そこ
で、本学会でも、これらの情報につきましては、その適正な取扱いの確保と個人の権利
や利益の侵害の防止を図る為、その公表には慎重な取り扱いをさせていただく所存であ
ります。つきましては、新しく本学会に入会希望をお届けの際には、
　　　１．氏名
　　　２．住所
　　　３．所属（身分＜教員、学生、非常勤等＞）
　　　４．電話番号
　　　５．ファックス番号
　　　６．メールアドレス
のうち、項目別に、会員名簿上に掲載を不可とするものがありましたら（また代替の情
報がある場合はその内容を）事務局にメールでご連絡いただきますようお願いします。
特にご指定がなければ、ご氏名、ご所属、メールアドレスのみ公開可とさせていただき
ます。

=　記　=
　『語用論研究』は毎年12月に刊行、Newsletterは毎年４月末と10月末にお送りしてい
ます。会員になられると、『語用論研究』、Newsletter、大会プログラムなどをお送りい
たします。
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日本語用論学会規約

第１章　総則

第１条　本会は「日本語用論学会」（The Pragmatics Society of Japan）と称する。
第２条　本会は語用論ならびに関連諸分野の研究に寄与することを目的とする。
第３条　本会は次の事業を行う。
　　　　１．大会その他の研究集会。
　　　　２．機関誌の発行。
　　　　３．その他必要な事業。
第４条　本会は諸事業を推進するため運営委員会および事務局を置く。
第５条　運営委員会の承認を経て、支部を各地区に置くことができる。

第２章　会員

第６条　本会の会員は一般会員、学生会員、団体会員の３種類とする。
第７条　  会員は、本会の趣旨に賛同し所定の手続きを経て本会に登録された個人及び団

体とする。
第８条　  会員は諸種の会合及び事業の通知を受け、事業に参加することができる。また、

所定の手続きを経て、研究集会で研究発表し、機関誌に投稿することができる。

第３章　役員

第９条　本会に次の役員を置く。任期は２年とし、再選を妨げない。
　　　　会　　　　長　　１名
　　　　副 　 会 　 長　　１名
　　　　事 務 局 長　　１名
　　　　運 営 委 員　　若干名
　　　　会計監査委員　　１名
　　　　また、顧問を置くことがある。
第10条　運営委員会は、会長、副会長、事務局長および運営委員から構成される。
第11条　  会長、副会長、および事務局長は運営委員会で選出され、運営委員は会員より

選出される。
第12条　運営委員会は次の任務を遂行する。
　　　　１．機関誌および会報誌等の編集・刊行にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　２．大会および研究集会等にかかわる事項の決定。
　　　　３．予算案および収支決算案の作成。
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　　　　４．その他運営委員会が必要と認めた事項。
第13条　  運営委員会の中に次の委員会を置く。委員は運営委員会の議を経て会長が委嘱

し、兼任することができる。各委員会は会務を遂行するために、運営委員会の
承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くことができる。

　　　　１．編集委員会
　　　　２．大会運営委員会
　　　　３．事業委員会
　　　　４．広報委員会
第14条　  各委員会の業務を調整するために代表連絡会議を開く。代表連絡会議は、会長、

副会長、事務局長、編集委員長、大会運営委員長、事業委員長、広報委員長か
ら構成される。

第15条　  本会の会則は、会員総会で承認を得るものとする。
第16条　  会員の中から会計監査委員を１名選出する。任期は２年とし、１期に限る。

第４章　会議

第17条　  定例会員総会は、年１回会長がこれを招集する。また、必要な場合、臨時会員
総会を招集することができる。

第18条　  定例運営委員会は、必要に応じて、年１回以上招集される。

第５章　会計

第19条　  本会の運営経費は、会費、寄付金等を以てこれに当てる。
第20条　  事務局は、予算案および収支決算書を作成し、運営委員会の議を経て、会員総

会で承認を得るものとする。ただし、収支決算書は会計監査委員の監査を受け
なければならない。）

第21条　  本会の会計年度は、毎年４月１日に始まり、翌年３月31日に終わる。

第６章　事務局

第22条　  事務局を事務局長もしくは運営委委員の所属する大学に置く。

第７章　事務局および委員会に関する細則

１  ．事務局は、事務局長、事務局長補佐、会計、会計補佐から構成され、対外折衝、運
営委員会・総会の企画・運営、会員名簿の管理、会費の徴収、会計、機関誌・大会予
稿集等の販売、会員への連絡など、学会の運営にかかわる諸々の業務を担当する。事
務局は、業務を遂行するために、運営委員会の承認を得て有給の事務助手を置くこと
ができる。
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２  ．編集委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、機関誌『語用論研究』の編
集と刊行に関わる業務を担当する。

３  ．大会運営委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、大会企画と大会実行の
二つの業務を担当する。大会企画担当の委員は、ワークショップ、研究発表、シンポ
ジウム、講演等、大会全般を企画・提案し、大会予稿集 Program and Abstractsを編
集・刊行する。大会実行担当の委員は、会長から委嘱された大会開催校委員と協力し
て、大会の実行にあたる。

４  ．事業委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、講演会、セミナー等の企画、
運営、実行にあたる。

５  ．広報委員会は、委員長、副委員長、委員から構成され、会報誌・Newsletter、ホー
ムページ等の編集と発行に関わる業務を担当する。

第８章　会長選出に関する細則

１  ．この細則は、会則第９条と第11条のうち、会長の選出方法と任期について定める。
２  ．会長は、会員の中から、就任時に65歳以下のものを運営委員の投票によって選出す

る。投票は郵送による無記名とする。
３  ．投票の結果、過半数の得票を得た者を会長とする。過半数を得た者がない場合、得

票上位者２名についての決選投票を行う。尚、得票数が同数の場合は、最年長者を会
長とする。

４  ．前条によって決定された会長は、改選の前年度の定例総会において承認を得るもの
とする。

５．会長の任期は２年とし、２期までとする。
６  ．会長選挙管理委員は、現会長が運営委員会の中から必要数を選出する。

　附則：この細則は、平成17年10月５日から実施する。

平成10年12月５日（制定）
平成15年12月６日（改正）
平成17年10月５日（改正）
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『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）執筆規定

（日本語での発表をされた方用）
日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をと
りまとめ、大会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、
大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表
されました皆様には、以下の要領で原稿を提出していただくことになり
ますので、予め、お知らせいたします。

１．執筆規定

　１．  用紙・枚数：A4用紙、横書き。「研究発表」は８ページ以内、「ワークショップ
発表」、「ポスター発表」は４ページ以内（注：要旨、参考文献を含む）。字数は
自由。

　２．  書式：
　　ａ．  余白は上下30mm、左右25mmとする。１行文字数、行数、段組などは自由（た

だし、文字のサイズは極端に小さくしないこと）。
　　ｂ．  原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル、氏名、所属（E-mailアドレスは任意）を記し、

そのあと２行開けて要旨、本文を続ける。
　　ｃ．  「はじめに」または「序論」の節は０．からではなく、１．から始めること。
　　ｄ．  例文の前後は１行、各節の前は１行開ける。
　　ｅ．  注を付ける場合は、巻末とし、本文と参考文献の間にまとめて入れる。
　　ｆ．  参考文献のフォーマットは『語用論研究』の執筆要領に従うこと（本学会のホー

ムページ参照）。

　３．要旨：
　　ａ．  要旨は（日本語での論文も含め）全て英語によるものとし、約100語で書く。
　　ｂ．  要旨は＜Abstract＞とページの左上に記し、原稿の１ページ目には、タイトル・

氏名・所属と要旨を記すこと。

　４．キーワード
　　ａ．  要旨の下に【キーワード】：或いは【Keywords】：と明記して、日本語の論文

は日本語で、英語の論文は英語で、５個以内を添えること。
　　ｂ．  キーワードと本文との間は２行アケとすること
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見分けのイメージ（１ページ目）

２．その他の注意事項

　　ａ．  執筆者は、前年度の大会の「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発
表」での報告者に限る。

　　ｂ．  内容は、大会発表に沿ったものとする（但し、必要な修正を施すこと）。
　　ｃ．  使用言語は原則として日本語または英語とする。
　　ｄ．  『プロシーディングズ』に掲載した内容は、さらに発展させて、『語用論研究』

に投稿することができる。その場合は、必ず十分な加筆・修正を施すこと。
　　ｅ．  別のカバーシート用紙（A4）に次の事項を記入して提出すること：
　　・  「研究発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」のいずれであるか。
　　・  発表論文タイトルと発表者名（日本語）　氏名（ふりがな）
　　・  発表論文タイトルの英語訳と発表者名のローマ字表記。ワークショップ発表の代

表者はワークショップの全体タイトルの英訳も記入のこと。
　　・  連絡先：E-mailアドレス

○   「原稿ファイル」及び「個人情報ファイル」を下記宛てに送付する。送付は、１）ファ
イルを添付した電子メールか ２）オンラインからの投稿（EasyChair経由）のいずれ
かとする。

タイトル○○○
氏名○○
所属○○

＜要旨＞

【キーワード】：１、２、３、

本文

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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○ 送付先：
○ 【電子メールによる場合】
○ journal -at- pragmatics.gr.jp（注意：-at- を半角の＠に置き換えて下さい）
○ （『語用論研究』編集委員長 加藤重弘）
○   （原稿送付の際は、確実に受信できるように、出来るだけ無料メールアドレスのご使
用をお控えください。）

○ 注意：  電子メールによる送付の場合、送信後、２週間経っても、原稿を受理した旨の
確認返信メールが無い時には、必ず、こちらからの確認返信メールがあるまで、
hiko -at- hi-net.zaq.ne.jp（-at- を半角の＠に変換）に連絡してください。

○ 【オンラインによる場合】
　  http://www.easychair.org/conferences/?conf=sip15 から投稿する。投稿にあたって

は、サイトへの登録が必要です。サイトへの登録方法、ならびに、オンラインでの投
稿については、次のページを参考にすること。
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Request of submitting the manuscripts 
for the Proceedings

[For participants who presented papers in English] 
Since 2005, the Pragmatics Society of Japan has been publishing presentations 
given at its Annual Conference for publication in a volume of proceedings. 
The following are instructions for use in preparation of manuscripts by those 
who have presented their work at the Conference as lecture presentations, in 
workshops, or in poster sessions.

Instructions for Preparing Manuscripts

1. Writing requirements
1. Paper and length:

All manuscripts should be submitted on A4 size paper. Manuscripts for lecture 
presentations should be no more than 8 pages in length. Workshop and poster presentations 
should be no longer than 4 pages. Please note that these length restrictions include the 
abstract and the reference list. There is no restriction on the number of words or characters 
per page.

2. Format: 
a. Margins: top and bottom, 3 cm; right and left, 2.5 cm.
   Number of lines per page, number of characters per line, and line spacing are not 

restricted (however, extremely small characters should not be used).
b.   The first page of the manuscript should begin with the title, the author’s name, and the 

author’s affiliation (e-mail address optional), followed, after two blank lines, by the 
abstract and the main text.

c.   The introductory section or prefatory remarks should be numbered from 1, not 0.
d.   Examples should be preceded and followed by one blank line. Each new section should 

be preceded by one blank line.
e.   If notes are included, they should be placed at the end, between the main text and the 

reference list.
f.   References should follow the style sheet of Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics) (see 

the homepage of PSJ).

3. Abstracts: 
a.   All abstracts should be written in English and should be about 100 words in length.
b.   The abstract should appear on the first page of the manuscript, after the title, author’s 
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name, and author’s affiliation. The abstract should begin with the word ‘Abstract’ in the 
upper left corner.

4. Keywords: 
a.   A maximum of 5 keywords should be given below the abstract, preceded by 

‘【Keywords】’. [Refer to the figure below.]
b.   Main text should be preceded by two blank lines. 
 

2. Other important points
a.   All contributors must have given a lecture presentation, a workshop presentation, or a 

poster presentation at PSJ’s Conference of the Society.
b.   Aside from necessary corrections, manuscript contents should be faithful to the content of 

the presentation actually given at the Annual Meeting.
c.   As a general rule, manuscripts should be written in either Japanese or English.
d.   Extended versions of papers which have appeared in the Proceedings may be submitted 

for review to PSJ’s Journal Goyoron Kenkyu (Studies in Pragmatics). In that case additions 
and corrections should be made to the original manuscript.

e.   On a separate (A4) coversheet, please indicate the following information:
i.   Whether your presentation was a lecture, a workshop, presentation, or a poster 

presentation.
ii.   The title of your paper and your name.
iii.   Your e-mail address 

Title
Author’s name

Author’s affiliation

＜Abstract＞

【Keywords】：1, 2, 3,

Main Text

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
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<第18回大会で発表された方へのお知らせ>

第18回『大会発表論文集』（Proceedings）（第11号）
掲載論文原稿執筆のお願い。

　日本語用論学会では、2005年度より、毎年の大会で発表された論文をとりまとめ、大
会後に、『大会発表論文集』を発行しています。つきましては、今年度の大会の「研究
発表」、「ワークショップ発表」、「ポスター発表」で、発表されました皆様には、原稿を
提出していただくことになりますので、予め、お知らせいたします。尚、原稿の提出先
や提出期限等の詳しいことは、追って、HPやニュースレターでもお知らせします。次
号（第11号）の発行は、来年度の大会時となります。

（日本語用論学会　事務局より）

第17回大会発表論文集　第10号
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編集後記

　『日本語用論学会　第17回大会発表論文集』第10号をお届けいたします。日本語用論学会

では、2005年度より、年次大会でのご発表内容を論文集としてとりまとめ、大会後に発行す

ることになりました。今号では、研究発表30件（日本語発表22件、英語発表8件）、ワークショッ

プ発表9件（日本語発表）、ポスターセッション11件（日本語発表9件、英語発表2件）、シン

ポジウム3件（英語発表）、合計53件のご寄稿をいただきました。『大会発表論文集』創刊号

を発行し今年で10年目となります。語用論研究がますます発展することを願っております。

なお創刊号からすべて国立国会図書館（東西）に永久保存されました。第18回大会後は『日

本語用論学会　第18回大会発表論文集』第11号を発行する予定でございますので、どうぞご

期待ください。

（『大会発表論文集』編集担当：高木佐知子　森山卓郎　森山由紀子　首藤佐智子）
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